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Candidates target taxes, economy

INSIDE:
A Department of
Corrections official
said a judge overstepped his authority when he furloughed a state
prisoner this week.
Page 3

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

President Bush is calling his
Democratic rival a tax-and-spend
liberal, while Bill Clinton is
warning voters that the Republican president is trying to
"sucker-punch you" with promises of a tax cut.
As both candidates campaigned
through the first weekend after
the GOP convention, their sche-

SPORTS:
Felix Jose singled
home the go-ahead
run with two outs in
the 10th inning and
the Cardinals went
on to beat Atlanta
5-2 Friday. Page 10

offered no specifics.
ocean I want to sell you," the
Gore was equally mocking in
Arkansas governor told a Friday
his criticism of the Bush speech
evening rally in Cleveland, the
first city in his latest buscapade. promise, saying that the president
might also pledge to "make all
Clinton warned voters Bush was
streets run downhill."
trying "to sucker-punch you one
As Clinton crossed the industmore time."
rial heartland angling to shore up
Bush signed a large tax
his support with traditional blueincrease in 1990. In accepting the
Democratic voters, Bush
collar
n
Republican nominatio Thursday
targeted Southern and border
night, he promised an across-theboard tax cut accompanied by
reduced government spending but (Cont'd on page 2)

southern Missouri. "He wants to
invest your money in government
spending and I'm not going to let
it happen."
Clinton, ready to set out with
running mate Al Gore today on
another bus trip through the
industrial heartland, countered
Bush's jab with a reminder of the
"no new taxes" promised by the
president four years ago.
"If you believe that, I've got
some land in the middle of the

dules reflected a belief the race
will be decided in the South, the
Rust Belt and the border states
between them.
And the rich rhetoric suggested
that a brawl lies ahead — with
the economy providing the stage
for the 10-week fight up to the
Nov. 3 election.
"My opponent's ideas are
clear, present and dangerous,"
Bush told an enthusiastic crowd
Friday evening in conservative

Beiderwell
scholarship
established

That's high enough!

SATURDAY
August 22
WORLD
MOSCOW — President Boris
N. Yeltsin is promising a showdown with ex-Communist lawmakers he says are blocking
capitalist reform. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
Supreme Court's policy of
appointing special justices is
being challenged for the first
time as being unconstitutional.
Page 16

SPORTS
LEXINGTON — Louisville
coach Howard Schnellenberger
was among the former standouts
honored Friday when the Wildcats retired six jerseys. Page 10

PERSPECTIVE
In his column today, Dwain
McIntosh says now that the bravado of the 1992 Republican
National Convention is history,
the question that looms ahead is
whether former Secretary of
State lames A. Baker III can
devise a strategy that will enable
President Bush to rally. Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy with a 30
percent chance of thundershowers. Low 65 to 70. Sunday, partly sunny. Very warm and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
more thunderstorms. High in the
upper 80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.6, -0.1; below 301.8, -1.3
BARKLEY LAKE
356.5, -0.1; below 304.4, -5.3
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday;
a.m.-noon Saturday.

CANDY MATHEWS/Ledger & Times photo

at the
Chad Dale Anderson-Wood, 14, gives sisters Eloise, 10, and Beverly, 9, a helpful push as they share a swing Friday afternoon
Murray-Calloway County Park.

MSU facing challenges in upcoming year
The 1992-93 school year at
Murray State University presents
the university community the
opportunity to capitalize on
strengths and advantages, but
also presents a number of serious
challenges, MSU President Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth told faculty and
professional staff Thursday.
Speaking at an opening convo-

Board of Regents, including the
faculty and student regents, are
new, Kurth said.
Among the strengths Kurth
identified are:
Murray State enjoys a statewide reputation for the quality of
its undergraduate programs. "In
fact, I frequent4y hear it
described as the best four-year

cation of the fall semester, Kurth
said the eight new regents represents a new beginning. "I proposed to the board, and I now
propose to you, that we take
advantage of the opportunity with
a new board at Murray State to
build on the many strengths of
the university," Kurth said.
Eight of the 10 members of the

Prices don't
please farmers

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger A Times Staff Writer

GIXA HANCOCZ/Lredfmr It

New United Way campaign chairman John Paul.
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(Cont'd on page 2)

(Coned on page 2)

Campaign chairman
ready for challenge

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
It's a mixed bag for some farmers
these days — good-looking crops
in the field but uncertain market
prices, a University of Kentucky
agriculture official says.
Farmers who locked in prices
in late June when corn was
around $2.60 to $2.70 a bushel
and soybeans near $6.20 are
probably feeling comfortable
now, said Steve Riggins, a UK
grain marketing specialist.
But farmers without price deals
may be feeling some pressure, he
said.
Not a lot of this year's crop
already has been priced, Riggins
said. That could mean growers
either thoiglit it would go higher
or they didn't know how much
money they have tied up, he said.
"I think a lot of people
thought it was going to be a dry
summer." Riggins said.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture recently predicted record
yields for this year's corn and
soybean crops. While there is
some concern that crop numbers
will continue to increase with
each report, Riggins said there is
also reason to believe prices may
not get much weaker.
(Coned on pap 2)

institution in Kentucky," he said.
"The strongest contributor to
this reputation of quality has
been the Murray State faculty,
supported by a superb staff.
"I sense real progress in the
university's work to promote a
spirit of regionalism in west Ken-

Through the generosity of the
late George E. Beiderwell of
Paducah, 15 to 20 incoming
freshmen at Murray State University will be awarded full-tuition
scholarships beginning in the
1993-94 school year.
The businessman who died two
years ago left a $1.7 million
bequest to establish the scholarships for west Kentucky students
only.
Under the terms of his bequest,
75 percent of the interest earned
annually will be distributed to
three schools — Murray State,
Paducah Community College and
the West Kentucky State Technical School in Paducah.
Murray State will receive half
of that interest, with PCC and the
State Technical School each
receiving 25 percent. Each year
25 percent of the interest will be
added to the endowment to
ensure the continued growth of
the scholarship program.
Details of the scholarship program were announced Friday at a
luncheon at the Irvin Cobb Hotel
hosted by Bill and Charlene Beasley of Paducah, close friends of
Beiderwell, who died Sept. 22,
1990. Beiderwell proved "dreams
and hard work can produce success," Beasley said.
"I join my colleagues and
friends, Dr. Len O'Hara of Paducah Community College and Lee
Hicklin of West Kentucky State
Technical School, in saluting
George Beiderwell for his devotion to west Kentucky, his recognition of the importance of postsecondary education and his loving concern for the needs of west
Kentucky students," Dr. Ronald
J. Kurth, president of Murray
State, told luncheon guests.
"Scholarship recipients will be
students whose strong academic
records indicate the ability to

•• ••:•
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A senior industrial engineer at
Fisher-Price, Paul and his family
have lived in Murray for seven
years. He and his wife. Karen,
have three children, Anne, Jennifer and Buzz.
His family oriented activities
have included coaching little
league baseball and football and
serving on various educational
committees such as the county's
task force on the state education
reforms.
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The new campaign chairman
for the local United Way drive
knows that this year's fundraising
goal of $245,000 will be a challenge, but John Paul said he has
seen the needs of the county's
service agencies.
"The common theme I heard
when visiting all the agencies
was the need for more resources,
whether it be people or money.
My eyes were opened to the
needs in this county," said Paul.
According to Paul, such agencies as Needline are forced to
turn people away when supplies
run out. "Another example of
need is the Spouse Abuse Hotline. The staff is often forced to
turn people away because there
isn't enough temporary housing,"
he exlained.
No stranger to the United Way,
Paul served as chairman of the
major firm's committee last year.
"I know we are going to have
some challenges this year due to
the bad publicity that has followed the national organization,
Times piste as well as the sluggish economy
and the fact that it is an election

year," Paul said.
Paul said he wants people to
remember that the Calloway
County United Way is run by
local volunteers and that less than
1 percent goes to the national
headquarters.
"We get back that money tenfold because of the training sessions we receive and the resource
support," said Paul.
Board of Directors president
Warren Hopkins said that the
board is very excited about Paul's
chairmanship.
"He is committed to the community and exemplifies many
wonderful qualities. We look
forward to having a successful
year," said 'Warren.
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MSUfacing challenges in upcoming year.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
ttESOOSCES
eDdruor,caw-

4.41.401

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates
Holland
Fast

Motor Sales
Main St

753-4461

Let
Ruby Help!

HOW TO DECORATE WITH
BORDERS
Add a designer touch with a
border used as a chair rail wood
molding...
Create architectural detailing
throughout your home with this
border application around your
doors and windows...
Highlight the often overlooked
area around your bar or
countertop...
See Ruby For All Your
Home Improvement Needs.

Trees Lwnber
Dad center

Be! Air Shopping Center Murray
759-1390latoots osrumr
a Your lorsaa• Rase Foams
Other Locations
Benton & Lake City

(Comi'd from page I)
states crucial to the Republican
electoral strategy.
In Mississippi and Missouri on
Friday. Bush said it was Clinton
who couldn't be trusted to lead
the economy or the armed forces
— a message he was bnnging
today to Georgia. Alabama and

All'ENTION!
"Country Cookin"
Days at
SEVEN SEAS
Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg. '3.50
.1. • • • • • • •
'FABULOUS
FRI. & SAT.
— "SEAFOOD
BUFFET'
SEVEN SEAS

•15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
*Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service
*PCS • Medimet
•BC-BS • Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

1,01,

ap"iti4bie

il al?!
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(Coard from page 1)
tucky. As a regional university, it
is fitting that we remind our service region of the many ways that
all parts of west Kentucky rely on
and benefit from each other's
strengths. This growing sense of
regional identity and cooperation
has profound implications for the
future well-being of this region.
We can only be effective in helping to lead this region toward
increased economic development
and yet higher standards in ILS
quality of life if we are the best
university we can be.
"The spint of cooperation and
support we have developed with
regional public school systems in
the last couple of years also
greatly improves our ability to
fulfill our mission to this region.
"Murray State alumni are
demonstrating to a greater degree
their willingness to express their
loyalty and appreciation through
gifts to the institution. In particular, brand-new alumni, through
the senior pledge drive, are showing that they have come to understand that university graduates
have a responsibility to help
those who come after them.
"Let me add a sixth strength
that I see at the university- — the
Board of Regents. both new and
returning members that took

rffre
beLrveicy

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

Polls show boost
for Bush, but half
say country is in
serious recession

Texas and to Illinois on Sunday.
"Send them back to Arkansas
and Tennessee," Bush said of
Clinton and Gore, the Southern
twin ticket that threatens the
Republican lock on the South
critical to the victories by Bush
and Ronald Reagan. "Don't bet
against us in November."
Clinton has proposed raising
taxes $150 billion by raising rates
on those making more than
S200,000 a year. On the campaign trail, particularly before
tax -hating conservative audiences, Bush suggests Clinton
would raise everyone's taxes. He
labels it "the largest tax increase
in American history," even
though the tax increase Bush
signed in 1990 was bigger.
Quayle predicted Bush would
retake the South with a focus on
taxes and family values — a
strategy that also clearly includes
an unending avalanche of pointed
attacks on Clinton.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
President Bush got a political
boost as a result of the Republican National Convention,
but nearly half of those
responding to a new poll said
the country was in a serious
recession.
A Los Angeles Times poll
found that Democrat Bill Clinton still leads Bush, 48 percent
to 41 percent. But that the
margin is considerably less
than the 23 percentage point
lead the Arkansas governor
had in a Times poll taken just
before the start of last week's
GOP convention.
Bush also received his first
favorable job rating in a Times
poll since November — 53
percent to 44 percent, up 9
percentage points from a week
earlier. Voters' impression of
Clinton remained favorable, 54
percent to 35 percent.
Two-thirds of those interviewed said the United States
is on the wrong track, and
nearly half said the country is
in a "serious" recession.
The telephone poll of 1,186
registered voters, conducted
Thursday and Friday, found
that 8 percent of those interviewed were undecided about
which presidential candidate to
vote for, while 2 percent volunteered that they favored
Ross Perot. The poll had a
margin of error of 3 percentage points.
Other surveys taken as the
GOP convention wrapped up
also found Bush climbing in
the polls.
A CBS News-New York
Times telephone poll Thursday
night said 48 percent of 500
eligible voters surveyed
favored Clinton and Sen. Al
Gore while 46 percent backed
Bush and Vice President Dan
Quayle.
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efforts in this area, and we still
have a way to go."
The most pressing challenge
facing the university is the crisis
of growing health-care costs.
Kurth said budget considerations
force the university to consider a
change in the current operation
with costs MSU more than $3
million a year.
"To put it bluntly, growing
health costs threaten to eat up
funding at this university. Thus,
this spending threatens program
quality, program flexibility, innovation and progress toward salary
benchmarks."
Kurth feels an urgent obligation to restore the two percent
pay decrement the Regents
imposed on staff and faculty July
1. Kurth opposed the pay cut,
instead recommending staff and
faculty pay a portion of their
health insurance premiums.
The cost of the MSU athletic
program, especially football, is
another challenge, Kurth said. He
will attend a retreat Sept. 1-2
with other presidents of universities in the Ohio Valley Conference to discuss the options.
Challenging budget problems
must also be addressed, he said.
"Not only must we continue to
address the problems created by
the reduction in the state appro

office this summer. I am convinced that their experience and
their abilities will be of great value to Murray State, and I look
forward to working with them.
"There seems, in my judgment.
to be a certain lack of mutual
trust at Murray State. This lack of
trust appears to have been inherited from events of past years.
Some of the events on which it
may be based are now decades in
the past.
"I pledge to you an open, honest and direct manner of business.
with my principal focus always
on the good of the university. Let
us live up to our calling and
leave intrigue and rumors to the
scripts of soap operas.
"Restoring trust is one of the
challenges we face, and one to
which I intend to devote particular auention. 1 ask the help of all
in overcoming this obstacle.
"I have come to the conclusion
that an understanding of good fiscal policy has not been widely
held on this campus. This characteristic has led to misunderstanding and missed opportunities.
"I do not think that the university has adequately encouraged
the relationship of two important
university outreach functions:
alumni services and development
activities. We are making new

Candidates target...
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priation for this fiscal year. and
the minuscule increase for next,
but we must head off the development of an thought that higher
education should once again
balance expenditures elsewhere
in the state."
Kurth will work to identify
ways to build revenues and to
streamline the university's

Beiderwell...
(Cooed from page 1)
succeed in college, but whose
family circumstances make
financing a college education difficult," Kurth said.
"Murray State greatly appreciates the opportunity to serve
deserving students like these
through the Beiderwell Scholarship Program next year and each
year that follows. In addition, the
fine college graduates who come
out of this program will greatly
benefit the West Kentucky region. We are proud of the Beiderwell Scholarship Program and
believe it to be a fitting tribute to
an outstanding individual," Kurth

••

(Cont'd from page I)
—The crop is very, very late,
making it susceptible to frost,"
he said. "We also have to see
how the crop finishes when it
matures."
Growers with storage capability should use it to avoid market
lows at harvest time, Riggins
said. "But if they use storage,

AUTHORITIES ARREST FULTON MAN FRIDAY
Det. Steve Perry of the Kentucky State Police and Fulton County Sheriff
Corky Hill arrested Jerry D. Guthrie, 48, At. 2 Fulton Friday and lodged him
in the Fulton County Detention Center on an indictment warrant issued from
the Fulton County Grand Jury for murder. The indictment stems from the
Jan. 14 death of Wilma Ellingburg of Fulton County.

News of the World
CHINA TOLD TO REMOVE TRADE BARRIERS

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration is giving China until a month
before the presidential election to remove trade barriers against U.S. products or face new prohibitive tariffs on nearly $4 billion in exports to the
United States. Deputy U.S. Trade Representative Michael H. Moskow
announced a list of Chinese products that would be subjected to tariffs
equal to 100 percent of their value instead of the current 4 percent to 5
percent. No one wants a trade war," Moskow said Friday. But he added
that the administration is prepared to move forward" if agreement is not
reached by Oct. 10. The list includes agricultural products, footwear, silk
apparel, leather goods, minerals, industrial hardware and electronics goods
that came to $3.9 billion in U.S. imports from China last year.

ORDERING AN END TO ETHNIC CLEANSING

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Under increasing international pressure, Bosnia's Serb leader has ordered an end to "ethnic cleansing" and
improved conditions at war prisons that have been compared to concentration camps. Radovan Karadzic's overtures came Friday, in advance of a
peace conference set for next week. But the planned meeting of foreign
ministers and leaders from across Europe and the world also was also preceded by stepped up fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Three mortar shells
slammed into the capital's main boulevard Friday, killing at least six people.
"There was smoke and bricks and metal flying everywhere," said Rikard
Larma, a fashion reporter and photographer who was standing near an
abandoned shopping center on Marshall Tito Boulevard when a shell landed. An undetermined number of people were injured.

YELTSIN VOWS SHOWDOWN WITH COMMIES
Moscow— President Boris N. Yeltsin is promising a showdown with ex-

Communist lawmakers he says are blocking capitalist reform, but he soberly
admits his people they face another hard winter despite a better harvest.
President Boris N. Yeltsin held a nationally televised news conference on
Friday, the first anniversary of the failed Communist coup. He said he clearly remembered the events that made him an international hero and led to
the collapse of the Soviet state, but his address was dominated by more
immediate concerns. Russians have been shocked by the pain of the transition to a market economy. Prices are soaring, and though joblessness is still
relatively low, it is expected to climb sharply next year as inefficient staterun businesses are closed or privatized. The harvest this year is better than
last, easing the pain of reform, Yeltsin said Friday, and privatizing many factories and businesses will prove that progress has been made.

SANDINISTA ASSASSINS ATTACK CONTRAS

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Human rights workers and former Contra commanders say radical groups backed by the Sandinista-run police force and
army are assassinating Contra leaders to wipe out political opposition. "The
Sandinistas are simply cutting off the head of the resistance," said Mateo
Guerrero, executive director of the Nicaraguan Association for Human
Rights. "No one is being punished. The law does not exist." Contra rebels,
who fought a nine-year guerrilla war until the Marxist Sandinista government
was voted out in 1990, reportedly have begun rearming out of fear.

SAYING FAREWELL TO FORT DIX

FORT DIX, N.J. — Veterans from as far back as World War I watched as
the last class of active-duty soldiers graduated from basic training at Fort
Dix, where more than 3 million soldiers have trained over 75 years. "It's like
they took a part of me with them," said retired drill Sgt. Joe Tamayo, 63, of
Mount Holly, who trained here in 1964. "They're making a big mistake."
About 2,500 people, including veterans who trained at Fort Dix, attended the
hour-long graduation exercise Friday.

comments that you would like answered on the Searching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast OR Searching the Scriptures television
progam, send your questions or
comments to the following address:

t-

Plain Dress
$339

IRAAL DAv

Plain Dress
with matching
Jacket or vest
$399

Searching the Scriptures
P.O. Box 984
Murray, KY 42071

SEASON CLEARANCE

Pleats extra

4 1

Please study the Bible with us on radio
and television.

Green Plain Church of Christ

don't just put it in there and
forget about it," he said.
While prices are not good right
now, farmers can be heartened by
the overall crop situation, Riggins
said.
"With the potential yields
we're seeing, the cost factor of
producing it will be lower," he
said.

Local News Roundup

If you have any Bible questions or

These proposes ate supported by the

noted.
West Kentucky students who
will be entering Murray State as
freshmen in the fall of 1993 will
be eligible to apply in 1993 for
the scholarthip, which will pay
for tuition and fees for one year.
PCC will use its gift to award
.an estimated 20 scholarships each
year, according to O'Hara. At the
vocational school, 50 full scholarships will be awarded, Hicklin
said, making this the single
largest gift to a vocational school
in the history of Kentucky.
Citizens Bank and Trust of
Paducah will serve as trustee of
the Veiderwell Foundation.

Prices don't.

BIBLE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Television
Radio
Sunday Morning
Sunday Morning
8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
a.m. io 8:00 a.m.
WBBJ-TV (channel 7)
WBLN-FM (103.7)
Jackson, TN
Murray, KY

operation.
"Murray State is an outstanding institution, with an outstanding faculty, staff and student
body. 1 believe this university
deserves the utmost in service
and trust from all of us. I certainly pledge to do my part to bring
about the 'new beginning' that I
think is called for."
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Judge oversteps authority
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
judge overstepped his authority
when he furloughed a state prison
inmate this week while he was in
McCracken County for a civil trial,
a Department of Corrections official said.
McCracken Circuit Judge Bill
Graves allowed Billy Wurtman to
go free Wednesday, enabling him
to meet with his attorney, eat lunch
with his parents and girlfriend and
spend the night at his parents'
home.
Graves said he freed the 24-yearold Kentucky State Reformatory
inmate because he was convicted
of a nonviolent crime — assault
and wanton endangerment in connection with a traffic accident —
and wasn't considered an escape
risk.
The written order included no
restrictions, although Graves said
he issued oral instructions that
effectively placed Wurtman under
house arrest during the trial of a
lawsuit stemming from Wurtman's
1990 traffic accident.
The judge said he would review
state law and re-evaluate his view
on furloughing state felons while
they are in the temporary custody
of McCracken County officials.
Barbara Jones, attorney for the
Department of Corrections, said
circuit judges don't have the
authority to grant furloughs after
an inmate is placed in state
custody..
"We have procedures and guidelines we follow when furlough
requests are made, and only the
head of corrections has the authority to grant a furlough," Jones said.
No such request was made for
Wurtman, she said.
"A judge has the authority to
order us to deliver an inmate for a
court proceeding, but that does not
give him the authority to release
the inmate from custody during a
trial," she said.
After Jones learned Thursday
that Wurtman had been allowed to
go free, she called Graves to
inquire about his furlough order.
Graves said that after the discussion, he found Wurtman and told
him to immediately return to the
McCracken District Jail, where he
was temporarily transferred for the

civil trial. He will remain there
until state authorities return him to
the prison in La Grange.
Jones said she was prepared to
file a motion ordering that Wurtman be returned to custody, but the
trial had ended by the time she
telephoned.
Wurtman is serving a five-year
sentence in La Grange for assault
and wanton endangerment in connection with a Nov. 4, 1990, traffic
accident in which several people

were injured. He also pleaded guilty to a charge of driving while
intoxicated.
McCracken County Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Osborne
said he won't oppose shock probation for Wurtman. Graves said that
if the victims in the accident and
Osborne don't oppose shock probation, he is likely to approve with
several conditions.
He said a hearing on the matter
could be held next month.
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Quality Homes From Kopperud

Spring Creek Oaks Estate with all the amenities
for comfortable and luxurious family living!

Canterbury Estates Delight with the custom-built
immaculate home in move-in-condition! $123,900.

Hamrick receives endorsement
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce today announced that it is endorsing Steve
Hamrick's election to the U.S. House
of Representative's in Kentucky's first
congressional district.
"Steve Hamrick has a solid record
as a business leader," said Marc
Leger, the Chamber's director of
public affairs."We are convinced that
he is the best qualified candidate to
represent the first district and we are
asking our members to do all they can
to assist the Hamrick campaign."
Lesher pointed out that Congress
will be voting on a number of bills of

great importance to the business community that will effect America's
ability to compete more effectively in
world markets.
"We believe that Steve Hamrick's
commitment to economic growth
policies is badly needed at a time
when the U.S. economy is being
weakened by the impact of higher
taxes and excess government regulation," Lesher said. "It is essential that
Congress enact laws to stimulate
economic expansion. We believe that
Steve Hamrick's election on Nov. 3
will further this cause."

Four BR home in quiet, desirable neighborhood.
Price just lowered to $81,900! Immediate occupancy! Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

Country charm just outside city limits on Johnny
Robertson Road. Three bedrooms, 3 baths and
outstanding decor throughout.Price includes extra
lot - $112,500.

Spacious 3 BR home of almost 3,000 sq. ft. under
roof. Extra lot included - 02.900.

Four BR home on Oaks Country Club Road. Price
reduced to $85,000. Immediate occupancy.

t rits,
eei

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
753-9586

300 South 4th

Beautiful mature trees surround this rustic residence on large lot. A great value at $74,000!

Large home on acre, park-view lot in town. Almost
3,000 sq. ft. of living area! Only $69,000.

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
1986 Dodge Colt
Auto. & Air

Owner • Donnie Winchester
1987 Ford Escort
$1500 1983 Buick Skylark

1984 Ford Ranger Truck $1,750 1977 Buick
LeSabre
1985 Ford Tempo
1977 Ford Ranchero
Auto., Air, Nice
$1,550
V-8
1982 Cutlass Cierra Bro. „u, 1975 Dodge Truck
Sharp
$1"b" Good Mech
1986 Chev. Cavalier
1978 Ford LTD
Low Miles
$2,500 1 Owner
Special Higher Price Cars
1988 Ford Taurus, V-6
1988 Chev. S-10 Truck, Air
1985 Dodge 600 Cony., sharp, white, red inter.

- -441W
Ey

$1,700
$1,200
$700
$1,550
$1,150

Price just reduced on this attractive 3 BR country
home on one acre lot. $63,900. Call 763-1222.

Great value in this 3 BR,2 bath, brick home on 1,/2
acres, central heat and air. Mid $40'8.

For information on these and other listings call or come by...

711
Main St.

$700
$3,900
$3,300
$3,400

753-1222
Homes IFuR UVIIIIG•

Innovative Procedum
Performed AtCommunity Hospital
Ended On AHam Note
Ken Campbell

Since birth, Kenneth Campbell has been unable to function
like everyone else. Born with a small bladder, his body was not
capable of normal urinary processes. Then Dr. Stuart Brodsky
and Dr. Michael McBee performed a reconstructive augmentation
to increase the size of Ken's bladder by utilizing part of his colon.
"Even though it was a difficult decision to have this kind
ofexperimental surgery,I really had no reservation about having
it done at Community," Ken remembers."I had complete faith
in my physicians and the hospital. I think there's a certain
sense ofsecurity when you how you're being cared for
by people you know."
This innovative procedure was the
first ofits kind in this area and waspetfortned
at Community Hospital in Ma0eld.

We Treat You Like Famil
206 \‘'EST SOLTII STREET,• MAYHEM KV 42066• 502-24"- ;21 I

.4n .4flihate of
HFALTHTRUST

INC.Ihriiocpieai(..ompany
Kentucky Kan Participating Hospital
OPTION 2000 Contracting Hospital
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PERSPECTIVE
Deja vufor Baker
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Perspective on Politics
Here are some excerpts from editorials regarding the Republican
Narional Convention from around the nation:
Aug. 21; Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (Link Rock):
The American family finally got some of the attention long lavished on
,e-ner endangered species. Whatever the Republicans' motives in focusing
on the family. it's about time, his oldest. most basic and most influential
of institutions got the attention it seems to need.
BoIn parties now have demonstrated in their separate and less-thansolemn assemblies this year that each lives in as own vacuum-scaled
ori,1 impervious to balanced analy•sis. Both have spared no effort to
d:rnonstrate that Americans live in at the worst of times. or. ibi the best
•::s. without tc) any middle ground being conceivable. or at least
It is perhaps idle to wish that Democrats and Republieans had spent as
energy improving the economy AS :n debating how. sick it is. But
is Still some time before November 3rd to debate instead of
21: Seattle Post-Intelligencer:
s,.„,.,scs while stressing
Bush cited his own foreign
expected. takof experience in international ar.1.7s. J..,
in setting
sn:p
s
,ii•.
astrn,r.:a:
• for his and the Reagan
acknow:at led to the end of the
"tooi, the strong
a:a r.ghtly so, that the dem:se 0:
of presidents from both par:
.ssues are expected to play the
the end of the Cold War.
arena that BaSh and his
•
role in this election, and
:7 a 77,.:,71ged reces.::.on are most vulnerable.
and
s:
..f.r.ti of an early turnaround. ha,: :as
proposals.
a pledge
ot n across-the-board tax cu: was •1)..;'. A
a the budget
spending reductions" so as not to
t:Apaers
speech. lacked such specifics. His prop...
.:1} to designate up to 10 percent of the: :axes to reducis an interesting one. tn.: again. there were no specif.,•
a,
what
i.rarns he would cut to compensate for this revenue

%aq.

Now that the bravado of the
1992 Republican National Convention is history, one political question looms ahead that will be
answered only with the passage of
time:
Can former Secretary of State
James A. Baker III, who assumes
new duties as White House chief of
staff tomorrow, devise a strategy
again that will enable President
Bush to rally from behind to win a
second term?
He engineered a comeback by
Bush in 1988 that overcame a
rather substantial lead by Michael
Dukakis. But the obstacles this
time around are far different — and
much more formidable.
The national economy is in
shambles. People across the country arc filled with frustration and
fear. And Bush himself has a major
credibility problem that continues
to shadow him.
Not since the days of Herbert
Hoover has a president seeking reelection found himself struggling
with such a stubborn economic
malaise.
Efforts by the GOP to divert
attention to emotional social issues..
and to blame a Democratic Congress for the nation's woes are not
likely to work. People, rightly or
wrongly, tend to hold the president
responsible.
And make no mistake about it.
the economy — particularly jobs
— is the No. 1 issue in the race for
the White House to be decided in
November. Years ago, a political
sage for whom I had the utmost
respect brought that principle into
focus for me with this homespun
explanation:
"Ain't no part of a fellow's anatomy as tender as his wallet."
Nobody in the Bush camp yet

ON SECOND THOUGHT

Dwain McIntosh
[Agee & 'limes Asst. General Manager
demned as "voodoo economics"
has seemed to be in touch with the
when it was proposed by Ronald
.people of mainstream America.
in the 1980 presidential
Reagan
rehis
in
-makers
Instead, decision
primaries.
election bid have given the
Bush did bring up the issue of
impression they think they can run
— undoubtedly one of his
trust
vacuum.
a
it from
biggest problems. To sell any
No way. Too many people arc
hurting. Unemployment is at 7.7 ideas, regardless of how good, he
percent and one in 10 Americans is must find some way to regain creon food stamps. It's not the dibility that was badly damaged by
business-as-usual climate where the his violation of the "no new taxes"
same old platitudes can be shined pledge of 1988.
Playing what he himself
up for public inspection. Circumstances demand substance, not described as the "blame game," he
slogans.
has tried to lay that responsibility
Baker no doubt understands that at the doorstep of Congress. But he
people will not be satisfied without must have forgotten that part of the
dramatic change. He need look no promise he broke was how he
farther than the Perot phenomenon
would fight Congress down the line
and the wholesale congressional on that issue. He said:
"My opponent (Dukakis) won't
turnover to read that in the collecrule out raising taxes. But I will.
tive mood of the electorate.
Bush had his moment Thursday The Congress will push me to raise
evening when he spoke for almost taxes, and I'll say no. and they'll
an hour in the convention finale. It push, and I'll say no, and they'll
was an opportunity for him to push again, and I'll say to them,
define the issues of the campaign 'Read my lips; no new taxes."
More recently he declared in a
and to provide an agenda of new
moment of surprising candor that
initiatives to address them.
Yet, for the most part. he offered he will do whatever it takes to win
. warmed-over generalities. Ile did re-election. Perhaps his end say he would propose an across- justifies-means philosophy was not
the-board tax cut in January if he is meant the way it was perceived —
re-elected. However, the specifics but often perception is more
of his plan won't be known until damaging that reality anyway.
Whoever planned the entertainafter the election Nov. 3.
Ironically, his 1992 tax-reduction ment lineup at the GOP convention
tactic is similar to one he con- did not help either. To deflect scru-

tiny away from an ailing economy,
"family values" was adopted as the
centerpiece of the four-day
extravaganza.
But somebody failed to do the
homework necessary to keep the
method consistent with the message. The result?
One headline entertainer in his
fifth marriage, one who has given
birth to two children without the
benefit of marriage and another
with four children often billed as a
"Christian pop artist" who
announced recently that she is
headed toward divorce.
No judgment of those entertainers is intended. What they do is
their business. But such a myopic
misadventure by the GOP campaign hierarchy after all the pious
pronouncements about "family values" invites reaction ranging from
giggles to guffaws.
To make matters worse, many of
the convention speakers resorted to
a real no-no. They suspended their
high moral tone long enough to
take some really vicious swipes at
Hillary Clinton.
Unbelievable. A basic tenet of
politics is that no advantage can be
gained by attacking another candidate's wife.
Even though Bush trailed Governor Clinton 20 to 25 percentage
points when the convention opened
in Houston, it hardly seems time
yet for such no-holds-barred desperation tactics. But the silly season
is like a full moon. It does strange
things to people.
With Baker's reappearance at the
helm, look for some changes in the
Bush campaign in the next 10
weeks. Otherwise, no chance of
deja vu — just more loud whistling
past the cemetery.

Aug. 21; Richmond (1.a.) Times-Dispatch:
B) n;s own admission. Bush's surrender on taxes was a mistake. An
tnander was expecting Congress to live up to its side of the bargain.
We are the change." said countless Republicans this week. They must
make that point daily until November. Reaganism is not dead but only
airman:. Bush's challenge is to convince the voters that only his ree.ection can preserve the progress made since 1980.
Presidential elections focus on values, on direction. They decide where
:e road goes. Local elections -decide how it is paved. Does character
Mention American's two greatest heroes — Washington and Linin-- and what comes immediately to mind? Character. Richard Nixsuggesis the consequences of political genius crippled by
n's
is not a presidential attribute. One thing George
S
: s s,
Aug. 21: Los .4ngeles Times:
aaning :he deftness of President Bush's jabs at his oppoC .7.i. 7 7.4,,:nioyesi a huge rush up the polls ever since his
it's crunch time. Based on Thursday night's
...:Iness an especially sharp and engrossing fall
Tie

on all the right things. but he touched on them
7s: cned eager to get back to the fun at hand: knocking his
• o.'hat's st:ll needed is the larger agenda of a President facing

21: Daily .%-ews (Los Angeles):
Pree,.:n: Bush. as promised, took "the gloves off" in his acceptance
--:-•cecn. But is this burst of fire too little, too late? His record will be
'fic...: to defend. But Bush has been an extremely successful internaonal leader, and many of his domestic plans (particularly in the areas of
ax policy, health care and education reform) arc superior to Clinton's.
in other words, has some explaining to do but he is far from out of
tine piclare. The GOP has nominated no slouch.

-lug.
•

Aug. 19; Boston Herald:
From the opening gavel of the Republican convention, the national
inedia has kept up a steady drumbeat of criticism. The party platform is
loo I•ar to the right, they insist The president is pandering to reactionaries.
Republicans are chided for not reaching out to the uncommitted, for not
endorsing the views of "moderates."
The media have excoriated the platform's call for a ban on abortion, its
rejection of homosexual marriage, its disapproval of needle exchange.
One gets the impression that the Fourth Estate would like to see a campaign in which there are no discernible differences between the major parties on these hotly contested issues.
Much was made of the fact that the first night starred Ronald Reagan
— a man who won thepresidency twice in landslides, notwithstanding
that the media spent thedecade before he entered national politics telling
us he was too conservative to be elected to anything.
Besides its stands on moral questions, the Republican statement of principles endorses term limitations, a balanced budget amendment and school
choice. Again, these contrast with the Democratic platform — arid all are
extremely popular with the Middle American voters the GOP must woo
back to the fold by November.
For Republicans, the road to reelection is paved with conservative principles. And if President Bush does win another term on the strength of
those principles, we only hope he'll stick to them after Inauguration Day.

NE ETERNAL QUESC FORSURVIVAL

Enduring kinships andfriendships
The movies do cemeteries a
great disservice by exploiting them.
In order to make terror profitable,
the Friday the Thirteenth genre of
graveyard horror destroys the
esthetic and educational virtues of
resting places.
In the real world off the screen,
the nation's cemeteries are alive
with history, art, literature and
landscaping. They are fun places to

Cemetery.
Each has its own personality.
Among our favorites are the
large cemetery close to downtown Some offer an outdoor museum of
Lexington. Ky.. and Pisgah Cemet- sculpture variations. Among the
ery, some ten miles away, Cave attractions are varieties of stone
Hill Cemetery in Louisville, the materials and shapes, of lettering,
Bruton Church cemetery in Wil- and of epitaphs and range of dates.
liamsburg, a church cemetery in Ready-made genealogy is apparent
the historic section of Charleston, in large family plots. Some have
the federal military cemeteries of landscaping of which Frederick
Shiloh and Fort Donelson, old
Olmstead himself would be proud.
The most personal ones of all are
cemeteries in Memphis and Nashville, the Jefferson family cemetery
those in which we know the peoat Monticello, one at My Old Kenple. I use the present tense, for to
Aug. 19; The Kansas City (Mo.) Star:
tucky Home in Bardstown with one
walk among them and to remember
Desperation hangs over the Republicans in Houston. It can be seen in
marker reading "Weep no more, them is, in a real sense, to resurrect
the pandering to the far right, the platform inconsistencies, the frantic stimy lady," a North Carolina cemet- them. Some of the most pleasant
moments I have had with my
fling of debate on abortion, and the observation — a convention cliche, as ery with an angel tombstone readit was four years ago — that President Bush needs to give the speech of ing "Look Homeward, Angel," one
mother in recent years have come
with a whole family remembered
his life.
from hiking through local cemeteOlf Monday Bush reiterated his supposed desire to keep the campaign through individual statues in May- ries in our county. Names I recogout of the gutter. This had no more impact than similar pronouncements field, Ky., a unique Moravian one
cize get faces and facts when she is
in the past.
with the sexes separated next to along as tour guide. Like most peoThe president cannot abide questions about his own personal life and Salem College in Winston-Salem, a
ple her age who have always lived
in the same town, she is not only a
the dubious activities of certain Bush family members. But Clinton's per- small country church cemetery
family historian, but a community
sonal life and family appear to be fair game in Houston, and Bush has containing our great-grandparents
historian as well. She has taught
and their kin, some smaller ones
resiip done nothing to change that.
me, without intending to do so, that
Pirticularly noticeable early in the convention were some wild charges overgrown with vines that we used
one major advantage to people liv&boot the political opposition: Bill Clinton is a pathological liar, Al Gore to stumble across when we were
is aotenvironmental kook, Hillary Clinton hates familiei the Democrats rabbit-hunting in our youth, and, of ing so much longer these days is
course, Arlington National -that people who died get rememare Calling for massive, across-the-board tax hikes.
V

visit

upon us, their deaths can only be
described as "untimely." But collectively, like a chorus of little
angel voices, they seem to send a
message that cuts through the pain
of finding them. If it hurts so much
to think of their dying too young,
they seem to say, let the hurt
remind us that life must be on
balance a pretty nice thing after all.
As a matter of fact, that is what
bered longer.
all of the graves, both of those who
In the oldest city cemetery we lived a full threescore and ten and
visit at home are a former con- those who died before their time,
gressman who was the son of Davy do say when we walk among them.
Crockett, a former governor who One thing that makes living worthwas also president of a large rail- while is the stored-up memories
road and a famous college, and the collected over the decades from
founder of Grove Park Inn and associating with those we resome famous patent medicines still discover in cemeteries. In a sinpe
being sold. But the less famous afternoon walk there one can relive
gravesites are just as interesting. a Saturday walk around courtsWe have kinfolk and dozens of old quare or a Sunday morning in
friends and acquaintances in each church or a Thanksgiving family
of the four larger cemeteries within dinner.
a four-mile radius.
In Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part
Visits to hometown cemeteries I, Gledower boasts,"I can call spirinevitably bring surprises. We its from the vasty deep," to which
always find someone whose pass- Hotspur retorts, "But will they
ing had eluded us, and we always come when you do call for them?"
find someone we otherwise probabIndeed they do, .for friendly
ly would have forgotten altogether. shades of the past remain friendly
In a way, touring the local cemete- in memory.
ries is just as enlightening and hapWhen we raise their spirits, we
py as reading the popular "Fifty
Years Ago Today" column in our raise our own. We may not be so
local daily newspaper. Old news is formal as to worship our ancestors
much more interesting than new. as do the Chinese, but we certainly
The sad moments come at the do appreciate them, whether they
graves of infants. Granted that they were kinfolk by blood or part of
have been spared a lot of hardships the larger family of local
and heartaches that living inflicts community.
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This Land is Our Land-Protectlahrough

CONSERVATION
CALLOWAY COUNTY CONSERVATION
DISTRICT'S ANNUAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992
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Sheet, rill, and gully soil erosion on cropland is still a
very serious problem when minimum tillage and notill cropping systems with use ofcrop residues, cover
crops, and water disposal systems are not used.
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No-till planting of corn or soybeans in crop residue
stops severe soil erosion, helps provide more water
infiltration, and helps hold moisture in the ground
during the growing season. Joe Pat Coleman and his
son Jon are shown examining his previous wheat
crop residue that was double-cropped with no-till
soybeans near New Concord.

Stopping deep gully erosion can be controlled by
installing rip-rap grade stabilization structures like
this one at the outlets of grass waterways and
diversion ditches. C. E. Jones is standing at the
entrance of his newly constructed rip-rap structure
with John Clendenon, district employee (right). In
the background, Johnny Jones (son) is standing in
the lower section of structure that is located near
Shiloh.

The District has completed its 43rd year of operation as organized under
the Kentucky Revised Statutes.Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program
of development and to use those renewable natural resources ofland, water,
woodland, and wildlife for the best interest of the people.
To assist in carrying out the District program, a memorandum of
understanding is in effect with the USDA Soil Conservation Service(SCS)in
furnishing technical help.This technical assistance is in the persons ofSteve
Alcott, District Conservationist, Bennie Bell, Soil Conservationist, Donna
Gilland,Soil Conservationist,and Shea Sykes,Soil Conservation Technician.
Several west Ky.conservation districtsjoined SCS to
Part-time employees were David Grayson and Traci Bratcher both Soil
help Murray State University Agriculture DepartConservation Aides.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation
ment in sponsoring Kentucky's first Warm Season
program in planning and application. Through the technical assistance of
Grasses Forage Field Day held in Calloway and
Soil Conservation Service the following accomplishments were made: 492
Hickman Counties. Shown above is a typical stop in
landowners and operators were assisted with planning and application to
examining a caucasian bluestem pasture field on
their land, 338 landowners applied one or more conservation practices, 27
Larry Hale's farm near Almo.
new cooperators were added, and 50 structural referrals were serviced for
ASCS's Conservation Programs.Some ofthe conservation practices installed
in the county during the year were: no-till, minimum tillage, conservation
cropping systems, parallel strip cropping, contour farming, crop residue
management, pasture and hayland planting, wildlife habitat management,
tree planting, woodland improvement, ponds, diversion ditches, grass
waterways, pipe drop and grade stabilization structures.
Since the beginning of the Food Security Act, approximately 1,560
conservation plans have been prepared on 93,000 highly erodible land acres.
Sixteen conservation plans ofoperation were prepared for the conservation
reserve program with ASCS for program year 1992.
The District also has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky
Department of Natural Resourcesand Environmental Protection,Division of
Conservation. Through this program,the district shares in the financial aid
for office assistance and a revolving fund for heavy equipment.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in assisting the
financing of the district program. From this support, plus the direct aid,the
district was able to maintain program operation and to help cover the cost of
•.
secretarial help,Joanne Windsor,District Clerk,part time Soil Conservation
Technician, John Clendenon, and part-time clerk, Raquel Wallace.
During the year, the district sponsored a Conservation Awards program. (From left) John Clendenon, Soil Conservation
Technician and Tripp Furches are standing in
Conservation poster and essay winners,master conservationist,outstanding
cooperator, and other honor award winners were recognized and awards Furches newly constructed grass waterway that's
were presented. The district assisted the Calloway County Young Farmers located west ofMurray. This is one ofseveral erosion
Association in sponsoring a no-till meeting at Calloway County High School. control conservation practicesfor which cost sharing
Soiljudging plaques for the Calloway County Future Farmers ofAmerica Soil is available through ASCS and technical assistance
Judging Contest were provided by the district. The district, along with
by SCS. This past year approximately 49 acres of
fifteen other conservation districts,joined with SCS to help Murray State grass waterways were established.
University Agriculture Department in sponsoring Kentucky's first Warm
Season Grasses Forage Field Day held in Calloway County. The district
helped the Extension Service,the Calloway County Health Department,the
Farm Bureau, and Murray State Agriculture Department in sponsoring a
county wide private well water testing program. Approximately 120 wells
were tested. Soil Stewardship materials were provided to several churches,
placemats to several restaurants,and bookmarks to the local library for the
nationwide observance of Soil Stewardship Week.They also helped sponsor
LBL's Essay/Proposal writing contest held in conjunction with Earth Day.
The district purchased and distributed over 2,000 trees to the general public
with the help ofthe Calloway County High School's Agriculture Department.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped to make
this a successful year in soil and water conservation: the Soil Conservation
Service (SCS)for furnishing technical assistance,the Kentucky Division of
Conservation and Calloway County Fiscal Court for financial aid. the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service(ASCS)for cost sharing
on conservation practices, the Extension Service, Calloway County Young
Farmers Association,and the Farm Bureau Federation for educational help,
The Murray Ledger and Times for publishing news articles, local radio
Reck, Calloway
stations for news releases, Farmers Home Administration, Kentucky Divi- (From right) Shown above is Arlo
receiving
supervisor,
District
Conservation
County
State
Murray
Fish
of
and Wildlife,
sion of Forestry, Kentucky Department
the Goodyear Honor Award for the district from
University Agricultural Department, Murray and Calloway School systems
and teachers,chemical and fertilizer companies,agribusinesses,local banks, Robert Wilson with Goodyear Tire and Rubber
civic clubs, and churches of the county.
Company at the Kentucky Association for ConservaDistrict's convention in Owensboro, Ky. This
tion
by:
respectfully
submitted
report
The
was given to the district along with several
award
Larry Hale, Member
Albert Wilson, Chairman
other districts in Ky.on the basis ofaccomplishments
Arlo Reck, Member
Darrel Clark, Vice-Chairman
in soil and water conservation for the past program
Larry Gilbert, Member
Thomas Armstrong, Sec.-Treas.
Marty Can-away, Member
year.
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Cordis James (left) is shown standing by his newlyconstructed embankment with pipe drop outlet sediment control structure near Kirksey.(Right) Bennie
Bell, soil conservationist with SCS is examining
mulch cover that was placed on the steep embanknlent for erosion control.

This past year the Calloway County Conservation
District has re-located with SCS's new office location
at 201 Johnny Robertson Road.

Conservation essay and poster winners who received
awards at the Calloway County Conservation District Annual Awards program are as follows:(front,
from left) are Matt Clemson, Luke Dibble, Patrick
Greer and Nicholas Vaughn. (back row, from left)
Jonathan King, Whitney Price, Alan Brian Chase,
Michael Stubblefield and MacRae Coleman.

CALLOWAY COUNTY\
CONSERVATI9NTISTRICT

201 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
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MURRAY TODAY
Elderly menus listed
Menus for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheeis for the week of Aug. 24 to
28 have been released through the
office of Murray-Calloway County
SJoioi. Citizens Program, Inc.
Meals will be served at 12 noon,
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
and Weaks Centers. Meals will be
sent to private homes each week
Jay.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Barbecue ground beef, mashed
Potifoes mixed greens, bun, margarle, orange sherbet milk, coffee or
:ea
Tuesday
C.,..:ken arid durrpi,ngs, sliced car,cts broccoli w cheese hot roil, mar-

JO'S DATEBOOK
‘
ak
‘

garine. baked apples milk, coffee or
tea
Wednesday
Spaghetti and meatsauce w'cheese.
breaded mushrooms creamy cote
slaw gariic roll, margarine peach
halves w cottage cheese milk coffee
Or tea
Thursday
Baked ham writ) Deaf* cabbage.
cornbrea mar9arine. applesauce and
sugar cock.es mi:k coffee or tea
Friday
Pepper steak, country style corn
green beans biscuit margarine
orange milk. coffee or tea

1

-Iik•

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, Inc., has special activities
planned for the coming week, according to Eric Kelleher, executive director. On Monday, Aug. 24, blood pressure checks will be given. On Tuesday, a special devotion. Wednesday the guest speaker will be Betty Boston of Hillard Lyons on "Financial Advice for Seniors." An educational
program or health promotion will be 10:30 a.m. and a birthday party at 1
p.m. on Thursday. The activities usually start about 10 a.m. with lunch
served at 12 noon. The center on the lower level of Weaks Community
Center is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Kelleher
invites all seniors to participate in the activities. For information call
753-0929.

Bookmobile
gives stops

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has %die7.,:r1S on Tuesdas. WednesJay
and Th,IrsJa. Aug. 25. 26 and 27.
Carolyn Adams. bookmobile
THEATRES! librarian. has released her schedule
•: as lO:lows:

Fire Groups meeting Monday

. 41kv,Ft I.

(

1:30
400
7:00
9:30

"Unforgiven"
(R)
Brandon Lee

130
3.20

in

(it) 7.05

•Rapid Fire

9:00
1.30
3.20
7.15
9:15

•Olggst wort'
R,
1 Niria Kier
(PG)
1 30 7 10

'Single While
Female' rib
3.15. 9 10

Tuesday
Dexter - 1033 am to noon
Lola Jones noon to 12 30 p m
Robert Ross - 1 to 1 30 p m
Anne Bonner • 2 to 3 p m
Arlene Adams - 3 to 3 30 p m
Wednesday
Ernestberger - 10 30 to 11 30 am
Hazel - 11 30 am to 12 30 pm
Taylor - 1 to 2 pm
Mary Moore - 2 30 to 3 p m
Str7,11 Alorid Academy - 3 to 4 p m
Thursday
Apple Tree - 10 to 11 am
Fern Terrace 11 a m to noon
Long Term Care 12 30 to 1 pm
Laura Rogers - 130 to 230 pm
Collins 2 30 to 3 30 p rr

30

Christopher
3 40
700
Columbus"(P613) 9
10
Bargain Matinees
Sat. Sun. Only!!
Bargain Night is Thursday
R

Movtes
PEP+ Chestnut
()pen 1i.01111

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

at the
a 7-

46
1-800-432-93
AIES0•••Cli

•E•1.01• CAW'FOA

to lit:pm

AUDITION
WORKSHOP

\

•

1.1b

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Ca

759-1752

for
Cheaper by the Dozen
Saturday,
Aug. 23 - 3 p.m.
Sunday, Aug.
24 - 1:30 p.m.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For sour Convenience \ovs Otters

p
. UPS Pick-Up

II

‘Iondav - Friclav

Ship ‘S

& Sa%c inorte%

mr.F. to a.m.. x p.m. sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m
tti'mpit Pla/J
Hi*? 641 %.

UPS

Nun I. p.m.
753-23A0

4

A meeting of the Fire Groups in the area will be Monday. Aug. 24, at 6:30
p.m. at the new fire station, located one mile south of Kirksey off the
Washer Road. The new station and trucks will be open for inspection. Nominations will be taken for trustees of the consolidation of Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, Coldwater, Calloway and Jackson Fire Districts. All persons in these
areas are urged to attend to participate in this special service to the
community.

Youth Baseball Association will meet

Gena Laura. Cunningham and
Christopher Martin Maley to marry

Cunningham and Maley
wedding will be Sept. 12

The Youth Baseball Association of Murray-Calloway County will have its
annual general open meeting on Monday. Aug. 24, at 7 p.m. in Barkley
Room of Curris Center, Murray State University. Items on the agenda
include Bronco League and American Legion proposals, weekend traveling
teams, Volunteer of the Year Award and election of association and league
officers. In order to vote at this general meeting, a person must be at least
21 years of age and a member in good standing of the Youth Baseball
Association. Individual memberships are $2 and memberships will be on
sale at the meeting. Anyone interested in youth baseball is urged to attend
this meeting.

Gena Laura Cunningham and Christopher Martin Maley announce their
engagement and upcoming marriage.
The bride-elcct is the daughter of Jim and Shirley Uzzle of Cadiz and
of Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Mitchell of Atlanta, Ga.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Cameron
and Mrs. Itilene Uzzle of Cadit.
The groom-elect is the son of Edward and Evelyn Maley of Kirksey
and of William Phyllis Goldthwaite of Dallas, Texas.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Mary L. Maley of Kirksey, the late Rosby
R. Maley, Mrs. Beatrice Roat. Rochester, Mich., the late Robert Rom. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Tenniswood of Melvin, Mich.
Ms. Cunningham is a 1986 graduate of Trigg County High School.
Cadiz. and a graduate of Murray State University where she received her
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. She is employed as assistant manger of
Behr's. Murray.
Mr. Maley is a 1986 graduate of Bay Shore High School. Bay Shore.
N.Y., and a graduate of Suffolk College, Brentwood, N.Y. He is the owner of Male) Lawn and Landscape Services. Murray.
The couple will be married Saturday. Sept. 12, at 4 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Invitations will be sent to
out-of-town guests only.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group Meeting will be Tuesday. Aug. 25, at
4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Adult Day
and call
Care (free) for Alzheimer's patients will be given during this meeting
Shared Care, 753-0576. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale,
762-1100, or Joretta Randolph, 753-5561.

Health Express stops listed
on
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have stops
pressure
blood
be
wilt
Offered
25.
and
24
Aug.
Monday and Tuesday.
will be
checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings. Also available
at Town
a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Monday stops will be
from
Square at Wingo from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Baptist Church at Sedalia
PublCounty
Calloway
at
be
will
express
the
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Tuesday
ic Library from 8 to 11:30 a.m.a nd 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Hospital lists menus

gravy, 'wild rice pilaf. 'mixed vegetables, 'baked potato, breaded
mushrooms, soup of the day.
Sunday
'Fish filet almondine, Hungarian
pork chop, hot chicken salad,
'steamed zucchini squash, creamy
corn casserole, spicy blackeyed peas,
'broccoli spears, soup of the day.

The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added.

Saturday, Aug. 22
Candlelight Vigil in honor of
homeless animals/7:30 p.m./Animal
Shelter by Humane Society of Calloway County. Info/759-4141.
AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray Moose Lodge events
include Dance/8 p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Jaguar BMW
'öo- 045 '88 - XJS '87 325 I
Black '87 XJ6
'86 325 I
'90 - 045 '86. XJ6
Grey '85- XJ6 '84 318 I

Story Hours planned
Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for Calloway County Public Library,
, Aug_
has announced that Story Hours will be held Tuesday and Wednesday
Tuesday
on
a.m.
9:30
at
be
will
Twos
and
Parents
a.m.
10:30
25 and 26, at
753-2288.
and Wednesday. For more information call the library at

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Eighteenth Century Outdoor Cooking at 1 p.m.
Info/762-3383.

A representat
County Public Library on Tuesday, Aug. 25, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
This is a special service of the office to give local persons an opportunity to
see the SS representative here. For more information call the Mayfield
Social Security office at 1-247-8095.

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34, will meet Tuesday. Aug. 25, at First
Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight
control program and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
759-9964.

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday. Aug.
25, at 7 p.m. at the new KiC Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Saturday, Aug. 22
Coffee Break Tuesday
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Aug. 25, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested perTuesday,
753-7046.
or
Info/753-0086
sons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

National Scouting Museum/open
12:30-4:30 p.m.
Audition Workshop by Playhouse
in the Park/3 p.m. Info/759-1752.
Graves County High School Class
of 1987 reunion/8 p.m./South
Highland Country Club, Mayfield.
Sunday, Aug. 23
Residence halls at Murray State
University open today.
(Coned ea page 7)

s.
Deorote yOut t=e with a set of c.)Jr napkins & plocernot
*4I
753-4961
515 So 12th St
Murray. Ky

Signup for all boys in First through Fifth Grade at East Calloway ElemenAll
tary School will be Monday, Aug. 24, at 6:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria.
their
with
meeting
this
attend
should
scouts
cub
returning
and
new boys
Wilson at
parents or guardians. For additional information contact Mark
436-2824.

Bingo games Tuesday

CALENDAR

01 Murray, Inc.

Cub Scout Signup Monday

Wednesday
Murray-Calloway County HospiChicken Jamaica, meatloaf w/brown
'
tal has a program called "Heart- gravy. sweet and sour pork, 'whole Republicans will meet Tuesday
Smart" for its menus. in the kernel corn, 'green beans almondine.
Local Republicans will meet Tuesday. Aug. 25, at 7 p.m. at Calloway
asparagus and pea casserole, 'fluffy
cafeteria.
County Public Library. This will be the final meeting before the Republican
The program is designed follow- rice, 'tomato florentine soup.
Thursday
picnic for the Purchase area on Saturday, Aug. 29, at Pirates Cove, located
ing the guidelines of American
BBO pork on a bun, crunchy chix four miles east of Hardin on Kentucky Highway 80. All members and espeHeart Association and American casserole, 'breaded filet of fish, 'broc- cially the precinct captains are urged to attend the meeting on Tuesday,
Dietetic Association.
coli spears, 'escalloped tomatoes. according to Homer Bullard, who may be contacted at 759-1837.
mini bakers, fried okra. Wisthe
about
seasoned
information
For more
Gospel singing Sunday
menus and a special senior citizen consin cheese soup_
Friday
diner card, call Anne Newberry, '
Italian Festival' • spaghetti wi
A gospel singing will be Sunday, Aug. 23, at 4 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill
RD., food service director at the meatballs, 'shrimp marinara, fettucine Baptist Church, Walnut Street, Murray. This will feature The Voices of Love
hospital.
alfredo, garlic toast, pot roast of beef, of Nashville, Tenn. The event will be sponsored by the Senior Choir. The
Foods marked with an • are 'oven roasted potatoes, 'carrot coins. public is invited to attend, a church member said.
heart-smart selections. Menus for fried cauliflower, minestrone soup.
Saturday
SS Representative here Tuesday
Monday. Aug. 24, through Sunday.
•Honey mustard chicken, deli turkey
follows:
as
Aug. 30. are
and swiss sandwich, roast beef v./
ive from Mayfield Social Security office will be at Calloway
Monday
'Baked salmon patties broccoli
beef wellington, •stuffed peppers.
seasoned green beans, tato tots, fried
squash, 'whole baby carrots, chicken
noodle soup
Tuesday
Steakhouse chicken nuggets. baked
fish filet. 'Johnny PiAarzetti. 'whipped
potatoes, •seasoned spinach.
'steamed yellow squash, breaded vegetable sticks, cream of potato soup.

TOYOTA

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

The Panha
Er- A

-

br

753 5679

r•
0•.00:0•711e.,Pa
•

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on Tuesday. Aug. 25. For more information call 753-0082.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday. Aug. 25, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Family YMCA plans classes
Murray Family YMCA will be starting new classes for 50 Plus Aquatics, 50
Plus Fitness, and Fun n' Fitness Exercises the week of Monday, Aug. 31.
Any one interested in enrolling in any of these classes is asked to call the
YMCA at 759-YMCA. The local YMCA office is located on the bottom floor
of the Weaks Community Center.

Mothers' Morning Out planned
Mothers' Morning Out at First United Methodist Church announces fall
registration. This is for all children, ages six months to three years, for the
Tuesday morning classes to start Tuesday, Sept. 8. Applications may be
picked up in the church office at 503 Maple St., Murray, or call 753-3812.
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Hazel speaker

SERVICE NOTES

Local couple married or 47 years on July 26

PVT. DEBORAH J. COPE has
completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the training, Cope
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and Army history
and traditions.
A a 1989 graduate of Marshall
County High School, she is the
daughter of Richard H. Cope and
stepdaughter of Kathy A. Cope of
Rt. 3, Benton.

•

r
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PVT. TREMAYNE T. DALE
has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the training, Dale
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and Army history
and traditions.
A 1991 graduate of Mayfield
High School, he is the son of Linda
D. and William T. Dale of 1003
South 14th St., Mayfield.

The Rev. Duane Holland will be
the speaker at revival services at
Hazel Baptist Church, starting
Sunday, Aug. 23, and continuing
through Friday, Aug. 28. Services
will be at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday
throught Friday. Gene Orr Miller will direct the music with special selections at each service.
The Rev. James Garland, pastor,
invites the public to attend the
service.

UglyDadding
RENT-A- CAR
AS SECOND CAW ,

4411
at right
wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 26. They are pictured left in 1992 and
Mr. and Mrs. Howell T.(Jack) Starks celebrated their 45th
Mrs.
,
Miss.
Corinth
at
1947,
26,
July
married
was
Restaurant. The couple
in 1947. Their children hosted the event held at Cypress Springs Sykes and Maggie Sykes. Mr. Starks is the son of the late George 0. Starks
Mack
all
Starks, the former Maxine Sykes, is the daughter of the late
Eddy Starks and wife, Penny, Roger Starks, and Lee Starks and wife, Andrea,
Starks,
Howell
James
are
n
childre
eight
Their
Starks.
()la
and
Starks
and
Georgia
Kell',
Mike,
d,
husban
and
Linn
Starks
Murray, Renaye
of Hazel, Terry Starks and wife, Pam, New Concord, Jerry Starks, have four grandchildren.
Starks
Mrs.
and
Mr.
N.D.
Minot,
Mike,
,
husband
Paschall and

First Amendment meeting/3
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Info/75 3-9892 or
753-8618.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Study of Miracles and UMYF/6
p.m. and Adult and Youth Choirs/7
p.m.
Eagle Scout Court of Honor/3
p.m./sanctuary of First United
Methodist Church. Open to public.

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Purchase Area Homemakers
Council meeting today.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Murray State University late
registration and payment of fees/8
a.m.-6 p.m./Curris Center
ballroom.
Annual Foundation Show of juried works by beginning foundation
course students/exhibit on upper
level/Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission free.

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Speclals *

247-8537

SALE
CARPET
at

March of Dimes

Mitchell Carpet &
Floorcovering

We deliver small miracles

Five generations together

Starting
September 2 through October 14

Philadelphia Lydian Designer Collection
753-2392
Hwy. 94 West

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

FIRST CHRISTIAN

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.

Audition Workshop by Playhouse
in the Park/I:30 p.m.
Info/759-1752.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.

Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at
Hazel/gospel singing by Lone
Singers/7 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise and
Reach-Out Callers IV at 5 p.m.

Coldwater Baptist Church gospel
singing by The Joy Landers/I:30
p.m.

Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Buchanan Baptist Church homecoming today.

Monday, Aug. 24
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Clothes Washing/10
a.m.-noon and Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace:
Earth, The Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and
3 p.m./Visitor Center; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m. and Wetlands
Walk/4 p.m./Nature Center.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

ACCEPTED

Bring In Ad For $5 Off Of 3 Day Rental
pick up &
SAVE A BUCK - RENT A DUCK
Available
Delivery
TIONS
FOR OUT OF TOWN RESERVA
53 6910
Notify In Advance
CALL TOLL FREE 800843-3825
112 So 12th St

LENDAR
CA
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, Aug. 24
New Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Celia, 753-6078, or
Joan, 759-1345.

DIF;E.CT INSURANCE BILLING
We Specialize in
insurance Replacement
pizni rAts_AI CASH

-ALL—CARS MECHANICALLY
SOUND & SAFETY CHECKED
'LOW RATES
'LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE

•

Sunday, Aug. 23
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Fashions on the Farm/2-3
p.m. and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Deer Up
Close/I0 a.m., Live Snakes and
Turtles/I p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
p.m., Hawks, Owls and Vultures/4
Attracting
and
p.m.
Hummingbirds/5 p.m./Nature Center; Earth, The Planet/II a.m., 1, 2
and 3 p.m./Visitor Center.

'DAILY
-WEEKLY
•MONTHLY

CHURCH
(Disciples

of Christ)

753-3824

N. 5th St.

FALL SCHEDULE
Laurie and
r
Tiffany Clayton, born June 27, 1992, is the daughte or
Laurie
mother,
her
by
held
being
here
d
picture
Mike Clayton. She is
n Parrish, her
Kathry
Mrs.
ther,
grandmo
her
are
left
From
.
Clayton
grandmother,
great-grandmother, Mrs. Nina Fox, and her great-great.
Murray
in
reside
all
They
Mrs. Mable Fuqua.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Starting Sunday, August 23, 1992

King's Sons sing at Jolley Springs
Baptist Church homecoming today.
Dove Warm-Up Fun Shoot at
Beech Grove Sporting Clays, two
miles west of Lynn Grove off
Highway 94 West.
Monday, Aug. 24
Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club/play at 8 a.m. at club

BOONE'S CLEANERS BOONE'S CLEANERS
SEW GOOD!

introduces
The Shirt Team!

20 Years Combined Experience. Depend on Us
for All Your Alterations and Repairs.

COWLS.

ATTENTION
SHOPPERS
"In the August 23
sale circular on page
1 we have incorrectly advertised the
video movie Fern
Gully. This item will
not be available for
purchase until Wednesday, 8/26/92. We
regret any inconvehas
this
nience
d."
cause

80 Years of Combined Experience Producing
Quality Shirts for Quality People.

$2 OFF

OFF

10%

On Any $10 or More Drycleaning Order!
Coupon Must Accompany Order!
Expires August 26, 1992
605 Main St.
753-2552

IONS
AI,TERATmpan
y Order!

Coupon Must Acco
Expires August 26, 1992
605 Main St.
753-2552
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BUSINESS
Hardin couple accepted as active members
of Beefmaster Breeders Universal group
Ronnie D. and Laura Lee Nanney, of Hardin, have been accepted
as active members of Beefmaster
Breeders Universal (BBU).
The Beefmaster breed of cattle,
which was founded in South Texas
in the early 1930's, was developed
on selection for traits of economic
importance which have become

known as "the six essentials".
These traits are fertility, milking
ability, growth, conformation.
hardiness and disposition. •
Beefmasters were recognized as
a pure breed by the USDA in 1954.
BBL!. headquarted in San Antonio.
Texas, is the national breed registry
for BBU Beefmaster cattle and was

Adams joins
with regional
soil service

Miss Freedom Fest '92

chartered in 1961. Since that time,
it has grown to rank as the largest
of the American Breed registry
associations.
With membership in BBL. the
Nanncys join more than 5.000 cattlemen in 38 states and seven foreign countries who hold membership
in this progressive association.

•

For protection
against large
medical bills
from longterm illness,
see me.

Donald E. Henn
302 Main Street
Office: 753-9935
Home: 753.1.541
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Bob Hargrove (at left), with Peoples Bank, presents Miss Freedom
Fest '92 Tyiesha Crouse with a $SO savings bond for winning the Miss
Freedom Fest pageant.
Pete Clayton (right) and Terry Thweatt (left) have just recently
opened their new office and business to serve Calloway County and
western Kentucky. The Jett Pest Control will be located on HWY 641
North in "The .1 illage".

William Andrew (Andy) Adams
recently joined the Soil Conservation Service staff in Princeton, Ky.
Adams was selected to fill the
computer specialist position on the
Princeton area office staff. He will
computer operations within
oversee
repair, tune-ups, transmission
Kentucky counti.cs
21
western
the
repair, any regular automobile
soil conservItion
the
that
comprise
work, as well as tire and accessory
service Princeton area.
sales.
Adams graduated from Murray
Their business hours are Monday
State
University in May 1992 with
through Friday from 6 a.m. to 6 a
degree in computer
bachelor's
p.m. and Saturdays from 7 a.m. to
science. lie is the son of Hafford
5 p.m.
and Joanna Adams.
"They invite you to stop by anytime for good service and helpful
personnel to serve you," said a
press release issued by tne Chamber of Commerce. "The MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce is proud to recognize
Lovett Brothers BP as its business
of the month."

Chamber recognizes Lovett

The Murray-Calloway County
-Chamber of Commerce is pleased
to announce the selection of Lovett
Brothers BP as its business of the
month for August.
insiired and certified in the pest
Lovett Brothers BP, owned by
con:rol field, said a press release.
Among the services they offer Cecil Lovett and Lamon Lovett,
ir.;1.a.le inspections and estimates has been in operation at the same
ss,:11 guaranteed results from all location since 1957 at 309 S.
is;es, including moisture bar- Fourth St.
Personnel include Jackie Hale,
ri;rs. automatic ventilators, real
James Hounchell and Sue Lovett,
est.ite reports and. pre-construction
who strive to offer the best service
termite treatment.
possible for your car's needs.
Cla)ton and his wife Phyllis live
Services offered at Lovett
a: Rt. 1 in Almo, while. Thweatt
:Ind his wife Terri live on Kirk- Brothers BP include full-service
iJ
gasoline, brake and air conditioner
in Murray.

Jett Pest Control opens
The Jett Pest Control was just
recently opened by Pete Clayton
irighti and Terry Thweatt (left) to
serse Calloway County and western Kentucky.
The business. which is located
on Hwy. 641 North in "The Village". will offer termite and pest
control.
The two were formal!) emplo)ed
with the Serval! Termite Co. and
have over 15 years .combined
experience. They are licenscci.

ANDY ADAMS

Wilson sets sales' recor

•

Use Time To
Help Cover
College Costs.

•

Smart parents know the best way to pay tor a college
education is to start saving for it as tar ahead of time as
possible. We can show you all kinds or ways fo put time
on your side, from mutual funds to zero coupon bonds
to stock investments.
If you would like more information on investing tor a
college education, call Tom or Betty today and we'i!
send you our free booklet "Coser.ng the(ost or
lege-.
Court Square
414 Main St.
Murray, KY
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
Ronnie Nanney
Laura Lee Nanney

S

Billie Wilson set another record
h) producing over S2 million in
production in seven months at Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors, as
she is the first rcaltor in Murray to
go over S2 million in sales in 1992,
said a press release for Loretta
Jobs.
Wilson began her real estate
career in 1972 in Louisville and
she has been a million or multimillion dollar producer every year
since she joined Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors. She has received the
pacesetter award, sales achivcment
and sales masters awards for her
real estate production while in
Murray.
Wilson serves as a director of
the Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors and is a member
of the Scotts Grove Baptist Church
where she teaches the adult. ladies
Sunday School class. She enjoys
go!f", bridge and loves to cook, said
the news release.
"Billie kept us informed at different times of any changes. She was

•,i.
DR. JEFF PITMAN

Pitman joins
chiropractic
local office

Billie Wilson, of Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors, set a record in
real estate recently as she produced over $2 million in production in
seven months.
kind, pleasant and took interest
first with what we had to say," a
recent customer wrote, said the
news release.
"We at Century 21 (Jamie Poat,
Cathy Rich, Rebecca Landolt,
James Hart, Bob Rodgers, Dian

Two receive awards
Hart, Landolt join million dollar club with 1992 sales
James Hart and Rebecca Landolt
both qualified for the sales
achievement award for 1992 as
they have both become members of
the prestigious million dollar club.
Hart has been a full-time professional with Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors for six years and is
licensed in both Tennessee and
Kentucky. He has been a million
dollar or multi-million dollar producer for each of his six years.

He holds a master's degree from
Eastern Michigan University and is
an author and is currently writing
another book. An actor, also, he
appeared in "King Kong".
The press release said a recent
real estate client wrote,"Our property was shown five times in four
days. It sold in four days. Mr. Hart
advised us about the best price to
ask for a quick sale. His service is
outstanding."

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944

Jett Pest Control
Lovett Brothers BP
Andy Adams
Billie Wilson
Dr. Jeff Pitman
James Hart
Rebecca Landolt

Boyd, Tina Wright and Loretta
Jobs) congratulate Billie for her
production and thank her for her
dedication to her customers and
clients and her teamwork and professionalism with her peers," said
the release.

Dr. Jeff Pitman has joined Drs.
Ronald Wuest and Teri Prince in
the practice of chiropractic medicine at the Family Chiropractic
Center in Murray.
Originally from Owensboro, Pitman completed his undergraduate
studies at Murray State University
and is a graduate of Life Chiropractic College in Marietta, Ga. He
is a member of the Kentucky Association of Chiropractors and the
Georgia Chiropractic Association.
Pitman now resides in Murray
with his wife Tracy, formerly of
Hazel, and their son Justin.

HOME • AUTO
• BUSINESS
• BONDS
LIFE • ANNUITIES

Landolt began her real estate
career in January 1989 with Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. She
has sold in excess of $6 million in
a three-year period. She received
the sales master award in 1990 and
Century 21's regional award-- Golden Eagle-- in 1991.
She is an active member of First
Christian Church and takes pleasure in serving others through her
real estate, church and community

activities, said the news release.
The release said a recent client
wrote, "Rebecca is a credit to Century 21. She is very professional
and made us feel special."
"Both James and Rebecca look
forward to being of service to their
community," said the press release.
"Give them a call (753-1492)."
"Both James and Rebecca are an
inspiration to the office and we are
proud to have them on our team."

INSURING YOUR CAR,
HOME, BUSINESS, FAMILY
Sometimes it makes sense to put your "eggs in one
basket." Insurance is a good example.
Entrust your personal or commercial protection program to a single qualified specialist...a friend you can
depend on.

gliOr

Woes Arlo Insunveur•

• 1II.•• n.

13111Ington, Jr.
Dan Shipley
Bob Billington, CPCU

YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL LINES OF
INSURANCE.
Representing many nuslor stock companies.
753-4751
Bel-Air Center
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Fishing Line
by
Jerry Maly's.

Murray's Storey places 7th
in Stren/Bass'n Gal tourney
110111010

soma

--•

mio
AURORA— Murray's Jeanette
••1.• 11
4
m oo
r um.
Storey took home $1,600 after
iplIft
4
placing seventh in the $90,000
MO •
• - 11111111
•
11.
. r 111
Siren/Bass 'n Gal U.S. Invitational
bass tournament held on Kentucky
Lake Aug. 13 and 14.
Memphis native Denise Turner
lugged in a sack full of five fish
It seems as if we are truly
weighing in at 27.43 pounds, a new
in the dog days of summer as
one-day record for a Bass 'n Gal's
far as fishing goes. There
tournament, to win a $22,500 fullyisn't any real pattern you can
rigged 361 Ranger bass boai In
carry over from one day to
addition, her best fish, a
the next and this confuses a
Ala
largemouth, earned her
6.44-pound
lot of folks.
Mark Penner Richard Warkentin
Kevin Penner
a bonus $1,150 for biggest bass of
Sometimes we can blame
the day.
poor conditions on the weather
345-2462 435-4040 435-4013
"We went back to a place I fish
such as an east wind or high
whenever I'm here," Turner said.
pressure moving in with a
can
we
"That's where I fished Thursday,
cold front because
litINVisla
but the bass just weren't there early
understand it. The "dog days"
today (Friday) until 8:30, and then
are a bit different and you
ion
explanat
an
get
to
they moved in."
have
Mary White, of Cincinnati, was
from an "old-timer who knows
fishing in her first national tournathe signs".
31 Years In Business
Early mornings are better
ment but she didn't show her nervbass,
ousness as she brought in five
sometimes before the wind
Serving the Best Fish in Kentucky
weighing 23.34 pounds. This rockchanges, but if a rain storm is
eted her up to a second -place finish
approaching, the barometer
Open 7 days 6 a.m. - 10 a.m.
and turned her from an also-ran to
drops and the fish begin to
to
25.82
of
total
a
starts.
with
rain
p
the
as
runner-u
just
feed
Ky.
a,
Auror
80
&
68
way
High
•
new
•
• •
pounds. It also won her a
*
fully-rigged 364 Ranger bass boat
lavvvvvvvvvt-%‘ vwwwwwwvvvvias
of her own.
Jeanne and I asked Jason
•e,
•
•
•••
owe,•
Together, Turner and White
Ross to join us for an after...01".•••••
•
was second in the Bass 'n Gal tourney, while part(left)
White
IS
Mary
'n
-a.. el,.•••••
Bass
•
,
a
ar4•40
al
/
,
unoffici
fishing
an
-•••••.5.
bass
hed
stripe
establis
• .
noon of
..-).:::;.„.;70r
event.
the
captured
...•;••';*
Gal record for the most weight ner Denise Turner
couple of weeks ago and the
scored in a single day in one boat-clouds were rolling pretty
left
we
More imporas
west
the
10 bass weighing 50.77 pounds.
from
good
8:30 and 12:30," Turner said. "We finish in third place.
Saturday'
()pen
her cirearned
finish
Both Turner and White caught
high
the
tant,
the marina.
The
rs.
-pounde
were culling three
400
white
Angler
digging
Gal
by
'n
south
g
Bass
their fish
We were travlein
until Noon
smallest fish we caught, according cuit honors as
UNIROYAL
series Poe's crankbaits down the
toward Blood River when I
scales in the boat, was two of the Year for accumulated points
my
to
•We Feature Name Brand Tires
over the season.
edge of a five-foot drop along a
noticed some sea gulls hovercaught
I've
ounces.
nine
pounds,
Benton-favorite Teresa Wynn,
ing close to the water. I
100-yard stretch of submerged
there before, but who lead the pack after the opening
turned in immediately and cut
asphalt roadway near Tennessee's some good fish
nothing ever like this."
day with bass taken on plastic
the engine off.
Leatherwood Creek. The big fish
two
old
score
the
to
to
tor
keyed
be
competi
worms from an offshore ledge,
There wasn't any action on
to
seemed
The only
managed only two keepers Friday
the surface but we started
shoulder of the road where the bot- daily limits was Lucy Mize, of Ben
when her fish failed to show up on
casting anyway. We caught a
tom depth dropped away from the Lomond, Ark. She tallied five-fish
9.99
and
8.89
g
second round to finish with a
the
weighin
couple of good fish but they
10-foot level to 15 feet.
sacks
15.21 total and eighth place.
"We caught 16 bass between pounds, totalling 18.88 pounds, to
were spaced out. I noticed the
For All Your
"
4
1.811%.s_
clouds were darker and the
Rental Needs
Boat
thunder began to rumble in
-dr
the west.
We continued to cast the
area because I didn't think it
PARIS LANDING STATE PARK
was a good idea to go farther
90I-642-RENT (7368)
because we could now see the
PONTOONS
ERS
RUNN
WAVE
big storm moving west to east
SKI BOATS
The Murray-Calloway County
FISHING BOATS
and just to the south of our
Ducks Unlimited club will hold
position.
Just For The Fun Of It
a dove warm-up fun shoot this
Jason had caught a lot of
Sunday, Aug. 23 at the Beech
bass, bluegill and catfish, but
Grove Sporting Clays in Lynn
so
stripes
never had fished for
Grove, Ky.
I wanted him to tie into some
There is a $35 entry fee, with
if they were going to feed
a
$30 charge for re-entry and
here.
for greenwing at the shoot
$30
They did, the surface began
two miles west of Lynn
held
g
to boil with stripes weighin
Grove.
pounds
half
a
and
one
from
to a hefty two and a quarter
pounds.
We were casting as fast as
possible, hooking a fish, reeling it in, throwing it in a
cooler and then cast again.
The storm was coming fast,
but it looked to be moving to
PSE
the south enough to barely
miss us.
Pictured above are the winners of the Murray Bass Club's monthly
The stripes really began to
tournament held out of Wildcat. First place went to Gary Marquardt
feed and all of us were catchleft) with 9.7 pounds, with second place going to Carlos Black
(at
tell
could
I
ing good ones.
(center), who totalled 7.68 pounds. Tom Meurer's catch of 4.48
when Jason hooked one
pounds was good enough for third place. Marquardt also captured
because he would yell, "Oh
Bass honors with a catch of 5.55 pounds.
Big
yeah".
It rained a little bit and the
stripes slowed down, but
Keep Up On The Great Outdoors
didn't quit for awhile. We
*Bows to fit anyone ages 8 and up
finally gave it up two hours
With
'Many PSE Bows on sale!
after starting out and we had
Intruder or Marauder Bows.
'Come by and shoot one of the new PSE - Carroll
55 excellent fish. I think
=i•
Jason would like to go again.
N
COUPO
•
• • • •
COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON

Dog days of
August mean
poor fishing

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

Kentucky Lake
Lodge & Resturarant

rtie
o

10

4t*
.1t

141
10

Holland Tire Co.

Local DU club
will hold dove
warm-up shoot

WATERCRAFT RENTALS USA

7,47D We are proud to use U'
VD recycled newsprint.\5140,

BOWHUNTERS

Regional Manager and Archery Expert
Don Castrup will be here
Thursday, August 27th 4-8 p.m.
product
Discussing hunting techniques, use of scents, P.S.E. new
line and bow tuning and set-up.

The Murray Ledger & Times
Outdoor Page

Two ladies took first and
second place in the recent
Bass 'N Gal tournament on
the final day when they found
a big school of bass willing
to strike a deep-running crankbait. They each had five bass
and their combined total
weight was almost 51 pounds.
That's what you call the right
time and place.
Lots of other bass anglers
are catching a few keepers on
a wide variety of lures. The
weather has been almost perfect as far as comfort, but it
really feels like fall is upon
us already.
Bluegill anglers are still
doing good on crickets and
small spinners along the edges
of the rnossbeds and rocky
points.
The elevation continues to
slip down for the winter level
in the not-too-distant future.
Hang in there, it should be
a beautiful fall season.
Happy fishing!

Each Saturday

$20

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

p.m. With This Coupon!
Offer Good Thurs., Aug. 27 Only from 4-8

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

COUPON
COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON •
'This Area's Largest Selection of Archery Equipment'

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 753-6779
•
•

Benson Sporting
Goods

641 Super Shell

:ire

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-4

r,..
".. -tetb- •

753-1342

Your U-Haul Hoodquartors 753-9131
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SPORTS
Cards escape in 9th, then roll in 10th by Atlanta
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writes

ATLANTA (AP) — Felix Jose
won the game with his bat. Luis
Alicea gave the Cardinals a
chance with his glove.
Jose singled home the goahead run with two outs in the
10th inning and the St. Louis
Cardinals went on to beat the
Atlanta Braves 5-2 Friday night
tor their third straight victory.

Alou's eighthinning homer
pushes Expos
by Cincinnati

The Braves blew a chance to
win in the ninth when Mark
Lemke grounded into an inningending double play with the bases
loaded as Alicea made a diving
stop near second and threw' to
Ozzie Smith to start the twinkilling.
"Alicea kept his wits about
him," St. Louis manager Joe
Torre said. "When you dive for 3
ball the tendency is to panic, but
he didn't and gave Ozzie a good

Alicea picked it and Ozzie got rid
of it like nobody else does," he
said.
The Cardinals have won five of
six, while NL West-leading
Atlanta has lost two in a row.
In the 10th, Ray Lankford
drew a two-out walk from Kent
Mercker (3-2) and stole his 36th
base. Jose singled for his third hit
of the game and, after a single by
Andres Galarraga, Tracy Woodson hit a two-run double off Ran-

toss.''
"That was the only way I
could get to it," Alicea said. "I
couldn't get in front of it. I gave
it to Ozzie as pick as I could. 1
knew if we didn't get the double
play, we were dead."
Braves starter . John Smoltz,
who went nine innings, allowed
seven hits, walked two and struck
out six, thought he was a winner.
"I thought Lemke's ball was
up the middle and we'd won, but

By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Friday's Games
Montreal 6 Cincinnati 3
Houston 6 Philadelphia 1
St Louis 5 Manta 2, (10)
Cnicago 3, Los Angeles 2 (12)
San Francisco 6, Pinsburgh 5
STEVE PARKER/Ledger a Times photo

C

The Expos took a 3-2 lead in
the seventh when Tim Laker and
pinch hitter Damn Fletcher
singled and DeImo DeShields had
an RBI grounder.
Montreal Expos opened the
scoring in the first on leadoff singles by DeShields and Spike
Owen and a sacrifice fly by Grissom. An error by pitcher Mark
Gardner helped the Reds score
tvs,:c in the second inning.
The Expos tied it 2 in the
fourth when Walker doubled and
later scored on Jerry Willard's
bloop single.

THE DAY

Murray State head coach Mike Mahoney and his Racers closed Out two-a-day practices Friday as
they prep for their season opener at Southeast Missouri Sept. 3. For a closer look at MSEJ, the Racers
will hold their final preseason scrimmage or the season today beginning at 3:15 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Stop Smoking.
•
American Heart
Association NT

itz

22-yard touchdown catch from
Bob Hardy to give Kentucky a
14-13 victory over Tennessee in
1954.
His two final seasons were
played under Collier, who succeeded Paul Bryant and served as
the Wildcats' head coach for
eight seasons. The Wildcats were
41-36-3 during his tenure, including a 5-2-1 record against
Tennessee.
Moseley was a first-team AllAmerican center and team cocaptain during his senior season
in 1951, when the Wildcats went
8-4 and beat Texas Christian 20-7
in the Cotton Bowl. He also played linebacker for Kentucky.
Goode played at center and
linebacker, earning varsity letters
with the Wildcats from 1959 to
1961. Although best known as a
center, Goode had a career-high
23 tackles against national
champion Mississippi as a junior.
Goode played 13 years in the
National Football League for the

AP Sports Writer

CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP)
— Two indicted Miami Hurricanes must sit out practice until
the U.S. attorney's office decides
whether to accept their request to
enter a pretrial diversion program, athletic director Dave Maggard said Friday.
The decision could sideline
-

1977 Chevrolet Corvette
White, tan leather, t-tops, automatic, approximately 50xxx
miles, mint condition, new ear trade-in.

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
•-oriiit

• \Lir ;AN, I‘N 12071 • 502-75:1-1,0450

since the All-Star break and had
two homers and 19 RBIs in his
previous 48 games.
Batting .251 with 13 homers
and 55 RBIs, Hrbek is still well
short of the averages of his first
10 seasons (.289, 24 homers, 89
RBIs).
The Twins won for only the
eighth time in 24 games. The
Blue Jays, outscored 31-9 during
a three-game losing streak, saw
their AL East lead over Baltimore
shrink to two games.
While John Smiley (13-6)
pitched eight solid innings for the
Twins, Todd Stottlemyre (7-9)
gave up five runs on five hits and
four walks in 3 2-3 innings. Toronto starters have an 8.43 ERA in
the last 18 games and the staff
has been especially hapless since
Juan Guzman hurt his right
shoulder.
"The starters haven't pitched
well all year," Jays manager Clio
Gaston said.
"I was real nervous," said
Smiley.

By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Another week, another dash of heroics for
San Francisco's Steve Bono.
Bono threw a 15-yard pass to rookie Mark Scay with 3:43 left to
pull the 49ers to 14-13, then rookie Amp Lee scored on a 3-yard
run with 2 minutes left as the 49ers rallied for a 20-14 win over the
San Diego Chargers Friday night.
Besides spoiling the home debut of new Chargers coach Bobby
Ross, the win keeps San Francisco (4-0) on track for its second
straight undefeated exhibition season. The 49ers close the exhibition season at borne against Seattle next Friday. San Diego fell to
1-2.
Bono completed seven of eight passes for 64 yards on the
71-yard drive culminating with Seay's touchdown. The 49ers got
the ball back on the Chargers 41 when John Kidd's punt went only
14 yards, and it took only four plays to score the winning touchdown. Bono hit Seay for 27 yards on the second play, and the 49ers
gained an additional 6 on a roughness call against safety Delton
Hall.
Bono, playing the second half in place of Steve Young, completed 14 of 21 passes for 155 yards and one touchdown. Young
completed nine of 14 for 96 yards.
The 49ers were playing with only three full days of practice following a 17-15 win over the Washington Redskins in London on
Sunday. In that game, Bono threw for two second-half touchdowns.
San Diego quarterback Bob Gagliano had a 20-yard scoring run
in his second strong start and Ronnie Harmon added a 9-yard
touchdown run as the Chargers took a 14-3 halftime lead.
Gagliano scored his first rushing TD as a Charger for a 7-3 lead
3:23 into the second quarter. Finding his receivers covered, he
instead found a wide-open left side and ran untouched for the
score.
Gagliano, playing only the first two possessions, completed eight
of 13 passes for 87 yards. A week earlier, he completed seven of 11
for 123 yards in a 20-10 victory at New England,
Quarterback Stan Humphries, acquired in a trade with the Redskins on Aug. 13, led the Chargers 80 yards in 11 plays to a score
in his second drive. Harmon scored on an inside trap with 41 seconds left in the half.
San Francisco safety Johnnie Jackson intercepted Humphries and
third-string quarterback Pat O'Hara in the third quarter.

wide receiver Lamar Thomas and
reserve running back Jason Marucci until at least Thursday, when
they are scheduled to return to
court.
"We want to relieve the pressure on them to deal with whatever they have to deal with the
next few days," Maggard said.
"We're looking at this in the
context of much more than one or
two days on the practice field.

7534563

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Friday's Games
Minnesota 5, Toronto 1
Milwaukee 3, Detroit 2
Seattle 5. Boston 2
Cleveland 8, Texas 6
California 9, New York 5
Baltimore 4, Oakland 2
Kansas City 4, Chicago 3

Forty-Niners late charge
short circuits San Diego

St. Louis Cardinals, Buffalo Bills
and Miami Dolphins.
Tom Hutchinson was a threeyear letterman — 1%0-1962 —
and became the all-time leading
receiver in Kentucky history with
94 receptions. He is second on
the school list with 1,483 receiving yards.
Hutchinson was a four-year
veteran of the NFL, playing three
seasons with Cleveland and one
year with Atlanta.
Serini was a four-year letterman with the Wildcats at tackle.
The Wildcats played in the 1947
Great Lakes Bowl during his season season. He played professionally for the Chicago Bears and
the Green Bay Packers.
Including the newest six players, Kentucky has retired 26
jerseys. Other players and coaches who have received the honor
in the past include George Blanda, Sam Ball, Babe Parilli, Art
Still, Sonny Collins, Derrick
Ramsey and Bryant.

Hurricanes two offensive
stars sidelined by courts
By STEVEN WINE

(

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Kent
Hrbek had his first three-RBI
game since June 10, hit a rare
home run, climbed Minnesota's
statistical ladder and helped the
Twins snap a five-game losing
streak.
Nevertheless, Hrbek was subdued after a 5-1 victory over the
Toronto Blue Jays moved the
Twins within five games of AL
West-leading Oakland.
"I'm just trying stance No.
558," Hrbek said. "It worked a
couple of times. I have a long
way to go. I'm just trying to
make solid contact. I haven't
done that in a long time."
There have been other times
that Hrbek thought he might be
breaking out of perhaps his
longest slump ever, so he's staying low-key this time.
"I guess you come out of them
all," he said. "But when you're
in one for a month and a half,
two months ... you're frustrated,
you're puzzled. When you're
positioned to hit in the four spot
or five spot, your job is to drive
in runs. I haven't done that,"
Hrbek tied Tony Oliva for second place on Minnesota's alltime RBI list with 947, trailing
only Harmon Killebrew's 1,325.
Hrbck had been batting just .155

Wildcats retire Schnellenberger's jersey
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Howard Schnellenberger was among the former
Kentucky football standouts honored Friday when the Wildcats
retired six jerseys as part of the
UK Kickoff Luncheon.
The ceremony also honored
former head coach Blanton Collier and former players Doug
Moseley, Iry Goode, Tom Hutchinson and Wash Serini.
"Each. player and coach recognized today played a very significant part in molding the history
of Kentucky football and in their
honor, we retire their jerseys,"
said Kentucky Athletics Director
C.M. Newton.
Schnellenberger was a firstteam All-American end as a
senior at Kentucky in 1955. He
led the Wildcats in receiving in
1954 and 1955 and ended his
career with 44 receptions for 618
yards and 11 touchdowns.
Schnellenberger's most
memorable reception was a

run off John Smolt/. Andres
Galarraga led off with a double,
moved up when Lemke misplayed Luis Alicea's grounder to second and scored on a sacrifice fly
by Tom Pagnozzi.
The start of the game was
delayed 17 minutes by rain, and
the Cardinals scored in the first
inning on singles by Milt Thompson, Jose and Galarraga.
The Braves got a run in the
second on Greg Olson's double.

Hrbek's 3 RBIs ends
Twins'5-game skid

Group discussion

MONTREAL (AP) — For a
defensive replacement, Moises
Alou was pretty offensive.
Alou, who entered the game in
the top of the eighth as a left fielder, ha a three-run homer in the
bottom half of the inning Friday
night, giving the Montreal Expos
a 6-3 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds.
Alou had been in a 12-for-66
slump since coming off the disabled list July 27 with a hamstring
injury. He hit the first pitch from
reliever Rob Dibble, a 99 mph
fastball, mid the left-field seats.
"It was pressure for me
because I've been bad for about a
month" Alou said. "The pitch
was real fast. He's got a good
fasthall and I was sitting on a
tastball. I was just trying to be
quick.''

Marquis Grissom led off the
Montreal eighth by drawing a
walk from Tim Belcher (10-12)
and Larry Walker singled before
Alou hit his sixth homer of the
season.
"The least thing I expected
was Alou hitting one out of the
park," Reds manager Lou Piniella said.
The Reds lost their third
straight game.
Alou came into the game in the
eighth, and Cincinnati tied it at 3
on Reggie Sanders' RBI single.
John Wetteland ('3-3) blew his
eighth save chance in 35 opportunities, but wound up as the
winning pitcher.

dy St. Claire.
Mike Perez (7-2) relieved in
the ninth and escaped his own
bases-loaded jam. Lee Smith
pitched the tenth for his 32nd
save.
Brian Hunter's solo home run
in the seventh lifted Atlanta into
a 2-all tie. Hunter connected off
starter Donovan Osborne for his
11th homer of the season.
The Cardinals took a 2-1 lead
in the fourth with an unearned

Installation
and Service

090.410.4.444Z retint S444

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

D&W Auto Glass Sho

I. id
or'

753-4175 ,
GI•ndals at Whltnelt
Hours: Mon,-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

512 S. 12th St., Murray
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Connors not able to nupe it, as Becker wins

Actions & Reactions

By BETH HARRIS
AP Opens Writes

t

LEFT: Eric Ashley OaDimon, had a hole In one on July 31 at Oaks
Country Club's No. IL Witnesses were Anita Gsilimore, Danny and
Mitch Woods, Ulis and Irene Woods and Don and Dorthy Finch.
RIGHT: Kevin Lawson of 2113 Brookhaven made a hole In one at
Oaks Country Club on Tuesday, Aug. 11. He used his Ping Zing 4-Iron
on the 200-yard No. 6 hole. His playing partner Ronnie Danner.

CALLOWAY FOOTBALL

S

Calloway County Little League Football will have a registration/
orientation on Tuesday, Aug. 25 at 6:30 p.m. for fifth and sixth graders
and Thursday, Aug. 27 at 6:30 p.m. for fourth graders. The site wilt be the
old fieldhouse behind the High School. Students may pick up registration
forms from Coach Gingles at North Elementary, Coach Barlow at Southwest and Coach Morns at East.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Jimmy Connors, willing of body and
strong of spirit, had his shots fail
him Friday in the U.S. Hardcourts tennis championships.
Connors committed costly
errors in two crucial service
games and lost to Boris Becker
6-4, 6-3 in a quarterfinal match.
Defending champion Pete Sampras defeated wild card Thomas
Enqvist of Sweden 6-0, 7-6 (8-6),
and second-year pro Todd Martin
of Lansing, Mich., ousted sixthseeded Francisco Clavet of Spain
6-1, 6-2.
Top seed Jim Courier advanced
to the semifinals against Martin,
his practice partner, with a 6-2,
6-3 victory over BreU Steven of
New Zealand.
Steven, ranked 156th in the
world, was broken in the first
game. He blew a 40-love lead,
then saved two break points in
the seventh game before Courier
won it to go up 5-2.
"I played very well tonight,"
Courier said. "As long as I have
a positive attitude about it. I'll be

happy with the way things go."
Steven reached a quarterfinal
for the first time this year after
two of his three previous opponents retired with injuries.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)
Becker got all the breaks —
— Goren lvanisevic overcame
three — in his first match with
sloppy play and Marc Rosset's
Connors since 1987. The German
powerful serve Friday to
won with booming serves that
advance to the Volvo Internablasted past his 39-year-old
tional quarterfinals with a threeopponent.
set victory.
"Sometimes you can't hit what
you can't see," Connors said.
"I wanted to make sure 1 was
Serving at 1-1 in the first set, always just a little ahead," said
Connors led 30-0 when he netted
Becker, who is 5-0 lifetime
four consecutive shots to give against his idol. "He's trying all
Becker the break and a 2-1
the time. It doesn't matter what
advantage.
score, against who, doesn't mat"I had 30-love that game, I
ter what kind of temperature it is.
had 30-love the game before,"
He doesn't let the other guy
Connors said. "He wasn't show- know he's down. He always" puts
ing me. I was showing him, his head up."
which made him play better."
With the second set tied 3-3.
Trailing 30-40 on his serve, Connors was broken again when
Becker got out of trouble with a he netted two straight shots.
Becker led 4-3 and broke again in
105 mph serve for deuce.
Connors netted a backhand and the ninth game to win the match.
Connors actually had a better
then Becker nicked the line with
percentage than Beck4-2
first-serve
a
for
forehand
blistering
a
lead. He wrapped up the first set er — 70 percent to 60 percent.
6-4 in 41 minutes when Connors Yet he only returned 11 percent
sent a return sailing past the (3 of 28) of Becker's first serves.
"I had my chances. I can't
baseline.

Invanisevic rolls
in Volvo tourney

SCORE130ARD

Pohl holding onto International leader pole before rain hits
strike in the area, play was called
for the day.
AP Golf Writer
Some late starters had as many
16 holes to play — about four
as
CASTLE ROCK, Colo. (AP)
of playing time. Play is
hours
a
when
lead
the
held
Pohl
— Dan
to resume at 8 a.m.
scheduled
lightning storm forced an overMDT.
night suspension of play Friday
And this is where the tournain the second round of the $1.2
million International golf ment format creates an additional
problem.
tournament.
In this unique event, medal
Under^the peculiar format for
do not count, only points
scores
this event, the lead at this stage
score on each hole: 5 for
the
for
virtually
has
of the proceedings
eagle, 2 for birdie, 0 for par,
no meaning.
The delay, on the other hand, minus-1 for bogey and minus-3
for double bogey and higher.
was full of.portent.
After 36 holes of play, only the
Again, because of the unusual
72 point-makers advance to
top
format, the potential for a Monday finish became a possibility. third round play.
If there is a tie for the last
"Under this format," Duke
position — and there
qualifying
for
director
tournament
Butler,
the PGA Tour, said, "I don't almost always is — a playoff is
think we'd want to go to a three- held as a tiebreaker.
It has been usual in the past for
round tournament."
After taking a look at the as many as 10 players to be comweather forecast, Larry Thiel, the peting for two places.
So, after the completion of
tournament general manager, said
second-round play Saturday, a
a Monday finish was possible.
Seventy-one players were on playoff is likely before new pairthe Castle Pines Golf Club course ings can be made and third-round
when play was halted at 2:07 play started.
Under ideal conditions, and
p.m. MDT. About three hours
later, with lightning continuing to with ideal weather, the third

By BOB GREEN

The Insurance Center
of Murray

round could start shortly after 1 six birdies and an eagle-3 on the
p.m. MDT, Butler said. But the 17th hole, where he hit a 6-iron
forecast calls for a cool front to within inches of the cup.
"Not having played in so long,
move through the foothills south
of Denver early Saturday morn- not having much confidence in
ing with showers and thunder- my swing, I had no idea anything
showers possible all day.
like that was going to come out,"
The third round, like the first he said after compiling a medal
two, is a competition to advance. score of 64.
The 72 players in the third round
The other leaders who have
will carry forward their point tot- finished two rounds of play
als from the first 36 holes and, included:
— Steve Pate, a two-time
after 54 holes, only the leading
24 scorers go to the final round. runner-up in this event, who
At that stage, when almost all scored 10 points in the second
of the $1.2 million purse is up for round and has 18 point overall.
— John Daly, who got up and
grabs, all point totals are wiped
down from four bunkers in his
out and all players start again
second consecutive 8-point
from zero.
Pohl, who was out of action for round.
— Australian Ernie Els, who
17 months after major back
surgery in 1989 threatened his scored 11 points and will take a
15-point total into the third
career, still suffers chronic back
round.
problems.
Greg Whisman, the surprise
A flareup of that problem,
along with a mental letdown — first-round leader with a record
"I just didn't have any enthu- 20 points, was in the last group to
tee off. He bogeyed his second
siasm for golf," Pohl said —
hole to reduce his total to 19
prompted a five-week break
points. He had 16 holes to go.
immediately before this event.
Bob Gilder, with 10 holes to
"I'm the most surprised person
here," Pohl said after scoring 17 go, and Craig Stadler, with 15,
each had 14 points.
points in a round that included

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • Lifi
'Your more than one company agency."

AP Sports Writer

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — One grand experiment
has ended. Several smaller shifts
continue.
When the Giants and Jets
resume their annual exhibition
"Battle of New York" 'tonight,
the NFC team will have scrapped
a revamping of its offensive line.
The AFC representative, which
made the playoffs as a wild card
last year despite just an 8-8
record — the same as the Giants,
who finished fourth in the tough
NFC East — is sticking with the
adjustments it began last month
and planned since the winter.

Injuries and h ldouts did not
help the Giants as they sought to
renovate a pretty dbcent blocking
unit. With right guard Eric Moore
a holdout, left guard William
Roberts slowed by an irregular
heartbeat and left tackle John
Elliott plagued by back woes, the
Giants have dropped plans to
move the pieces around.
Doug Riesenberg will stay at
right tackle rather than switch to
left guard, while Roberts is slated
to remain at left guard instead of
moving to the right side. With
Moore not in camp — he was
headed for right tackle in the
grand scheme — Bob Kratch gets
a shot at Moore's guard spot.
"The strength of this team is

the offensive line and running
backs," coach Ray Handley said.
"We are basically going to be a
running team and will continue to
be that with this lineup."
Handley's renovation was
planned to deal with the Eagles'
overpowering defensive line,
which has manhandled the Giants
in recent years. But it became too
disruptive to make so many
changes, particularly with some
key personnel unavailable.
"We'll get a good test from
the Jets," center Bart Oates said.
"They've got a young, aggressive defense with a good line that
can give you a lot of problems."
That line has undergone some
changes. So have the linebacking

Sanders says he wants to join Falcons
ATLANTA (AP) — Deion
Sanders is tired of unending
negotiations and wants to come
to an agreement this weekend
with the Atlanta ,Falcons, his
agent said Friday.
"I think Deion wants to get
this done because he wants to
focus on what is happening on
the playing field," agent Eugene
Parker said.
Sanders has continued to play
baseball with the Atlanta Braves
instead of reporting to the Falcons, who offered him a $1 million bonus to join the team in
July. Sanders is an outfielder
with the Braves and a cornerback

QUALITY WOOD
FURNISHINGS

fiT

CUSTOM
CABINETS
FURNITURE
KITCHEN
RE MODE UNG

(SOP 311141134

The Falcons hope Sanders will
with the Falcons.
by Sept. 2, the day Atlanta
report
get
to
possible
"It would be
something done by this weekend begins full-scale preparation for
if all things come together," its Sept. 6 opener against the
Parker said. "Certainly by Mon- New York Jets. The date is sigday. Deion doesn't want this nificant because if Sanders is on
thing dragging on beyond next the Braves' roster through Sept.
1, he will be eligible for postseaweek."
Parker has had almost daily son play.
Braves general manager John
discussions with Falcons vice
Schuerholz has suggested Sanpresident Jim Hay.
"We need Deion in here," ders could play football on SunHay said. "We'd love to get this days and continue to play for the
Braves, but the Falcons want him
done."
time.
full
Parker said Sanders "wants to
"I think they still are reluctant
play football and he wants to play
baseball. The problem is combin- to allow the flexibility, but they
are entertaining the idea," Parker
ing the two."
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Compare My Rates
on
Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health

McNutt, AAI

Also *Life Insurance *Nursing Home

753-4451
407 Maple St.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

Kevin V. Koehn Sedalia, Ky.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
EaM Division
L Pa. GO
W
574
70 52
Toronto
557 2
68 54
Baltimore
545 37,
66 55
labraukee
468 127.
58 65
Boron
467 13
57 65
Claysiand
15
451
5.5 67
Boston
451 15
55 67
New Vert
West Division
L Pct. GM
W
73 49 .598 —
Oakland
557 5
68 54
kinnesota
525 9
63 57
Chicago
480 1en
60 65
Texas
463 16'.4
56 65
Kansas City
455 17",
56 67
Calltornw
407 234
73
SO
Seattle
Saturday's Carnes
Sean* (HansOn 8-15) at Boston (fliiketti 61).
12 05 pm.
Texas (Witt 9-11) at Cleveland (Armstrong 4-13)
12:35 pm.
Oakland (Campbell 2-11 it Baltimore Laws -0)
605 p.m.
Kansas City (Pichardo 7.4) at Chicago ilhobard
8-5), 605 p.m
Calkwria (Finley 4,9) at New Yon, (Perez 9-13,.
6:30 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ens Nora,
Pct
GB
%V I
565
69 53
Pittsburgh
3
541
66 56
Montreal
492
60 61
Chicago
5a 62
483 10
St Lows
449 14
53 65
New l'otta
425 17
51
69
PThladelpnta
West Division
GB
Pct
W L
608
73 47
Atlanta
67 53
558 6
Cirionnan
64 57 .529 97.
San Otago
475 16
58 64
San Franosco
443 20
54 613
Houslor
430 21/,
52 70
Los Angelea
501°r:tali's Games
Pinsbsigh fOrabek 491 at San Francisco •Oiveras
0-21. 305 pm
Houston illarnisch 1* at PAnadelptua ,kklholland
11.81 605 pm
Srnon 2-31 6 10
St Loo,s/C•alt 2-6, at Atlanta
m
Conannal, ,S.rdell 12-5) al Montreal Filantes 1.4
635 pm
Cr.cago laulltnger 7 -31 at Los Angeies_ ,G•oes
p
6-121.
,••.-% .Sc•••••,,net 3 Sr at S. 3•4co Hurst
'27). 90•5 -••

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-835

901 SYCAMORE

FOR YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS
!WILSON REAL
Call
David Morris
759-4960

ESTATE
302 So. 12th St.
753-3263

'We Want Your Listing"

Choice Used Cars From Carroll
1992 Nissan Stanza XE, Blue, 4 DR, Auto, A/C,
$12,950

Cassette, Power Pkg. 14.XXX Miles.

1992 Nissan Sentra XE, Red, 4 DR, Auto Cruise, A/C.
$10.900
Cassette, Tilt, 13.XXX Miles

13 I I If

JiaiVae
TAU-TEST
2-Pc. WeatiserAir
House & Trim

BRUSH
SET

1992 Nissan Truck Cab Plus Auto, AJC,
7,9XX Miles ,,,,,,

$10,850

1991 Mazda 929, Silver
20,XXX Miles.........

$17,500

1991 Nissan Infiniti 045, Leather. C D.,
12,XXX Miles

$32,750

1991 Nissan Maxima SE, Blue. Leather,
29,XXX Miles

$16,950

1991 Nissan Maxima SE, Maroon,
12,XXX Miles

$17.950

1991 Nissan 240 SX, Auto. Red,
31,XXX Miles

$13,850

1991 Nissan Reg Cab Truck. 5 Speed. AIC,
15,XXX Miles

Cassette,
$7,450

1991 Nissan Pathfinder 4X1. Red.
$18,750

29,XXX Miles ,

•

888

1990 Nissan Infiniti 045, White. Beige Leather,
$26,950
30,XXX Miles
1990 GMC S15 Truck, 5 Speed, A/C. Cassette,
.
28.XXX Miles

-

with 7 and
4- Brushes

$6.500

1990 Ford Mustand GT Convertible, V8, White Leather,
$12,750
40,XXX Miles

.01.1••

1990 Buick Reg, 2 DR,V4hile,-Ousloon,
40,XXX Miles

y

$9.175

Why%

. . •7 •
••'4*:'•

$8.995

1988 Cadillac Brougham, Blue, 1111. Laalhar
•••••••=10

Supplies Loa
itles Lifted

Whole

$014401117
••••••••••••

MEWL
1977 Corvette, White, Automatic, T-Tops, Beige Leather,
AI\
Cilip Approximately 50,XXX Miles SEE TO APPRECIATE NISSAN

Murray Home
& Auto

Carroll Mazda Nissan
b00 Chestnut • Murray, KY • 502-753-8850

753 4110
,••

•••••• •••••••,
•

•
r

753-8355

.-410roo , Tanana 11,7, at xahvaukee fElOterl 3-1
:
7 05 Dm
'oror'a tMotne 15.5) at Minnesota ,West 1 1;
'7', on,

MAJOR LEAGUES

unit and the secondary for the
Jets, who have prospered in
exhibition play nonetheless. They
are 3-0 and the defense has been
strong. The Giants also have gotten solid defensive performances
in winning their two exhibition
games.
"The idea is to get the best II
players on the field for every
situation," said Dennis Byrd,
who the Jets have moved from
defensive tackle to end. "I love
the challenge of being on the outside and I've got the body to be
out there."
Byrd noted that the coaching
staff, particularly defensive coordinator Pete Carroll, now has a
good feel for his people.

fAWi

901 Sycamore

David King

Battle of New York will feature two changing teams
By BARRY WILNER

now let games go where I'm up
30-love or 3-15," he said.
"Those are the games that I niti.t
win, and today 1 didn't."
Connors never was able to tak
advantage of ideal conditions Ii
him -- cool temperatures and low
humidity, immense crowd sup
port and a familiar stadium coui
where he won four U.S. Cl:,
Court titles in the 1970s.
Sampras, the defending champ
ion, raced through the first sci
against Enyvist in 23 minute,Enyvist, the world's No. 1 junuc.
last year, regained his composur
to force the second-set tiebreak
but Sampras' experience was us
much.
Sampras, who has won his las•
two tournaments, will meet Beck
er in Saturday's semifinals. Hi
beat the German in three sets in
last year's U.S. Hardcourts
Martin, a former Northwesteni
University standout, dominated
Clavet, who gained his No. 2!
world ranking on the strength of
his clay court results.
Martin has not dropped a set iv
reaching the semifinals of a tour
nament for the first time thi.,
year.
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
...Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition.
Saturday I() a.m.
Tuesda% Edition...
Monday 3 p m.
Wednesday Edition.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
1 h ursda% Edition ....
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursth‘ 3 p.m.
Edition
ANNOUNCEMIEN'Is
Legal Notice
Notice
..... Personals
Card of Thanks
.. In Memory
. Lost & Found

130 .
17.1.)

.....hielp Wanted
t aation - Wante.i
Opportunit)
...Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
.1 Equipment
- &
• Se Sup,: ,•••1
Pr••,
ed
•- red &

Rental
. _Mobile Homes For Rent
'2• -• Mobile home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
.
2•1k.,
.
.. Apartments For Rent
Rooms Fur Rent
}louses For Rent
_For Rent or Lease

A1

ers
).: M.),

•),
•.!‘

01
2t7,
31..0
410
540
570
210

,

T V. Il lA-at'f.ko
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Salt.
For Trade
. Free Col
\Van ted
1
..thscellaneoas

1 Ili
•;60

. Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
....Lots For Sale
. Farms For Sale
.Homes For Sale

•

4.0
YeeC "
tell•TOIA•

LOST

esti .....
'at kn... Avsent
5 weizogsf.

ALLIANC
„, T• E

.:SleAci
ar:1)3c
g
::a Magic Ge:a...sod pizza
jt s.indonches
year at
^

Female Yorkee
Last seen on Fairlane
Drive. childs pet
wearing hot pink ct
lar and leash
Please call 753-44
or 753-5h57
Reward Offered

STOLEN ma tax orna
morn and name pate trorr
box on Edinborough Dr 1r
Gatesborough Subdvn
Any information please ca:
753-6931

eS

lgt."-w
i
•r

1

:t

By It/ Il
ttt eti;e'..tc
Antiques I Gets
gilts nero STEW%
saraGs country ss-tok
stoneware crocas Fairer
:nne-as -s Nero
Come by and bravos&
'2' SoJeti io Qic Seem lit
Wed -Sat 10-5 p.m.
Sun 2-5 p.m.
• E'.....A-E State Resort
August Blues
s
▪
Bartecue Festival
▪ day A...gust 30th Tick on sae now Seven
"i3urt c•;i-re Blues Music
in.forrnatio-,
-.ad • ;57,0-325-0143

Connie
Smith
Gymnastics
Fall Classes
Begins
Sept. 1-4
S

. Now To
:•;,gri Up

753-6705

rbgs,
Murray, Ky.
Apply 2-4 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
No Phone
Calls Please

DO you need a JOB or do
A ;ERASE $6 hour Now you need help in making
the
-g demonstrators for positive advances for
JOB
22
have
We
future/
-loose of Lloyd home party
people be
nosiness No investment OPENINCiS for
iNeekly commission hveen the ages of 16-22
not in
checks Cali Cindy. years if yo,.. are
schoci Call 753 9378 five
753-1460 for an interview
days a week between
CLINICAL Assistant for 8 OCam-3 00pm We wean
physician's office Experi- EOE This protect is funded
ence preferred Benefit by the Western Kentucky
package offered Apply by Private Industry Council
resume only Richard JTPA
Crouch. M D . 300 S 8th
DRIVERS 'Min age 23 '1
Murray KY 42071
year OTR exp •Spousal
riding program 'Good pay
Experienced broiler
and benefits with CDL
Cooks and a meat cut'27c.mile to start McClenTrucking
ter. Apply in person.
don
1 800-633-7233

CU T this out and save my
number Do house cleaning call Betty 474-2131 or
leave message Have
references

I will babysit weekdays in
my home 759 1683

WANTED general or
heavy duty housecleaning
References furnished For
futher information call
436 5305 If no answer call
436-2780 and leave
message
WILL do housecleaning
Call Rhonda 436-2149
-lave references

Instruction
COMPUTER Technology
Plus Inc Computer
courses. seminars and
computer programming
759-9158

500 GAL good used propane tank 759 4515
6 lOpm only

Sirloin Stockade
Bel-Air Center

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Multi Vision Cable TV has 2
part-time CSR positions
available Qualified cand
dates should have prey pus
office and computer ex
enoe good phone SP.enloy working with peopie
and be willing to work a
flexible schedule Send re
sums to Greg LeMaster
Multi- Vision Cable TV P 0
Box 741 Benton KY
42025 EOE
DEPENDABLE person tr..
babysit toddler in Kirksey
area
Penny Hivy
437-4255

ACTIVITY
DIRECTOR
Britthaven of Benton, a leader in THE
LONG TERM CARE
INDUSTRY. is looking for an energetic.
self-starting. outgoing, individual to Ill
the position of activity director, state
certification or experience preferred
It interested, app'y
at Britthaien on
Hwy 641 South,
across from WalMart, between 9
am and 3 pm,
Monday thru Friday
[OF

Rent-A-Car
• 12tn st.

EXPERIENCED painters
needed for local business
Payroll taxes are withheld
as required Call 753-8823
for further information

KITCHEN help must be
able to work 9am 4prn
Mon Fn Apply in person
August 21 22 Of 24 Cern
pus Del 200 N 15th

1,4 Mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P0 Box 1033 Murray

I WILL keep children in my
home, experienced and
good with children
753-7044

Insurance
Exterminating
.. Business Services
I leafing And Cooling
Services . Offered

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING 12" 1960s GI
Joes 492-8103
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each
436-2578
CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
OAK piano Old barn logs
and lumber 753-0266
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 436-5322
USED and antique furniture glass, tools quirts
474 2262, 901-642-6290

r

3"

2"

5"

4"

•••

6'

7"

8"

9"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

2

8.00

18.00

24.00 92.00

40.00 48.00

58.00 84.00

72.00 80.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00 50.00 80.00
-

4

15.00, 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 38.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 1014.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 i 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

70.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

-V•U

455
490

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
250 per word 15 00 minimum 1st day.
5e per word per day for each additional consocuttve day
111 75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
52 00 extra for blind box ads.

270
Mobile
Horses For Salo

SOLO Flex with leg extensions and butterfly, $750
080 753 3506
SWING set, good cond.
son $40 492-8663
WOOD splitter, good condition, hooks to PTO on
tractor Call after 3 00,
489-2154

TOBACCO scaffold wagons 24' $275 623-8789

12x40 PARTIALLY furnished, $700 753-0507
HOYT bow and arrows.
ready to hunt Call
753-4031
210
Firewood
A1A FIREWOOD preseason sale $25/rick delivered 492 8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

COUCH and loveseat
good condition, $200 OBO
759-9829
COUCH and love seat
earth tone colors with oak
wood trim $175 Call
753 7952 after 4pm

RJR HOME REPAIRS

10x50 TRAILER, new
floors, wiring, plumbing
$2000 OBO 753-7323

12x70, 2BR, EA bath,
newly remodeled, appliances, awning and
underpinning with many extras Excellent condition
$8.500 0130 753-1410

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
electric, nice 489-2332 after 9am and before 7pm
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
must be moved, must sell.
753-4459
2BR, 1 bath, furnished, 1
acre. Anderson Shores.
$12,000 312-737-2818

32' PARK model traveler
trailer, air and waterbed
Excellent for college student, set-up on rental lot
3
COUCH and chair, only
PIANO tuning and repair, 759-4414
months old $100 OBO
753-2099
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
753-5818
PIANO tuning. expert ser- Specializing in mobile
HIDE a-way bed couch, vice and repair John Gotts home electric services 200
$150 759-9883 after 5pm
amp. $375 100 amp $325.
chalk, 753-9600
435-4027.
PLAID Irving room suite,
240
leather oocasional chair, all
OLDER mobile home,
excellent condition
12x50, 2br, glass sliding
Miscellaneous
753-1910, 753-5909
door off living room.
QUEEN size waterbed w/ COINS and STAMPS we 489-2349 or 753-1276.
mirrored headboard, 6 popular. A new selection of QUALITY build, energy effidrawers, $175 753-1514, stamps is now available at cient homes at affordable
The Book Rack (in Murray prices Shop and compare,
328-8980. ask for Teresa
et Dixieland Shopping Cen- you will find that we have
WOOD file cabinet, hall ter) and Decades Ago (in
tree, serving carts, 5 piece Hazel) These stores also the best homes at the lowmaple dinette, harvest and sell coins, proof sets, silver est prices One of the
drop Seal maple tables, liv- dollars, collector supplies Southeast's largest and
ing room tables, swivel You may also visit us at oldest dealerships Dinkins
desk chair, desk, black Toonerville Trolley (in Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy
vinyl loveseat, nightstand, Hazel), Treasure House 79E, Paris, TN
swivel rockers, picture win- (Southside Manor in Mur- 1-800-642-4891
dow table, sofa table. ray) and the Mercantile
trundle bed, playpen, baby (Aurora) We buy coins and
bed, porta crib Carraway stamps and appraise esMobile
Furniture. 753-1502
tates CHRISTOPHER'S
Horne. For Rent
COINS, 753-4161
10x55 2BR. Grogan's Mobile Home Park $160/mo
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
wlease and deposit re1109 Pogue Ave.
759-2570,
quired
759-9940
PRIVATE Investigator 753-3860
Cear Used unsafe.Act;Armes. and Mac hems
D B A Confidential Investi- SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Use Our Layaway Plan
gations, Souttiside Shop- electric or gas. Walking disNow Renting Nintendo
ping Center, Suite 8102, tance to college 753-5209
Murray, 753-2641
BACH Mercedes II Cornet
Excellent condition
436-2662

1) 4-4 mile spools. 18
guage motto jr barbed
wire 2) 71-8' metal t•posts
3)10-8'x 16" wooden corner
posts $250 or best offer for
items 1. 2, 3 Brown fiberglass topper fits swb Ranger in good shape.$275 or
best offer 759-1797

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

W-A-N-T-E-D
GM Certified Technicians
Areas of certification-engine
electronics, drivability, or automatic transmission repair. Good pay
with excellent benefits. Major
medical. Paid holidays and
vacation.
-Also-

Servicewriter
'Some experience required.
All resumes will be considered
Apply Now To:

P.O. Box 310-GK
Paris, TN 38242

ira-ndparent
September 13th
Show offyour grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 12, 1992.
COUPON ----Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed.)
Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

Matthew and Michelle Polley
Grandparents: Nellie Malys and
Marion Polley
Send photo,umes of eranclparents name of child,
(maximum of 4 lineal self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to

Miiiray Ledger lk Times

Enclosed is $7.00 3.st. picture - /5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-address envelope for return of picture
a

OD

Bring in by September 10
(12 noon) to be published
September 12th.

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

MISCELLANEOUS items,
7 miles on East 94, Friday,
Saturday . Sunday
afternoon

•

• •

•
•

•
•

-,

10"

TRANSPORTATION

PROPANE Warm Morning
gas heater, 65 000 BTU
Utility topper for long bed
Dakota 489 2434

FULL-time career oriented
BABY crib and mattress,
individual needed to MI our
$50 753-6306
NOW
all
hiring
for
positions
opening for an inside sales
1111 Chestnut BOARD trucking and exADCP
intelligent. de- person Murray location at Wendy s,
Apply in per- cavating, inc We haul top
Murray
St
basic
requires
Position
voted couple most anxious
daily
soil gravel, fill dirt, white
4prn
son
2
and
to give love and a wonderful computer knowledge
rip rap 759-1828
future to your newborn All sal% experience is desir- PARK RANGERS Game rock,
*gal medical and living able Motivated applicant wardens security, mainte- FRESH Kentucky Lake catexpenses paid Let us help send resume to P 0 Box nance. etc No exp neces- fish kve or dressed Murray
you
Call collect 941 Paducah KY 42001 sary For information call Bait Co. 753-5693
5t6-621 5574
219-769-6649. ext 7159, KILLS FLEAS! By EN8arn-8pm. 7 days
FORCER Flea Killers for
PART time kitchen help pets home and yard Guar
Must work anteed effective Buy ENneeded
weekend nights must be FORCER at Murray TV
The family of Wayne Edward Gupton
18 Apply at Pizza Magic, Home and Auto Hardware
wishes to extend our special thanks to all
Aurora. after 4 30prn, Wed- North Side Shopping
our
for
sympathy
their
expressed
who
those
'
nesday thru Sunday No Center
Ins, either with flowers, cards or by a
phone calls
personal visit to the funeral home. We
LARGE office desk, $275
PART-Onie gymnastic inthoughtfidness.
appreciate your
Boys bicycle, $25 Like row
business
local
for
strucbr
Jesus instrigted us to serve others. Wayne
Nintendo with 2 tapee,$45
753-6705
Edward was an excellent example of this
753-9442
fulfilled. Now he has his reward.
SALES clerk, sewing es
LET us make your clothes.
penance necessary Apply
alter and repair Uniforms
Sarong
Murray
in person at
and sponswear, rentals,
Center, Bel-Air Center
gowns and Wye*** Ruth's
WANTED barmads, wait- See and Sew Country
resses, dancers, $500 plug Square. 1608 N 121, lAir
moldy. Doll House Cale, ray 753-6981
Paris, TN 642-4297, 4-12 MEDIUM size Ashley wood
WANTED Journeyman stove, good condition,
Carpenter Write Route 1 $125 759-1431
Box 744. Hardin or call
MILLIONAIRES MILUON•
Evewy Tuesday Night of 7:00
437-425.4
AIRES, PANGSURMS
'Dawn span St &CO
CANDY tS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe- T
Knights of Columbus Hall
Pharmacy
K V 94 west to Johnny Robsrlsar Road
sous,lose Halo Rood. rists on So Hob Rood

120
230
250 . .....
290 ......
530

Articles
For Sale

Wilmslow
Wanted

SEWING Jobs wanted, including formal wear
753 1061

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS

All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 ay Penud
Ira for Tuesday.

11.75 per column inch

15n

090

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Display Ads
40% DIOCOunt 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Hun.
Days

FUrni,- 71gS

Sie+s

.EITective Jon 2 1991,

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

t•S

167.

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

1 -

17'

EMPLOY MEN 1

753-1916

MERCHANDISE
For S;1Ie Or Trade
N1'ant To !los
s r
A
11

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for
for any error. The Murray Ledger•Times will be responsible
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immed1•tely so corrections can be made.

TO PLACE AN AD CALI.

•
•••
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CLASSIFIEDS
Livestock
& Supplies

• affluents
For Rent

Ward
To Rant

Used
Cars

Lots
For Sal.

s3n

530

500

490

4.111

370

120

Serrkes
Offered

Servkes
Offered

Used
Trucks

LICENSED for electric,
ALPHA Builders Carpen- FENCE sales at Sears
Sedan, re
1990 SILVERADO, 4x4
gas refrigeration InstallaWOODED building lots in 1947 CHEVY
porches,
g
remodelin
try,
2310
753
now Call Sears
offer
Call after 5pm, 759-4936
tion and repair Free esti1 OR 2br apts near downMurray State
Lynwood Heights City wa storable, best
roofing, concrete, drive- for free estimate for your
489-2279
town Murray 753-4109
mates 753-7203
cablevigas,
natural
mainteter,
painting,
y
ways,
Universit
needs
510
son, 3 3/10 miles on 94 1973 CONVERTIBLE Volnance etc Free estimates
Mc-CUISTON Construction
Murray, Ky.
VERY spacious 2tx 2 bath
west from Murray City Lim- kswagon, yellow, $2250
489 2303
GENERAL Repair plumb- Add-on, re-roofs, free estiduplex Northwood Dr , ap
Campers
Boar Test Sale
fiinterest
its 6% simple
ing, roofing, tree work
753-7317,
753-7414
mates
pliances furnished, central
AL S hauling yard work,
at the
1211
nancing available
436 2642
1977 DODGE Mini759-9464
$475/mo
heat
gas
and
air
V-8,
Free
mowing
Caprice,
removal
CHEVY
tree
1979
Apsrlitents
753-5841 or 753-1566
Exposition Center
motothome, self contained,
1 year lease 1 month depoestimates 759-1683
GERALD WALTERS
air/cruise, runs great
For Rant
MITCHELL Paving "over
e, elec refrig ,
microwav
Sept. 10, 1992
sit No pets Call 753-2905
Roofing vinyl siding paint 30 years experience " All
$1500 OBO 753-9540
450
air
and
double
six,
building,
g,
sleeps
remodelin
ANY
at
Scoring
1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
s
Soundnes
ing Free estimates 18 your asphalt and seal coatFines
painting, roofing Refer1979 FORD T Bird, ps/pb, awning, good condition
apartments, nice, new uni330
5 30 p.m. (CST)
years experience Local re- ing needs Backhoe, excaSelo
For
489-2434
1110
Excellent
759
stereo
ences
cruise, tilt,
versity. 753-6111 daytime,
Rooms
ferences 489 2267
vating and hauling
at 7.30 p.m.
Starts
Sale
0775
753-0606 nights
For Rent
GOOD productive 80 acre condition 753
REPAIRS
NCE
APPLIA
753-1537 or 753-1221
travel
AN
1991
COACHM
(CST)
GUTTERING By Sears
farm with brick home, to- 1984 MONTE Carlo
1 AND 2br, deposit re- COLLEGIATE female
trailer, 26", ft A bargain Factory trained by 3 major Sears residential and com- PAINTING interior and exe
out-of-stal
Local and
bacco barn and large metal loaded. 753-6784
manufacturers Most parts
hare
quired, no pets 753-8848 needing roommate
gutters terior Quality work Over
barn, stocked pond, to- high miles almn wheels
producers.
in stock on my truck All mercial continuous
ing
before 8pm
2br house
for your specifica- 20 years experience Ralph
installed
Cobra
white
wheel
lovely
FIFTH
35'
base,
bacco
warranted
parts
.
and
work
T tops $1300 759-9515
I/rno
For more information
tions Call Sears 753 2310 Worley 436-5625
2BR duplex in Northwood, dista
camper and hitch $3850 Ask for Andy at The Ap
fencing in picture book sethone work
contact Kevin Reagan,
for free estimate
e
in
Tennesse
1409 Hillwood Dr .
ting
753-4545, 753-6763
Located
753 2455
Works
phance
200SX,
NISSAN
PLUMBING repairman with
After 5pm,
1984
Dept. of Agriculture
$325/mo 759-4406
only 8 miles south of Mur- loaded, 82,000 miles
same day service Call
753-7414
ion
Y
Construct
HADAWA
CE
SERVICE
APPLIAN
ray Offered at $132,500 $2550 753-0783
502-762-2093
2BR townhouse, all ap
Home remodeling, paint- 436-5255
Kenmore Westinghouse
MLS $4069 Kopperud Reor
1413
pittances, no pets, $425/mo
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, PLUMBING - Free estiWhirlpool 30+ years ex
S Supreme
CUTLAS
1986
753-1222
alty,
502-759-9061
Houses
Deposit required
BOBBY floor covering No job too mates Affordable rate
perience
489-2604 after 4pm
753-1266 753-3493 after
For Rent
14' JON boat, 1979 Evin- HOPPER 436 5848
small 436-2052
Same day service All work
convertiG
1986 MUSTAN
rude 18hp, new carpet and
5Prn
guaranteed 492-8816
Speent
1BR house on Ky Hwy 783 HUDSON Company SadROY
condiImprovem
HOME
ServiceE
ble, V-6, excellent
floors, 32Ib thrust trolling BACKHO
winEFFICIENCY apt , near all appliances furnished dles, Bridles & Horse supsiding
Vinyl
drive- cialist
tion, low mileage
REFINISHING, stripping,
motor, depth finder, trailer HILL Septic system
university, fully or partially $295/mo Deposit required
plies 753-4545, 759-1823,
ways, hauling foundations dows, carports, and patio custom woodworking
753-9571
436-2528
cenbath,
1
M
BEDROO
2
,
$175/mo
afte
furnished
753-1266 753 3493
enclosures 753-0280
753-6763
etc 759 4664
753-8056
tral h/a, remodeled attrac- 1987 MUSTANG GT,5 OL., 14' JON boat 20hp Mer
utilities Days, 753-4181
5pm
RE
geldpaint
CABINET
city
RED
KITCHEN
5
1
acres,
REGISTE
tive
interior,
negotiRepair
black, T tops, price
ROCKY COLSON Home
Nights, 489-2181
cury and trailer, $1500 BOB S Plumbing
2BR,2 bath, Hwy 80 east of ing, black saddle horse water, cable, 7 miles north able Call before 2'30pm
Service All work guaran- CO VERY existing doors & Repair Roofing, siding,
345-2623
for
n
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, Hardin $250/mo plus de- gelding
0
$750/ea
woodgra
$34,50
frames with
in Almo
teed 753 1134
753-7257.
painting, plumbing, conKY, is now renting You posit 312-737-2818
753-6475 days, 753-9918 753-2317 alter 6pm
1970 MAINSTREAMER
mica, all colors Free esti- crete Free estimates Call
SuSER
LAWN
Cutlass
S
BRYON
ped,
OLDS
1988
must be 62, handicap
mates Wulff's Recovery 474-2307
houseboat, 37', all fibergLake Re- nights
3BR, 1 bath home in South- preme SL, automatic, air, lass, twin Chrysler 225, VICE Free estimates
or disabled New 1 and 2br 2BR on Kentucky
Murray 436-5560
deposit
required,
ferences
extra
District,
new
School
west
all power equipment,
ROGER Hudson rock haulunits 502-527-8574 for
Kohler generator 6 5 kw 753 4591 after 5pm
12,
753-02
pets
Call
No
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
large lot, $38,000
tires, 32,600 miles Call Excellent condition Slip 21
ing gravel, sand, dirt, drivemore information Equal
ING,
backhoe
BULLDOZ
after
5459
y
436
8am-4pm
For all your upholster
435-4194
753-4451 8 00-5 00, Kenlake Marina, Kenlake
way rock 753-4545,
Housing Opportunity
septic system Call Horace cleaning, call 753-5827
4pm
753-1580 after 5pm.
753-6763
$17,900
Park
State
after
8161
Sholar, 354
NEARLY new 2br duplex
3BR, 1 bath brick, nice
Free estimates Special!i
3br, 2 bath in DAISY Grooming Satur
one 474-2732
929,
4pm
MAZDA
ROOFING. All types of resi1989
$60
conAvailable Sept 1st, all ap- VERY clean
off
well
ad
$15
hood,
this
with
neighbor
ment
hood 2 car day, by appoint
dential roofing Free estipliances. w/d hook-up, quiet neighbor
structed. Mid $50's Call owner, 12xxx miles, like 1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski CALL Gallimore Electric for order
753-7819
firestorage,
of
garage, lots
mates 753-5113
new, purchased and serv- boat Garage kept, low
fenced backyard. $385/mo
753-6098.
all of your electrical proplace, central air and heat, HAVE an obedient, safe
iced in Murray Power sun hours, trolling motor, in 492-8393
landng,
jects Remodeli
no pets, lease and refer- dog for show or home 3BR, 2 bath brick home roof, am/fm tape, auto ,
dash depth finder and 2 live scape illumination, secNEW 2br townhouse, all ences required 489 2741
Classes or private lessons located near Murray High. power everything
enYamaha
115hp
wells,
urity, cable and phone
appliances furnished,
Serving Murray for over Economical central gas 753-1323 or 753-5763 after gine, 3 new batteries
lines Now wiring new
Tease, no pets, $425/mo
heat and electric air Com- 5pm.
12yrs 436-2858
$9800 753-0954
smart homes Licensed
New 2br duplex, all appletely redecorated for imFor Rent
pliances furnished, lease,
mediate move-in livability. 1989 RED Dodge Daytona, 1989, 18Y, FT V-4, 165hp and insured 759-1835
Or Leese
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
one owner, local car, 53xxx Bomber Commander
no pets, $395/mo 1br
Phone 753-5644.
CALL Larco for mobile
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
miles $5900 489-2524
house on KY 783, 6 miles CREEKVIEW Self storage
at
Valued
boat
speed
All Types Of:
power washing and wet
3BR brick, 14 bath 6
warehouses on Center
from campus, lease
sandblasting We Wash it
1990 BUICK LeSabre lim- $10,660, will sell for $8500
of
Murray.
north
miles
Shoney's
m Woodworking
behind
Custo
Drive
canfreezing,
days
for
APPLES
$295/mo 753-1266
All'753-6587
ited, 35,000 miles, gray, Call 436-2794 after 4pm
$20-$40/mo 759 4081
ning or drying 753-4725, 753-7549
753-3493 after 5pm
4-door, one-owner, excel- 1989 OZARK Fish and Ski,
CARPENTRY, specializing
McKenzie's Orchard
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4BR home near Murray lent condition, $11,700
NEW duplex, available NORTHWOOD storage
17 ft 110hp, excellent con- in decks and fences All
to
•Drop by & see our showroom
Just reduced
Park
City
avail
units
has
presently
s,
all
436-5683
tomatoe
baths,
full
G
2
2br.
1,
CANNIN
Sept
dition, loaded Perfect for types of residential and
439 SJNBL,RY MURRAY (B•nind Bunny liosatl)
Call
$4374
MLS
$39,500
more
for
2905
753
able
peas,
util,
purple hull
appliances, furnished
7515940
commercial work Quality
, 1990 GRAND Am Le, fishing or skiing $9700
$6 00/bushel Also, bell Kopperud Realty
ity with w/d hook-up, gar- information
new tires, 16 valve 354-6607
work, references available
4-door,
AAP1
753-1222
s-.4491e1M
'
11.1b
4
and banana peppers
age, deck Lease required
DOHC, air, tilt, cruise, am/ 42' CATAMARAN house- Call 759-1424
753-8848 before 8pm
370
no pets, $475/mo
dr,
Ir,
BY owner, 2 3br,
fm stereo Reduced Call boat, completely recondiLivestock
CARPET and vinyl installa435-4235 leave message
more 759-4489
GOLDEN Delicious apples. kitchen, deck arid
tioned in 1990 Chevy twin tion and repairs Glen Bob& Supplies
753-8049
el
U pick $7 00/bush
TAKING applications for
1990 SUNBIRD LE,4-door, engines, new Westerbeke ber, 759-1247
section 8 rent subsidized BILLY Goats for sale all 753-9860
BY owner. 3br, 2.5 bath in 43xxx miles, excellent con- generator, new fly bridge,
624 N. 4th St., Murray
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed- sizes Call after 5pm,
Large rooms w/ dition $5,000 437-4723
dual controls, loaded with CHARLIE Davidson All
SWEET corn, cantaloupes, county
reand
Apts
roofing
of
Hilldale
9060
759
Apply
types
753-6374
rooms
ceilings, built-in
all the extras 753-5976
watermellons, Blue Lake cathedral
pairs Torch down rubber
1991 NISSAN Sentra XE, days, 436-2795 nights
Hardin, Ky or call
three
garage,
car
two
,
in front wheel drive.
appl
izing
Special
Kentucky Wonder
roofing 753-5812
BRANGUS bulls for sale, and
502-437-4113 EHO
years old, 1 1 ac lot w/add. still under warranty, $500
tic & standard
automa
,
ive,
tomatoes
overdr
beans,
green
ft
and
blue
S
17Y,
STRATO
14 months old 753 3146 or
land available. Reduced to down and take over payy
Chimne
Chlm
varieties
stove,
CHIN
squash
duplex,
spaghetti
s.
NICE 2br
transmission
silver metallic, 150hp Mer435-4646
ments 759-1959
.
of winter squash, snow $90's 489-2543
refrigerator, dishwasher,
cury motor 753-7925 leave Sweeps has 10% senior
Fluid & Filter
sell
We
and
sizes
h/a,
discounts
citizen
DONKEYS all
peas Located 121, LOOK at me! Brick home 1991 PONTIAC Stiribird, message
w/d hook-up, central
most makes & models
S29.95
l
Specia
cattle,
chimney caps and screens
Graves/Calloway Co Line large lot. 3 bedroom, 2 great condition. $1000
carpeted throughout, avail colors, let run with
435-4191
We Service What We Sell
Rd 489-2355
able Sept 1st No pets helps keep coyotes away
bath, central h/a, priced to down and take over pay$350/mo plus deposit 753-6475 days 753-9918
sell, upper $50's. Profes- ments of $159/mo
Home Repair
* FREE ESTIMATES *
S
COLSON'
Days 753-1953, nights nights
sional Real Estate, 753-9861
410
Remodeling, carpentry,
12,000 Mile Warranty
Month
12
753-0870
759-1591 day or night.
Public
painting and plumbing
CAR Stereo Installation
Sale
NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2 753-0113. Sunset Boule- A-1 TOWN/country yard 436-2575 after 5pm
baths, central h/a, walk-in vard Music, Murray's Al- mowing,landscaping,tree CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
CL., self cleaning range, pine Car Audio Specialist, trimming,tree removal,light and Cooling Service Commicrowave, dishwasher, Dixieland Center, 1 block hauling. Free estimates. plete installation and serTim Lamb, 436-2528
Service on all brands. window air conditioners disposal, oak cabinets, from MSU dorms
vice.Call Gary at
freezers - washers - dryers only
refrigerators
ft.,
sq
2000
over
Al TREE Service Stump 759-4754
mesilver
buggy,
ers - gas & electric ranges
DUNE
dishwash
es
microwav
or
1
$69,750. 753-556
tallic, vinyl top, street legal, removal and spraying Free DIAL Builders New addi759-1610.
after
For:
estimates 753-0906
excellent condition
Factory Authorized
tions, new homes, pole
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
NICE home on Farmers 753-6781 after 6pm
wn
on-Bro
g No
Erners
remodelin
natortotal
barns,
-Keivi
Tappan
Sun.
Sat. &
Cove near Hamlin, KY
TREE removal & tree job too small 436-5272.
A-1
492-8413
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
8-?
trimming Light hauling & DRYWALL, finishing, reodd lobs Free estimates
OWNER transfered, spaservice door
pairs, additions and blowRt. 2 Box
Vans
436-2102, ask for Luke
cious open floor plan, 3br. 2
ceilings 753-4761
ing
150, Hazel on
bath plus sunroom, patio 1985 FORD Cargo Van AA TREE trimming arid
Mason Road
bushhogging, leveling
FOR
and bonus room, lg den, excellent running condition yard mowing 436-2102
dirt or gravel and seeding
central h/a, double garage, 759-1628 after 4pm
ask for Paul
yards, call 753-3413
fireplace wAnsert, Ig storMini
Astro
CHEVY
1986
dish,
satellite
age bldg.,
Van, 4 3L, V-6, auto , air, p •
and all appliances stay. 1
mile east in Maplewood Es- locks and windows, cruise,
tates Subdivision $79,900. tilt, am/fm cassette, high
miles, very clean, very
759-1867.
good mechanically, $4750
94E to Hale Road,
SPACIOUS home located 436-5610
at 701 S. 16th for sale by
4th house on right.
parSave thousands on select lakefront
owner Includes 3 or 4br, 2 1990 FORD Aerostar van,
Fri. & Sat.
baths, large FR with fire- red exterior, grey interior,
cels during sneak preview of new project.
9:00 to 3:00
place, LR, DR, recreation loaded, 39,000 miles
Beautifully wooded, long pristine frontage
clothes
Women's
carport and garage $10,500 492-8899 after
room,
on Barkley Lake. Boat, fish, ski, enjoy!
sizes plus - infant,
with two drive access on 6pm
Excellent bank financing. Offer ends
tree-covered, half-acre cor- FULL size 1983 Chevy
men's, knick knacks,
ner lot. Approx. 4,000 sq ft. Conversion van, a/c,
8/31/92. Call Now 800-858-1323. Woodfurniture, household
land Acres 8:30-8:30, 7 days.
under roof, contains 3,100 cruise, arnitm cassette, exitems and more.
living space and ample :ellent condition, $5500
storage Priced in the low 753-9371 after 5pm
$90's Shown by appointment only Call 753-9830
430
500
Real
Used
TOTALLY redecorated and
Estate
Trucks
bedroom
3
d
renovate
Wednesday, August 26, 1992 10:00 AM
1 TO 31 acres on Hwy 121 home on an acre lot Lo- 1978 RED & white Silver
K-Mart 1140 Fort Campbell Blvd.,
North and Roy Graham cated between Murray and ado Chevrolet truck in good
Kentucky Lake Attractive condition Call after
Clarksville, TN 37042
Rd , '/1 mile from city limits
al or residential home and attractive price 5 30pm 753-7974
Commerci
ft.
8
rmer,
nachowa
cabinet,
dipping
16 Flavor
potential 759-4081 after $60's Just reduced ConSilverado,
delicase, 808 slicer, hand sink, cheese warmer, 3 6 30pm
tact Kopperud Realty, 1982 CHEVY
ton, excellent condition
753-1222
compartment sink, 16 double booths, 6 single
753-7389
booths, 4 high chairs, 3 garbage cans, water
Y•
on
P
shop
CLEAN-U
1987 CHEVY 4-wheel
fountain, tray stand, self contained pie case,5 hole
acre, $13,000 436-2652
'A ton, 4-speed, utildrive.
ice
rs,
dispense
470
steam table, warmer, (2) 4 cup
1983 Chevy 1 ton
bed
ity
ofUD REALTY
dispenser,(2) ice tea dispensers, 1 head jet spray, KOPPER
with air, auto, new bed, like
of
range
complete
a
fers
s
Motorcycle
coffee warmer, small pie case, ice machine, king Real Estate services with a
new tires 753-6475 days,
coffee maker, (2) wells deep fryer, 24" electric wide selection of quality 1979 HONDA CX500 cus- 753-9918 nights
grill, 5 ft. refrigerated updraft, sandwich prep ref., homes, all prices tom, 11,000 miles, runs 1987 FORD F-350 1 ton
good, $600 753-0343
flatbed with dump, good
roll cart,(2)7 ft. stainless steel tables,6 eye stove 753-1222.
wire
ft.
3
1984 XR350R, new motor, condition 759-2580 after
with oven, 818 automatic slicer, (3)
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
racks, 3 door freezer, 3 hole sink. (2) 2 door Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, excellent condition, $750 6PrIl
Bel- 901-247-3295
1988 FORD Ranger XLT, 4
refrigerators, 1 soup pot, electric timer, hand sink, Bob Haley, Jean Bird
502-753-SOLD, 1991 CR250 Honda, excel- cyl , 5-speed. loaded.
Center
Air
fan,
ceiling
lights,
hanging
stainless steel shelves,
1-800-369-5780
lent condition Call after $4100 nag 753-2612
menu board, plus miscellaneous items.
5pm, 759-1274

ACTIVE retirees need 2br
with appliances and garage
by Sept 1st $350 range
317-462-2977

Mathis Transmission Service

FOR RENT

WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD

APPLIANCE REPAIR

BIG
YARD
SALE

Repairs

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc,

753-5976

SNEAK PREVIEW SALE
2.43 AC - $19,500
257' LAKEFRONT

3 Family
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE
SEASON

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

*7.50
'12.50
*15.00

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

Terms of Sale: All purchases must be paid at
conclusion of sale by cash, cashier check, or
company check. Any announcement made the day
of sale takes precedence over any printed material.
Sale conducted by:
P. J. Enterprises, Cookevilk, TN
615-5264150

Scott% 14 ilson, k
I', 1.etiiasi. r:.! 112

ionce r

1989 Toyota
Truck

4.111

Ls
For Sale
LAKE Front Possibly the
best remaining lot in Calloway on KY Lake, great
location.
Yew- s10904 and
one mile south of Blood
Rivet, $45,000 Bob Haley,
RE/MAX Properties,
753-SOLD

4811

Auto

!! Super Sharp !!
AlC, cassette, sunroof. 51,000 actual
miIe

SOIVICH

NEW bug shields for pick
ups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Wierray Ledger 8r Times

Call 753-6098

Classified Department
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CLASSIFIEDS
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation. pumping, sewers footings, basements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN. 759-1515

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. damningsennang $15, most repairs
$35 New location Route 1
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fri. 753-0530

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WET Basement? Water
under house, we guarantee
10 stay dry Morgan and
Son Construction Paducah. KY 442-7026.
1800-2423265

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chreman 492 8742

State's cities gain ground

t h.

lime,:
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger di
your
till in the blank below and mail it with
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical- Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
'53 0606 after 5pm

Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $.57.00 per year
JI other subscribers $64.50 per year

J

Name
Add re..

.-4,'EATT S Generator
A trynator and Starter Ser
Route 1 A.mo KY
3 8742

State
Phone (

Zip

Hello
Stranger!

EARN
6.50%

Searching for answers to all
those whoAvhaVvirhora questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, rt's my job to help you
got over tho hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bnnging you some usoul
gifts. Community into. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

TAX-DEFERRED ,VNNU1 FY
RATE G L'ARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
155,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. (S50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

«wow= Kistler outland '53 3C79
140•1••• inglibOrg Kai

49241344

Bob Cornelison
Subscribe!

753-4703
1/11
IN STOCK

141111&i,

Man says collection of clocks
is something to 'kill the time'
thing of the past. I think we should
try to keep it all going the best that
we can. We should preserve the
past."
Groce looks at a clock he made
from a piece of cherry wood.
"Look at this, I didn't even
know how to cover up a nail
hole," he says, chuckling at his
early craftsmanship. "Goodness 1
started doing this a long time ago."
Besides preserving the craft.
Groce has been able to preserve a
bit of his own past as well. He
made a clock out of a bench taken
from the church near Glasgow that
he attended as a child. He explains
that his wife, Jewell, did not attend
the church, but her relatives did.
"The biggest mistake I ever
made," Groce said in reference to
turning down all of the benches,
installed in 1881, that were offered
to him from South Fork Baptist
Church. Croce took only a few of
the benches that were sold a few
years ago for 56 each.
"They gave me first pick and I
could have bought every one in
there," he said.
Another clock started as a hunk
of wood given to Groce by an old
fishing buddy. The wood was
transformed into a tribute to the
outdoors, complete with deer
painted on the face and a primitivestyle carved bird on the top.
"I wouldn't take anything for
it," Groce said.
These days, he spends a lot of
time making things for children,
including birdhouses for the 4-H
club.
"I'll always keep woodworking," Groce said. "I really think
making something different really
keeps your mind going. I figure ill
make at least someone into a
carver. I've done pretty good."

By JACKIE BIRKS
The Daily slaws

J All Home Delivery in

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters N,ariety
ci• colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

compared to 184th last year.
Money compiled its rankings by
asking a representative sample of
254 subscribers to list the qualities
they most value in a place to live.
Participants were asked to rate the
importance of 44 factors — from
low crime to sunny weather to low
income taxes — on a scale of one
to ten.
A computer consulting firm then
compared the data with recent statistics on crime, unemployment,
and real estate and other factors for
the 300 largest metropolitan areas.

NEW YORK (AP) — Lexington
was listed ahead of Louisville in
Money Magazine's 1992 list of the
top 300 cities in America, but both
of Kentucky's two largest cities
FREE puppies Cat after improved their standing from last
5pm 753 3915
year.
Sioux Falls, S.D. was No. 1 in
rankings, because it is short on
the
YOUR AD
pollution, traffic congestion, vioCOULD BE
lent crime and state and city
HERE
income taxes.
Lexington was 91st in this year's
CALL
standings up from 127th last year.
753-1916
Louisville was the 118th rated city,

Murray Ledger & Times

SUREWAY Tree IL Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
'535484

TOYOTA

FRANKLIN, Ky. (AP) —
Eugene Groce proudly ambles from
room to room, narrating the history
of the clocks he has spent hours
crafting to perfection.
Their gold and silver faces are
ornately decorated with smiling
suns and moons, birds and other
The hands and the inner
works — the pendulum, chimes
and gears — have been intricately
made in Germany.
Groce, 74, knows well the origin
of each piece of wood that is now a
wood carving or a clock inside his
home on the outskirts of Franklin.
Many pieces were given to him as
gifts, but others were finds he
made on his own and fashioned
into wildlife carvings, frames or
clocks.
"This is just something to kill
the time," Groce said, without realizing his pun. His way of killing
ume has produced more than 100
clocks in the past 20 years and
immeasurable pleasure for those
who have one of his many pieces.
"I think it's worth it because
you're creating something." Groce
said. "What you try to do with the
carvings is to make them look lifelike, to see people enjoy them. I
give most of them away."
Groce does not give lessons in
his garage-turned workshop, but he
tries to instill the importance of the
work in others.
"Young people have come in
and seen what I'm doing and they
are woodworking themselves
now," Croce said. "A young man
couldn't make a living at it, but it's
something he could really enjoy...
The craftsmanship is getting to be a

4 A

aore

Bicentennial
Camry LE

St SD %Y. kt

753-4961
00
2,8
17,506
Sale Price

List $20,712

OA

Sale Price 616,071

515 So 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Holiday Inn

MAYFLOWER
RESTAURANI
"Serving American and Chinese Menu"

Hwy. 641 South • Murray, BY
759-4819

Buffets include:
Barbeque Spare Ribs
Catfish Fillet
Boiled Shrimp
Green Pepper Steak
Hot and Sour Chicken

Contract Bridge

Things Are Ruff All Over
the deuce of clubs with the ten of
trumps. When West discards a diamond at trick two. South realizes
that trying to establish dummy's

East dealer.
Both aides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 7 3
IP 976
•—

•A 1096 4 32
* EAST
WEST
* Q8
* K.11092
•A 5 3
•42
• A 108 7
•(,),1532
diKQ87
4J
SOUTH
+654
•K Q J 108
• K 96 4
+5

South West North
East
3+
1•
1•
1•
4•
4•
3•
Paw
Opening lead — jack of clubs.
When declarer is playing a suit
contract, he often faces the question
of whether or not to draw trumps.
Fortunately, the answer is usually
obvious — especially to experienced
players — and in essence it depends
much more on common sense than
rigid rules.
Consider the present case where
West leads the jack of clubs against
four hearts. Declarer wins with
dummy's ace and immediately ruffs

clubs is sure to lead nowhere,and he
therefore opts for a crown-off.
Accordingly, he trumps a diamond
in dummy at trick three,then ruffs a
club, a diamond,a club and another
diamond, producing this poaition
with the lead in dummy:
North
* A 73
+ 1096
East
West
* Q8
•K .1 10
•A 5 3
•42
•A
•Q
South
+654
V K8
•K
Declarer leads a low club from
dummy, ruffing with the eight of
hearts after East discards a spade.
Next comes a spade to dummy's ace,
followed by still another club. There
is no way East can prevent South
from scoring his now-singleton king
of hearts, and the contract is home.
Note that by adopting the
croasruff,South gets maximum mileage out of his trump suit. He scores
the ace ofspades,the ace ofclubs and
eight separate trump tricks!

I

Horoscopes

41010

5 Available

Discount

Two Murray Police Department officials served as guest speakers at
the Aug. 20 meeting of the Murray Civitan Club. Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins emphasized various systems for trying to make Murray
a safe place for both children and adults and specifically stressed seat
belts and school bus safety. Rick Harris, supervisor of communications at the Murray Police Department, explained the features of the
city's new Enhanced 911 system to be placed in operation in the near
future. Dr. Robert Lewis was the evening's Silver Dollar Civitan.

Of Murray, Inc.

1992

Camry LE
Wagon

Guest speakers

Si
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our ix..r‘onal lied daily Jeane Dixon liorosL ripe, based on your own
dale ot hirlh.LaIl I 'lINttoot-77XX. Your phone company will bill y ou 95cent,

a minute.)
HAPPY B1RTHD ‘‘.! IN THE
R LIFE: A. r
NEAT YEAR OF
change of residerke ol emplo.s merit
prosmarks the beginning it a
perous pt..rir Id fur sr 01 Stash extra
income in the hairi Outsiders ma
tr.> to exert too mu,h influence for
'.iiur liking in Detember. A legal
matter will he settled in sour favor
earls in 199 1 Remember- me a lesson
learned trim) the p.p.t kk ill present
tresh embarrassment in late spring.
Larly nest stittlItlir i• the hest time
tor two,
for a mutantk

(7ELEBRII IFS BORN ON
THIS DATE: ',median Shelley
Long. dancer t iene K ell% . actresses
\ era Miles and Barbara Eden.
ARIES I Mar.hi:_' I April I 91: Do
not let somei me's it:Aims influence
a business det.ision Otherwise. your
resentment could attekI your work.

Gice romance lime to grow before
re% cal mg the depth it cow feelings.
TAURUS 'April .211 Nla v 20):
hink big in roman,e' Your % isionar ideas has e tretnendi Pus potential
tor your career and finances. Avoid
shs ing away from someone /U consider more e xperienk ed
GEMINI Mal. 21 June 20t: If
you see injustice in high places. keep
your cixil and mob!hie public opinion. Consult only those !,ou can trust.
Group pressure could prove hard to
take. Work by yourself whenever
possible.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Progress depends on your not blaming others when things go wrong. A
critical attitude will only close down
communication. A personal relationship improves when you become a
better listener.
I.E0 (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not
let an overhearing person put you on
the defensive. Focus on your career

or business priorities. Fast responses
bring maximum success in the financial arena.
VIRGO r Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
direct approach w ork s especially well
now. Take the initiative. You are at
the right place at the right time. When
honored for a special project. he
modest.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(ki. 22): Get
your personal papers in apple-pie
order. A concise memo will let close
associates know where things stand.
Keep a detailed record of expenditures.
SCORPIO lOci.23-Nov.21): An
important domestic adjustment dominates the day "s plan. Stress safety.
security and long-range goals. Putting the finishing touches on a business deal gives you a sense ofaccomplishment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Rebuilding burnt bridges will
restore order to your life. Ward off
squabbles on the relationship front
by not taking differences of opinion
too seriously.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. l9:
Along-awaited visit could take place
today. A financial burden is lifted.
People you have depended on in the
past may not he there now. Put romance on the hack burner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 110:
. A professional relationship reaches a
turning poim. Take the high road in
everything you do. A foolish move
could cost you a bundle.. Be patient
when things slow down.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20):The
emphasis now is on improving your
mind. Greet the day in an optimistic
mood. Trust your own judgment in
business and romance: appearances
could he deceiving.

t For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
cents
date of birth.call I -900-9)04-77)(8. Your phone company will hill you 95
a minute. i
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE cutting into your work hours. ConNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: centrate on business.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
Your home life and financial situaof an authority figure may
demands
relotion will stabilize.Go ahead and
challenge. Keep your
a
pose
new
be
will
perks
the
October:
in
cate
in mind. Nurture your
goals
long-term
acceltremendous! Career progress
erates in December. A romantic rela- friendships. Check a party list to he
tionship will make you sing early in sure it includes your closest pals.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(ct. 221: Co1993 when an old flame is reignited.
and compromise should be
operation
next
ce
independen
Emphasize your
spring. By June.a legal matter will he your niotto today.Give and you shall
settled in your favor. Travel abroad receive. Shared ventures will produce a rich harvest in the near future.
next summer.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON A loan is approved.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE:actress Marlee Matlin.
boxer Gerry Cooney. actor Steve Group power lends strength to the
of
Guttenberg.shortstop Cal Ripken Jr. day: a winning team may consist
ARIES(March 21 -April 19): You players near and far. Prosperity recould he relying on other people too wards your efforts. Make psycholyour
much. Trust your own intuition. Fol- ogy and finesse larger parts of
romance.
to
approach
Wishful
.
moderation
of
low the path
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
thinking will not make money fall
Your unusual rapport with some21):
lap.
your
into
today could bring swift
influential
one
A
20):
TAURUS (April 20-May
financial goal may proveelusive now. financial or social rewards. Distant
Put off expenditures that can wait. If locales beckon. The velvet glove
YOU are on your own, have faith. works wonders in romance.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Reviewing your spending habits
poscould convince you to postpone non- Cross or erroneous words are
imscore
You
with
higher-ups.
sible
purchases.
essential
and
patient
being
by
points
portant
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Financial dealings will run more precise. Rely on up-to-date facts and
smoothly if you keep business and figures to hack up your position.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
pleasure strictly separate.Check with
against putting yourself on
Guard
any
making
a trusted advisor before
parade. Your strength lies in lowvital financial decisions.
CANCER(June 2I -July 22):This profile behavior and solo maneuvershould be a red-letter day for those ing. Rely on your own instincts and
.
involved in the arts. A financial solu- resources.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
tion appears from out of nowhere.
Avoid all forms of gambling. Keep Standing out in a group is never easy,
but with your specialized knowledge.
your money where it is safe.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): A highly you will soon win admirers and atfavorable day for negotiations. Joint tract new business. Financial presfinances will benefit from the input sures begin to ease.
of experts. Family affairs may he
TODAY'S CHILDR EN are self-sufficient,conscientious and analytical.
"Doing for others'. is their mono. Wise parents will help these youngsters
overcome a tendency to get mired in details. A desire for quick results can lead
these Virgo% to drive themselves beyond physical endurance. They need to
know when enough is enough. Great game-players, they win big when they
play their hunches. They often notice things that less-observant types overlook.

TODAY'S CHILDREN: Very little escapes the keen eyes of those horn
on this date.Ibeirpowers ofobservation are as sharp as theircriticaI faculties.
Born perfectionists, these serious-minded youngsters tend to find fault with
almost every project.Conscientious and generous,these Virgos want a career
that will let them he of service to others. Medicine, social work and the
ministry are fields that hold specItial appeal. In romance,these Virgo% are both
idealistic and demanding.

and undated 44,,p. 44 haw Diann .hr•-•••11,np honk "Yeaterday Today and ftWevel
it
an Help 'ton Ilnd Your Place um God'. Plan.".end 19 95 phi. SI jaie.qraidhaidSinio
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Today is Saturday, Aug. 22, the 235th day of 1992. There are 131 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 22, 1911, it was announced in Paris that Leonardo da Vinci's
during
"Mona Lisa" had been stolen from the Louvre Museum sometime
Italy.)
in
later,
years
two
up
turned
the night. (The painting
On this date:
of BosIn 1485, England's King Richard III was killed in the Baule d by
succeede
was
Richard
Roses.
the
of
War
the
ending
worth Field,
Henry VII.
n
In 1762, Ann Franklin became the first female editor of an America
newspaper, the Newport, R.I., Mercury.
colonies
In 1775, England's King George III proclaimed the American
.
rebellion
open
of
state
to be in a
the DelaIn 1787, inventor John Fitch demonstrated his steamboat on
.
Congress
tal
Continen
the
of
s
ware River to delegate
In 1846, the United States annexed New Mexico.
In 1950, Althea Gibson became the first black tennis player to be
accepted in competition for the national championship.
In 1956, President Dwight D. Eisenhower and Vice President Richard
an
M. Nixon were nominated for second terms in office by the Republic
o.
Francisc
San
in
ion
Convent
National
In 1984, the Republican national convention in Dallas nominated President Ronald Reagan and Vice President Ceorge Bush for second terms in
office, approving both nominations with a single roll-call vote.
Ten years ago: A second contingent of Palestinian fighters left Lebanon
by ship under a U.S.-mediated cease-fire and evacuation plan.
Five years ago: The supertanker Bridgeton and three other reflagged
Kuwaiti tankers left Kuwait under U.S. escort and safely cleared Perstan
Gulf waters where the Bridgeton had hit a mine the month before.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev returned to Moscow following the collapse of the hard-liners' coup. Later in the day, hea
purged his government of the men who'd tried to oust him and promised
renewed push for democratic reforms.
Today's Birthdays: Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping is 88. Author Ray
Bradbury is 72. Heart surgeon Dr. Denton Cooley is 72. Gen. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf is 58. ABC newsman Morton Dean is 57. Baseball hall-oflamer Carl Yastrzemski is 53. Actress Valerie Harper is 52. Football
coach Bill Parcells is 51. Actress Cindy Williams is 44. Tennis player
Mats Wilander is 28.
Thought for Today: "Civilization degrades the many to exalt the few."
— Amos Bronson Alcott, American educator (1799-1888).

Ten years ago
Molly Booth, Keith Hays, Dianna Harrison and Shirley Martin are
officers of Murray-Calloway County Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center.
Twenty years ago
Kathy Black, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Fones, won third
place for her demonstration of
"Does Anything Bug You — Pin
In" in the Junior 4-H Division of
Entomolgy Demonstration at Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
Thirty years ago
Paul Bailey of Murray showed
the Reserve Champion Hog Carcass at Owensboro Meat-Hog Carcass Contest on Aug. 20. Charles
Eldridge, Ernie Rob Bailey and
Becky Bailey also won honors at
the contest.
Forty years ago
Calloway County High Schools
will open Aug. 25, according to

Supt. Buron Jeffrey. Principals are
Willliam Miller, Almo; Charlie
Lassiter, Faxon; Clyde Scarbrough,
Hazel; M.B. Rogers, Kirksey;
Barkley Jones, Lynn Grove; and
Edward Curd, New Concord. Leon
Grogan, attendance officer, said
about 2,477 will be enrolled in the
six schools.
Fifty years ago
Sugar Ration Stamp No. 8 will
be good for five pounds of sugar in
the 10-week period from Aug. 23
to Octr. 31, according to officials
of the local office of Price
Administration.
Rainfall during August so far is
slightly more than six inches,
according to official records here.
This is far above the average for
August.
Buron Richerson, member of
Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America, was
elected as reporter of Kentucky

FFA at the state meeting at Louis- Calloway County Board of Educaville. The chapter received a trophy tion on Aug. 12, according to M.O.
Wrather, superintendent of Callofor Making the Most Progress in
Schools. The building
Kentucky during the past year. way County
d on opening day
be
dedicate
will
W.H. Brooks is chapter advisor.
29 with Hall
Aug.
on
school
of
meetstate
the
at
Chapter members
, as speaker.
attorney
county
Hood,
ing were Richerson, Harold Glenn
with Sallie
is
principal
Arnett
T.C.
B.
John
Doran, Randolph Story,
n,
Workma
Mae
Eula
,
Howard
Cavitt, Mancil Vinson, Everett
LuelClark,
Modest
Buron
Jeffrey,
Davidson, Otis Cohoon, Charles
l, Jessie Sherman, Mrs.
Lassiter, H.W. Wilson, John Nan- la McDanie
and Thelma Jones as
Arnett
T.C.
ny, Paul Haley, James Thompson,
teachers.
Jones.
Lexie Boggess and Clifford
Glin Jeffrey and Estelle Vinson
Births reported include a boy to
teachers at Outland School.
are
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hood, Aug. 7,
reported include a boy to
Births
Waylon
Mrs.
and
and a girl to Mr.
Mrs. Oury Shackelford,
and
Mr.
Bazzell, Aug. 12.
a boy and a girl, to
7;
twins,
Aug.
Sixty years ago
Morgan, and a
Young
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The Calloway County School
Bernard Hart,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
girl
Teachers have received a 25 per10.
Aug.
an
to
g
cent cut in pay, accordin
The Rev. John L. Parker was the
announcement made Aug. 13 by
st at a revival meeting at
evangeli
M.O. Wrather, superintendent.
Creek Baptist Church,
Sugar
High
Grove
The new Lynn
g to the Rev. J.R. Flynn.
accordin
School building was accepted by

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: A neighbor of
fun going
he can work straight through. He without him, but it's no
mine loves to sew, and she has
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dear Abby eats in five minutes, thanks me. alone.
is on a two-week vacation. FolI can just see myself 10 years made some lovely things. She made
and goes back to work. When hl•
lowing is a selection of some of comes home it's bedtime, and he is from now getting a divorce. Can you a beautiful dress and bonnet for my
her favorite past letters from too tired for anything but sleep.
daughter's fourth birthday, so I took
help me?
1972 and '73.)
FRUSTRATED the child to a photography'studio
He works all weekend. We never
and had a picture taken of her in
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I go out for dinner or to a movie anyDEAR FRUSTRATED: Fill in that outfit. Then I bought a frame
are second-time-arounders. I have more. He says it's too expensive,
with
d it to my neighnever seen such stability and tran- which is ridiculous because we can that communication gapusing for it and presente
tion.
He's
my
apprecia
show
to
talk.
bor
t
straigh
some
it.
certainly afford
quility in a marriage.
She seemed pleased and placed
His health is fine. tHe had the his "work" as an excuse to isoThere is only one problem: I am
on counsel- the picture on her piano. A few
bored stiff! When we dated, he took company doctor examine him; that late himself. Insist
that, you go months later, I noticed that she had
ducks
he
if
ing.
And
bill.)
the
and
pay
to
movies,
have
way he didn't
me out to dinner and to
in that
I am young and pretty and full of alone. Your frustration could placed a picture of her dog
we had a great time, but now all he
than frame, and my daughter's picture
life, but I am lonely. He says if I lead to something worse
thinks of is work.
was nowhere to be seen. I finally
I carry his dinner to his office so want to see a movie I should go boredom.
told her that as long as she wasn't
displaying my daughter's picture.
I'd like to have it back. She said,
"Certainly." Then she got my
daughter's picture out of a drawer
and handed it to me.
"How about the frame?"
By GARY LARSON SheI said,
EVERY EVENING S44E
replied, "Oh, you can buy
TAKES HER GOLDFISH Our
another one for 75 cents."
Abby, I was so hurt. That frame
cost me $1.50. I didn't want to start
an argument with her, so I just kept
my mouth shut.
What would you have done?
HURT

n of
diaizes
fly's
d he

Daily Comics

THE FAR SIDE

THERE'S KINDLY
Si/APSON

iond
ffs a
ther
tion

DEAR HURT: I'd have kept
my mouth shut.
*

CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEBRUARY BRIDE": A good marriage isn't a matter of luck. It's
the result of a conscious and
constant effort. It's giving and
forgiving, knowing when to talk
and when to keep quiet. All
marriages are beautiful. It's the
living together afterward that's
difficult.

CALVIN and HOBBES
BECAUSE OF ME.
DARR MONSTERS UNDER
TM BED'

from
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Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
CATHY
AFTER It vEARs Of stilviN6:1
nORrnAL\ (I PUT Off
THE oNLv THING I'VE ACHIEVED
mARRIAGE
LEAD
Is THE KNOWLEDGE THAT
TO "PURSUE
IS FOUR
CAr_pftl.„, THERE ARE NOW 300 MILLION
moNTHS.
ZS-VEAR-OLD WOMEN COMPETING' FOR THE FOUR MEN
m4 AGE WHO ARE PARANOID
ENOUGH ABOUT COMMITMENT
TO STILL BE SINGLE?

'OUR
wn
its

TIME

IT'S A MIRACLE THAT -1-'/A
ENGAGED TO ONE, AND If
WU CAN'T CRAM ANOTHER
WEDDING CAKE INTO YOUR
Vitt SCHEDULE, rm GOING
11) MARCH INTO YOUR KITCHEN
AND BAKE IT MYSELF V.!

FOR SOUR
LIFE!! IT'S ANOTHER
"MATURE BRIDE" !!!
RUN

'he
la)
/Ur

Crosswords

/Ur

he
hc
all

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
IT WAS WEIRD MOM.IT
WAS LIKE.ID NEVER
GONE CUT WITH HER.
SHE SAYS SHE STILLLAKES ME- BUT I
FF.F-1.- NOTHING I.!

rore.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a hiatal
hernia as well as a heart problem. I
get out of breath just bending over or
during minimal exercise. My doctor
has no good answer for this since, unfortunately, the extreme dyspnea
doesn't occur when I am sitting in his
office.
Dizzy Gillespie's seventh birthday party
DEAR READER: Your breathlessness (dyspnea) could be due either to
your heart condition or to your hiatal
hernia. You should return to your doctor to discover the cause of your
symptoms. In my opinion, you need a
chest X-ray and a stress test,a cardiogram taken while you exercise.
s Puzzle
Previou
to
Answer
ACROSS
If your dyspnea is caused by the
abbr.
Sched.
45
problem, you'll flunk your
47 Performs
heart
1 Redact
BAR
KEPI
BEE
49 Peel
If you pass, the doctor will
test.
stress
5 Portico
ERA have to search for another cause,such
N
°MEI
50 Remainder
CALF
9 Toll
52 Pitcher
ATTOCH as a lung condition. Hiatal hernia can
TAR
UT
12 Simple
54 Tantalum
OUT
occasionally cause breathlessness if
13 Care for
TOT
NUB
symbol
14 Picnic pest
the stomach becomes over-filled with
BEST
AID
SNOW
55 Porky —
on the dia15 Above
57 Verve
NOW air and presses upward ion. This
GOP
NEW
16 Encourage
respirat
g
inhibitin
phragm,
59 Tellurium
DO
18 Pose for
00 DANGERS
often can be helped by using anti-gas
symbol
portrait
YET
DIE
ULE
Devoured
61
compounds, which are available with20 Concerning
WARD
Nobleman
63
PSI
ODDS
out prescription.
22 Three feet
65 Paradise
LEI
TOP
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from a
ION
24 Bark cloth
67 2,000 lbs.
uterus, for which I have seen
AS
dropped
27 At this place
TOW
ER
BATT
68 Young girl
ns. The first wants to do
29 Red planet
physicia
two
EACH
A I DA
69 Hurl
EGO
31 Bulgarian
to repair it, the second
surgery
simple
BIT
TAMS
TOR
currency
DOWN
to perform a hysterectomy.
wants
32 Fruit of the
8-22 C) 1992 United Feature Syndicate Since I'm 65 and sexually inactive,
1 Large bird
oak
I'm unsure which physician to turn to.
2 Lower in
34 Facts
6 Collection
alien
DEAR READER: As a general rule
value
36 Neon symbol
of four
17 Preposition
medicine, do the simplest thing
in
3 Negative
37 Young ladies
7 Running
19 That thing
prefix
In your case, this may mean abfirst.
39 — nature
8 Commercials
21 God of love
4 Afternoon
nothing.
41 Father
solutely
9 Deadly
23 Apothecary's
social
42 Morays
The uterus is normally suspended
10 — garde
weight
5 Iron setting
44 Bards
11 Spielberg
by tissue within the abdominal cavity.
25 Pierces
As a woman ages — especially if she
26 Disliking to
has had children — the uterus may
Clothes
27
10 11
9
8
7
6
basket
5
4
3
tend to fall(by gravity)lower into the
2
1
28 Gaelic
pelvis. This can cause a sensation of
i4
30 Traffic sign
12
pressure and "pulling.' If the uterus
13•UU
33 Want
(prolapses) far enough out of
"drops"
and
35 Above
16 19
intercourse may be difficult,
position,
touching
In advanced cases of
painful.
even
38 Wild plum
25 ".
24
23
22
uterus will actually
20 ill
the
tion,
mal-posi
40 Warmth
Drains
vagina.
43
the
from
protrude
id
31
29
27
46 Tremulous
Ordinarily, hysterectomy is pre48 Trades for
WI
ferred for moderate/severe cases of
iiii
34
money
uterine prolapse; mild cases can be ig32UUU
36
ill
51 Agave plant
i
i
i
nored, treated with a penury(a plaski
iill
53 Sun god
37
support inserted into the vagina)
tic
56 Set
repaired.lb a large degree,
simply
or
k
Openwor
58
42
It
depends on the symptoms,
nt
treatme
fabric
"
111
i
Abstract
be no more than urinary
60
may
iii
which
49
ill
45
being
incontinence (because a prolapsed
61 Naar
id
54
uterus interferes with bladder
52
62 As for as
control).
111
64 Rough lava
iii
If your prolapsed uterus doesn't
66 Fulfill
bother you, Ignore it. If you have
symptoms,set* another opinion from
a gynecologist. Remember, it's alWWI
ways best to avoid surgery if possible.
0Mt 10119989111 rfssaMIK
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DRIVEWAY
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Authorities warn Murray State donation
tourists in park

Obituaries
Ernest Lee Edmonson
Services for Ernest Lee Edmonson were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale officiated.
Burial was in Hicks Cemetery.
Jerry Bolls directed the singing.
Serving as pallbearers were Joe
Kelso, R.G. Outland, Jimmy.
McCuiston. Bob Nance, Max
Bomar and Jimmy. Parham.
Mr. Edmonson. 49, of Rt. 5,
Murray, died Wednesday at 12:52
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
Survivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Rhonda Russell and husband.
Darrell. and one granddaughter.
Tasha Nashea Edmonson. Rt. h.

MOOSE, Wyo. (AP) —
Authorities warned tourists in
Grand Teton National Park to
avoid any pieces of pipe they
might find after a pipe bomb was
found in a campground.
The unexploded bomb, discovAlso surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Martha Hale and husband, ered Monday, contained a fuse
Bobby. Ri 5, Murray, and Mrs. but no timing device. Authorities
Joan Shelly and husband, Buddy, said Friday they didn't know
South Carolina: three brothers. Lar- whether it was left intentionally
ry Edmonson and wife, Sharon. or accidentally.
"We don't have a clear-cut
Oklahoma, and Sam Edmonson and
wife. Paulette, and Danny Edmon- explanation right now of what
son and wife. Vicki, all of Murray; this all was about, but we're dighis mother-in-law. Mrs. Hattie ging," said Colin Campbell, the
Watson. and a brother-in-law, park's law enforcement
Donald Watson and wife. Charlene. specialist.
He said authorities were tracall of Murray.
ing the people who had registered
at the Gros Ventre Campground.
"not
attempting to contact everyAhhonsford, B C.. Mrs. Lori Jen- body, but to see if it lines up with
Denver.
nings and . husband. Bob,
any other names, or anything else
Colo . and Mrs. Genia Koehler and (the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol,
husband. Leon. Dallas. Texas: Tobacco and Firearms) might
three sons. Rod Weber. Zurich. have on a bomber."
Switierland. Barry Weber and
wife. Kelly. Fremont. Calif.. and
Kyle Weber and wife, Tammie.
Virginia Beach. Va.. his mother.
CHICAGO (AP) -- A halfMrs. Evelyn Weber. Plainview; one
sister. Mrs Norma Jean Schuma- brother of Jesse Jackson was sencher. Red Oak. Iowa: 13 grandchil- tenced to life imprisonment and
dren. his father-in-law, Hoyt
crimes conRoberts. and a sister-in-law, Anna lined 56 million for
gang's drug
street
a
with
nected
Requarth. Murray.

Murray; one son, Greg Edmonson
and wife, Kelly, New Concord; his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Edmonson. Murray.

Gardner
Driveway
Sealer
5 Gal

Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, president of Murray State University (right)
Regional
accepts a $10,000 check from Jimmy Rickman for the new
is
Rickman
campus.
MSU
Special Events Center to be located on the
Rickmanof
co-owner
former
and
a Murray builder, developer
is
Norsworthy Lumber Co. Construction on the multi-purpose center
important
is
Center
Events
Special
scheduled to begin in 1993. "The
the region,"
for the continued growth of Murray State University and
a part of
Rickman said."My wife, Elna, and our family wanted to be
volunEldridge,
L.
Charles
is
pictured
this important project." Also
center.
new
the
for
member
teer campaign
-

Damon Weber
Funeral ntes for Damon Weher
were today at 10 a.m. at Our Savior
Lutheran Church, Plainview, Kan.
The Rev. Kieth Pearson officiated.
Burial was in Pleasant View
Cemetery there with arrangements
by Ashburn Funeral Home.
Plainview.
's.;k
Mr. Weber 5-,
died
w Ite.
SUTVIN,•7, •-,
Webc• Kay Roberts
daughters. M7..
husband. Bill. St Paul. Neh .
June Smith and husband. She::.

Jackson's half-brother sentenced
trade.
"We feel he got exactly what
he deserved," Assistant District
Attorney Bill Hogan said after
Noah Robinson was sentenced
Friday in U.S. District Court.

Also Available, Heavy
Duty Oil Base Sealer

18" Blacktop
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OntuF
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99
6
$
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41111111 .
Blacktop
Roller

Sunday, Aug. 23,
2-4 p.m.

Memo indicates sit-in staged to protest treatment
he came. She was not one of the
original participants. She was an
observer."
Cherry said the corrections
officer then put his knee in the
Haitian woman's back and his
hand on her neck as she lay facedown on the ground.
—There was a lot of inmates
there and were screaming 'Why
did you do that? You didn't have
to do that. Why did you do
that?"' Cherry said.
"Personally I thought something was going to give right
there because of the anger and
frustrations the inmates were
feeling," she said.
Cherry said the corrections
officers handcuffed the woman
on thc ground and took her away
to segregation.

Court's appointment policy challenged

WIC food program
to include 10,000
more per month

Ky. (AP -Officials at Lexington's Federal
Medical Center are reviewing the
findings of an outside investigator brought in to look into a Aug.
13 sit-in at the prison.
A memorandum issued to
inmates indicates the sit-in was
staged to protest a guard's treatment of an inmate. And an
inmate who has since been
released said the problems started
with a fight between lMJ inmates.
Corrections officials initially
said inmates were upset about a
fight involving two or three
inmates and were concerned
about what the stall was going to
do.
-It was a pa:sive non-violent
demonstration with no resistance
when they were led away," the

FRANKFOR -1. Ky. IAPi -The Kentucky Supreme Court's
policy of appointing special Justices is being challenged for the
first time as unconstitutional, but
the state's chief justice says the
practice exists merely to preclude
tie looteN

•

witnessed the fight and the events
leading to the protest. Cherry,
who was not one of those
charged in. the incident, was
released Friday after serving two
years at FMC for robbery.
Cherry said the problems
started with a fight between two
inmates, one white and one
Haitian.
After inmates broke up the
fight, the Haitian woman left but
another Haitian woman began
berating the white inmate, Cherry
said.
Cherry said corrections officers
Matter
the
arrived. She said one officer
reviewing
is
then
"The warden
results of that investigation now, picked up the Haitian woman and
hut they haven't been made publ- threw her to the ground.
"He slammed her and she nevi, yet." she said, declining further fought him, she never resisted
mmetit
er
Sonja Cherry, 27, said she him. She was not fighting when

memorandum said of the
in,. dent
The Sh inmates participating in
the demonstration were ordered
to return to their housing units
The inmates refused to leave the
courtyard and chanted the name
ot a corrections supervisor and
the inmate they thought had been
mistreated, said the 'memorandum, which was issued to
inmates charged in the incident.
Prison spokeswoman Janet
Jacobson said an investigator was
brought in to help look into the

LExr.- ON.

"We think that courts ought to
decide cases on the merits and
write opinions." Chief Justice
Robert F Stephens said. "And
that is the only reason."
A 1- 1 decision has the effect of
leaving the lower court's decision
intact, so special justices are chosen from secret lists of lawyers
when members of the high court
excuse themselves from hearing
cases
The lists are submitted by the
iustices themselves at the beginning of each court term. When a
justice excuses himself, Stephens
appoints a replacement from the
list submitted by that justice
Many Kentucky lawyers have
privately criticized the 3-year-old
policy as an old-boy system that
gives appointees unfair insight
into the court's proceedings and a
special relationship with the
Justices.

The practice also could foster
the perception that a justice could
have some impact, however indirect, on a case from which he has
withdrawn because of a conflict.
The policy has been challenged
as unconstitutional by the losing
sides in two recent high-profile,
multimillion-dollar cases. Special
justices wrote the opinions for
the court in both cases.
In addition to asking the high
court to rehear their cases, attorneys for South East Coal Co. and
Bethlehem Minerals Co. want all
seven justices to disqualify them-

from deciding whether the
appointment procedure is proper.
"To allow the justices who
enacted this unconstitutional special justice policy, and have
actively used it in controversial
cases, to decide its constitutionality brings the court into disrepute
due to the appearance of impartiality," William McCann, an
attorney for South East, contended in a recent motion.
Earlier this month, South East
followed a group of its unsecured
creditors into U.S. District Court
in Frankton seeking a preliminary injunction against the high
court.
It would prohibit the Supreme
Court from ruling on the constitutionality of its own policy and
from rehearing the merits of the
South East case until the specialjustice issue as resolved by a
properly constituted high court.
U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood ruled Friday against the
unsecured creditors, saying they
had not exhausted their remedies
in the state court system. A hearing on the South East motion is
scheduled for Tuesday in federal
court in Pikeville.
Underlying the issue is the
state constitution's silence on the
question of how, or whether, the
court should replace a justice
who excuses himself from a case
because of a potential conflict.
The challengers contend that the
silence was not an oversight by
framers of the constitution and
means that the court should proceed with six justices.
The constitution clearly calls
for the governor — and not the
court itself — to name special
justices when two or more members step aside in a single case.
Stephens said it would be
improper for him to comment on

selves

the constitutional issue since it is
the subject of litigation.
The policy, signed by Stephens, cites several legal provisions as justification. One is a
court rule that says all "matters
of (court) policy or administration shall be decided by a concurrence of at least four of its
members."
Others include Section 116 of
the state constitution, which gives
the court the power to appoint
court personnel, and a state law
outlining reasons why Kentucky
judges must excuse themselves.
The law also says that the chief
justice will name a replacement.
The challenge to the policy is
based primarily on Section 110 of
the constitution, which says in
part that the chief justice "shall
assign temporarily any justice or
judge of the commonwealth,
active or retired, to sit in any
court other than the Supreme
Court when he deems such
assignment necessary for the
prompt disposition of causes."
Former Chief Justice John S.
Palmore, who headed the court
from October 1977 to October
1982, said he has "never thought
that this was proper'' and
recalled voicing his concern to
Stephens, his successor.
Palmore, who said he did not
remember ever appointing a special justice to the court, said he
thinks he mentioned the matter to
Stephens four or five years ago.
"As I recall, he (Stephens)
said they had discussed it and
that the court felt that they could
do it," Palmore said.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state said Friday it would
expand a federal food program
to 10,000 additional Kentuckians per month.
It would be funded by a projected $IS million rebate the
state negotiated from Ross
Laboratories, maker of Similac
baby formula, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said in a
statement.
The agreement gives the
state a $1.63 rebate for every
can of formula concentrate
bought through the federal
Women, Infants and Children
supplemental food program.
The rebated money will be
"pumped right back into the
program" so it can be
extended to more eligible
mothers and children. Health
Services Commissioner Rice
Leach said in the statement.
Kentucky has received an
infant formula rebate since
1988. It totaled $8.6 million
last year at 98 cents per can.
The state renegotiated the
second year of a three-year
contract with Ross Laboratories, said Peggy Kidd, the
state's WIC program director.
Federal regulations require
negotiations, and state agreements call for buying formula
from only one company, the
statement said.
The Kentucky WIC program
currently serves 102,000 people per month. including
29.000 infants VD to ate 1..

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing horne stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

- Beautiful Waterfront
Pine Bluff - 121 S. to Hwy.
444 (New Concord), turn
left - go to Lakeshore Drive turn left - property on right.

Immaculate Executive
Home
1008 Riverwood

Crack Filler

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St
753-2571

•

Buy Any Large Pizza At Regular Price,
Get A Medium Cheese Pizza, Dessert
Pizza or Super Order of Cheesesticks
'Good thru 8127/92

c
99
Only

For
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Lunch Buffets

$599

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets

'Good thru
8/27t92

7534656

Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery
cuasl
J

Storm

$10,900
#30804

INSURANCE

7890
753$ a.m.-II p.m.

$999

1992 Geo

Ig
61
1"Rdr
41
14

FREE Help In Claim Filing
For AU My Clients

Sale

L]
Parts

*Coupons not good with any
other specials
i
)
' °Must present coupon when
ordering
.

GM Program Vehicle, 14,000 miles. automatic, NC, AM/FM
radio

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Chestnut St.

753-2617
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WEEKDAYS
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DAYTIME

o

O

o

o

o

0

-

e

(A)

8:00 A.M.
8 - Sesame Street (R)
▪ - Peter Pan & the Pirates
- Flipper
- Video LP
•- It Figures
- Pink Panther Parade
LrFe Bears
Aa
C
ED '2_,C (ID - Varied Programs
5:00 A.M.
ED - VideoMorning
(/) - Movie
0C2DEVY- ABC World News
@El - It's Garry Shandling's Show
y
Factor
ne
0- Sunshi
Now
ED - Under the Umbrella Tree
6:30 A.M.
0CC - NBC News at Sunrise
- MTV VJ Segment
ED
News
(51 I)0C3-)1511- ABC World
113 ED - This Morning's Business
- Basic Training Workout
ED
This Morning
- Shepherd's Chapel
- Waltons
3D - News
CBS Morning News
8:05 A.M.
- DuckTales
- Rising Damp
on the Prairie
House
Little
Gadget
- Inspector
€1 C IED - Paid Program
8:30 A.M.
- Paid Program
- Mr. Wizard's World
0- Cooky's Cartoon Club
ED - Everyday Workout
- Pink Panther Parade
- James Bond Jr.
• - Adventures in Wonderland
Ea - Mousercise
Maya the Bee
e
Popey
Ea - Awake on the Wild Side
ms
tbsoh a, ping
erny
ud
Progra
BE: ou
Varied
Motion
- Bodies in
s Circus
A.M.
O
6:45
t3i) - Today With Marilyn
r
Weathe
A.M.
113
4.
- Movie
oung
Ye
- EdLe
Kathie
7:00 A.M.
- Sing Out America
g
9:00 A.M.
Mornin
Good
5:05 A.M.
Regis &
- Live
2. 0 3;
c'D
a
Americ
Lucy
I
Love
C9
Today
0
liD
0
5:30 A.M.
3D - Donahue (R)
(5) C (12.) - This Morning
Family Feud ChalO 2 fi 3' ABC World News This O
c
Electri
Body
el
liD
Morning
lenge
0
OC
lilS
- DuckTales
- Morning Show
13 8 - Mister Rogers
- Tiny Toon Adventures
- CBS Morning News
- Perry Mason
- Movie
0 T - Ag-Day
- Merrie Melodies
- Looney Tunes
O - ABC World News Now
0
C - Varied Programs
rogram
e
P
ey
d
p
i
a
po
P
0- Faith Twenty
•- Divorce Court
0 12 - This Morning's Business
0- World of David the Gnome
- Barney & Friends (RI
- A&E Preview
mooftNotes
S
er
- Growing Up Togeth
▪ - First Business
111) - Mayberry R.F.D
Bears
Gummi
the
of
ures
Advent
63- Dangermouse
Movie
ED a)- Varied Programs
CD la) - Paid Program
• - Donald Duck Presents
Friends
&
Doggie
Augie
Ea
▪ - Pink Panther
IgEl 700 Club
- Morning Worship Hour
63- Good Morning, Mickey!
ai - Getting Fit
Movie9:05 A.M.
7:05 A.M.
•- James Robison
of Jeannie
9:30 A.M.
Dream
I
alE) - Body by Janis
g Rainbow (H)
Readin
0
liD
7:08 A.M.
5:35 A.M.
Alvin and the Chipmunks
Side
Wild
the
on
Awake
•
• - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
• - Divorce Court
7:30 A.M.
6:00 A.M.
- Adventures of the Little Koala
ng
Painti
of
tion
Inspira
- ABC World News o gr)O
- Our Voices
O - Bozo
This Morning
- Mayberry R F D
•
s
Ranger
Rescue
Dale's
'n
- Chip
03D - News
- Music Box
ED
e
0- Dennis the Menac
6D - NBC News at Sunrise
10:00 A.M.
m
Progra
Paid
- Robert Tilton
0,2 - Gerald()
Rogers
Mister
(21)ED
Joe
G.I.
fr)
,3U Home
ED - What Every Baby Knows
0 12 - Breakfast Show
- Sally Jessy Raphael
ED - Welcome to Pooh Corner
Classroom
5 C 12 - Price Is Right
ms
Progra
Varied
(4)
s
- Cartoon Expres
- Doctor Dean
6
0
Littles
•
- Yogi Bear
0 8 - Sesame Street (R1
m
Progra
- Paid
7:35 A.M.
- Jowl Rivers
▪ - Bugs Bunny & Pals
Jetsons
- Bewitched
(R)
Street
e
Sesam
21
ER

---miloaapparoterig"4

SOUTH MANOR BRANCH
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ion Bank
A Peoples First corporat
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• Racer Special T-shirt

• Big M Money Machine Cord
(based on approval)

• No per-check fee

• No Minimum Monthly
Balance

• 175 free duplicate checks
each school year

The Bank of Murray believes In you
and your future, and we know that
the key to a successful future is
having good banking sense! The
Racer Special account makes banking easy and fun! Stop by any of our
Bank of Murray locations and open
your Racer Special account today!

Racer Special Account

•

We have
a special account
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- Varied Programs
Win. Lose or Draw
• - Jeff's Collie
•- On Stage
2:00 P.M.
CI 2 113 3 a- General Hospital
o - Santa Barbara
12 - Guiding Light
O 5
Gidget
Hollywood Squares
0- Flipper
- Video Vibrations
- Cain's Hundred
Elp 21 - Reading Rainbow (RI
•- Cookin' U.S.A. (R)
• - Thirtysomething
• - Under the Umbrella Tree
Scarecrow and Mrs King
CD - Cope
2:05 P.M.
•- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
C)

DAYTIME CONT.

•-

•- Captain N
CD - Sunshine Factory
3:35 P.M.
Brady Bunch

• - Mickey Mouse Club
•- Popeye

SaiOODE10 SA50000M

4:35 P.M.
- Happy Days
8 - Shining Time Station
- Fugitive
4:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
- Gunsrnoke
The Judge
2 - Full House
2J
CD
0CC IS 12 - News
(4)
•- In Search Of
Eureeka s Castle
0 3 - Maury Povich (RI
0- Wheel of Fortune
Superior Court
Live From L A
0- Oprah Winfrey (A)
CI 5 - Golden Girls
Vaned Programs
Er)(4)
Daktari
5, - Gunsmoke
Hard Copy
€1) 21 - Zoobilee Zoo
Varied Programs
.6, - Who's the Boss?
CI 8 - Sesame Street (R)
Body by Jake
- Varied Programs
-aGe_ r
o C) - Charles in Charge
•- Tracey Ullman
Heart to Heart
in the World Is Car - 0 Avengers
aida
Whero
Box
Lunch
10:30 A.M.
men Sandiego? (R)
0- Cartoon Express
CD - Bodyshaping
6 - Classic Concentration
o CE1- Varied Programs
- What Would You Do?
1 1:38 A.M
Varied Programs
deEdition
siu
CD - Video LP
• - John Norris
The Judge
- Inside
3 -12Bee
0
(
▪
Bugs Bunny & Pals
Screen Scene 1'
- Fugitive
12:00 P.M.
(1) 21 - Square One Television (R)
Raccoons
gig 3 0- All My Children
0- My Two Dads
•- Supermarket Sweep
Getting Fit
0- Inspector Gadget
o - Inside Edition
ED - Movie
Paid Program
Rogers
Mister
21
0
O
6
0
12 - News
- Batman
cg 8 - Movie
•- VideoPM
1 1 :00 A . M
gg 2 Loving
5:05 P.M.
(1) - Kids Incorporated
Avengers
2:30 P.M.
- I Love Lucy
5
• - Murder. She Wrote
•- Super Mario Bros.
News
6 - Santa Barbara
- Noozles
People s Court
o 6
4:05 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
0 8 CD - Varied Programs
21 - Lamb Chops Play • - Video Soul
13._2_0(1)0- ABC World News
•- Happy Days
0- Saved by the Bell
Along
- Varied Programs
Fp 21
Tonight
- Swans Crossing
4:30 P.M.
• - Miller & Company ftPrq,r1.o Geraldo
- NBC Nightly News
- Scrabble
Cosby
2
Show
•
0 Kenneth Copeland
(12. - CBS Evening News
CE
• - Looney Tunes
6, - Mama's Family
Young and the Restless
• Supermarket Sweep
o - Now It Can Be Told (R)
O 21 - Shining Time Station (R)
- Reading Rainbow (RI
0
O Movie
IF) New Wilderness
• - Hogan Family
- Top Card
- Video Power
o
O Father Knows Best
- Wild & Crazy Kids
O Superior Court
•- Adventures of the Gummi Bears C)- Darkwing Duck
11)
21 €13 - Varied Programs
0 Sharon Lois & Bram s Elephant
12:05 P.M.
12 - Jeopardy!
3:00 P.M.
Show
•- Shop 'Til You Drop
11) Movie
2 - Maury PovichlR)
- Bosom Buddies
o
0 - Generations P
- Zorro
12:30 P.M.
- Hey Dude (R)
O 3 - Perfect Strangers
ID
Movie
5:35 P.M.
gg
2 - News
Is CarLives
World
Our
the
in
of
Days
Where
21
el
o
Cookin USA vo
•- Andy Griffith
men Sandiego? (R)
o Doctor Dean
0 5, - As the World Turns
ED Frugal Gourmet
. 12 - Oprah Winfrey (R)
O 5 - Talk of the Town (L,vi•[
Care Bears
o 6 - Days of Our Lives
o 11, - Barney & Friends (Fi)
O Bodies in Motion
Movie
O - DuckTales
€9 Paid Program
(DO 12 Id and the Beautiful
▪ - Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles
11 :05 A M.
C3 Litt! Bits
CE) ED - Varied Programs
• CHiPs
0 Varied Programs
- $25.000 Pyramid
(3- Sportscenter (R)
11:30 A.M.
• - Shop 'Til You Drop
0- Underdog
- MOVIE: 'A Shot in the Dark'
2 - All My Children
•- Father Knows Best
5:00 A.M.
gig lig - Movie
Accident-prone Inspector Clouseau at0 3 - Loving
CD - Sunshine Factory
- MOVIE: 'It Happened at the tempts to clear a chambermaid of mur21 - Sesame Street (R)
6 - Closer Look
World's Fair' While taking care of a der charges despite mounting evidence
1:00 P.M.
Fri - Club Dance
Chinese moppet, a pair of bush pilots to the contrary. 1964. Rated PG.
o 5 - Young and the Restless
Donald Duck Presents
2,0 3 0-One Life to Live
finds romance at the Seattle World's
- The Judge
- Hangin' With MTV
Another World
Fair 1963
8, - Movie
ED - Heroes on Hot Wheels
wo Worlds of
ATM.
1.5he
E:13
- movI9
5:30 A.M.
Jennie Logan' A woman goes back in
- Now It Can Be Told (RI
CD - Psychiatry & You
MOVIE:'Police Academy 5: As- time to change the course of fate and
12 - As the World Turns
signment Miami Beach' Academy save the life of her true love 1979.
- Movie
▪ - Flintsto
:0
3ne
s5 P.M.
graduates tangle with jewel thieves
- Joker's Wild
while attending a police convention in
iVi• ter' An excoas
or.
ollA
0
14
::3
9
- MOVIE
- Heathcliff
Miami. 1988. Rated PG.
30
3i:Iy
s.M.
TieP
O 3, - Fam
after carrymillion
$1
seeks
tortionist
on _cf
o
Be a Star (R)
ic
,hip
i A
poi,lnis
- MOVIE:'No Time for Comedy'
F,teDraiRige
•
wreak havoc at
Attitudes
A playwnght falls in love with the star ing out his threat to
Rogers
crowded amusement parks.
9
several
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Dales Rescue Rangers of his Broadway production. 1940.
Varied Programs
6:00 A.M.
▪ - Tale Spin
10:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.
up - MOVIE:'Oliver!' A young orphan
- Press Your Luck
'The Razor's Edge' AfMOVIE:
e5 - Bold and the Beautiful
Joins a gang of pickpockets in this
▪ - Yogi Bear
witnessing the horrors of World
Oscar-winning adaptation of Charles ter
0 6, - Another World
- Rap City
War I, a man searches the world to find
Tues., Aug. 25
Dickens' novel 1968 Rated G.
- Jump Rattle and Roll
- Bewitched
the meaning of life. 1984. Rated PG(R)
Sportscenter
a13.
5:00 p.m. Don Farmers
7:00 A.M.
10:15 A.M.
Home Bible Studies
al- MOVIE: 'Northanger Abbey' A
is- MOVIE: 'Jolson Sings Again' Al
young woman's overactive imaginaJolson comes out of retirement to ention gets the best of her after she artertain troops during World War II.
rives at an isolated English estate
1949
Thura., Aug. 27
1987
2 WKRN ABC Nashville
26 The Disney Chased
11:00 A.M.
0- Sportscenter (R)
3 WSIL ABC Harrisburg
27 Music Television (M-TV)
'Chinatown at MidMOVIE:
10:00 &m. Coldwater Church of
•
K.)
County
A
Nashvilk
'Matewen
fact-based
(Calloway
NBC
el- MOVIE:
4 WSMV
WCSBTV
in
Christ
account of the conflicts between a night' Police comb Chinatown
5 WTVF CBS Nashville
29 Cable News Network (CNN)
search of a killer on the loose 1950
coal
the
miners'
and
union
growing
Channel
Paducah
Learning
NB('
WPSD
The
6
30
5:00 p.m. Cable Previews
- MOVIE: 'Gator' Federal agents
stubborn bosses in 1920 West Virgi- •
7 WBBJ ABC Jackson
31 ISM Sports
force
an ex-con to help nab a corrupt
1987
nia
5:30 p.m. Art Scene
8 WDCN PBS Nashville
32 WMHS-TV Murray High School)
politician. 1978 Rated PG
A.M.
7:05
33 YAM
9 WGN IND Chicago
7:30 p.m. Cardinal Baseball
11:30 A.M.
• MOVIE: The Freshmen' A naive
10 KM! FOX Cape Girardeau
34 Murray Cablevisioa
al- Rildd-Tlicki-Tavi Animated Rudworking
a
into
for
film
roped
is
student
Channel
Weather
MSU-TV
The
11
35
yard Kopiing's ties about a mongoose
mobster who bears an uncanny re12 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
36 Calloviay County Public Library
that defends a British family in India
The
•
•
Godfather
1990
to
semblance
37 Home Shopping Guide
13 Arts mid F.Mertaiament (ALE)
against a pair of cobras (R)
Fel., Aug. 2$
Rated PG
14 Murray Cy HaN
311 Prevue Guide
- MOVIE:'Annie Hall' A New York
A.M.
8:00
(vic)
IS USA Network
39 Showteime
4
comic struggles with an on-again, off10:30 cm. Art Scene
(10 - MOVIE: 'He Said, She Said'
Eacer,
If Nickelodeon
again romance Winner of four Oscars,
Conflicting opinions add spice to the
41 Headline sews
including Best Picture. 1977.
17 WTBS Atlanta
love affair between rival newspaper
43 ACTS
IA Black Fstertainmeal (BIM
12:00 P.M.
•
columnists 1991 Rated PG-13
19 Tamer Network Television (TNT) 47 Video Hits 1
(l) - MOVIE: lkildoracio' Roy
•
A.M.
8:30
4 The Discovery Channel
20 FWTN Catholic Network
tracks racketeers who we laundering
MOVIE: 'The Harvey Girls' A
49 QVC Shopping
money through Las Vegas gamblers
21 WKMC PBS Murray/Mayfieid
group of young waitresses has a civiliz1948.
12 Nadtville ‘rtiiork
of
inhabitants
rowdy
ing
the
on
effect
(FNN)
AN 1 News Network
SPecia
ma
MOVIE:'U2 Rattle and Hum' A
:
F
SI C
"
23 Lifetime
an 1870s Western town 1948
chronicle of the Irish supergroup s
24 Home Rot Office HBO)
52 1•SPAN 2
9:00 A.M.
1987 American tour. 1988 Rated PG
25 Cinemas
•- MOVIE: 'Bridesmaids'
13.
CD

•_

-

-

112

(E)

ED

o

o

•-

a)

_

(13

1:3

a)

13
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al

-

co
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•
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NS

(13 - Murder. She Wrote
- F-Troop
- Homeroom
- MOVIE: 'The Water Engine' A
genius whose latest invention is revolutionizing technology gets an unwelcome introduction to the dark side of
American business. 1992.
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Rodney
- Late Night in Nashville and
old

Crowell performs new songs
hits, including "After All This Time"
and "She's Crazy for Leavin'"(R)
- MOVIE:'The Five Heartbeats'
Women's Pro Beach Volleyball:
World Series From Vail, Colo (Taped)
- 700 Club
CD - Cope
9:30 P.M.
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
•- Generations
9:40 P.M.
Championship Boxing Report
Special Edition Julio Cesar Chavez vs
Hector "Macho" Camacho (R)

ilz - Sweating Bullets (R)
- MOVIE:'Sunburn' Three sleuths
caper

plunge into an insurance-swindle
in Acapulco 1979
11:30 P.M.
Nightline
- Hard Copy (R)
0
Current Affair
▪ - Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
- Dobie Gillis
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
- MOVIE: 'The Pope Must Diet'
The portly new pontiff becomes a mob
target when he cleanses the Vatican of
criminal influence 1991. Rated R
Auto Racing: Off Road Racing
- Westbrook Hospital
-

- Golf: Fred Meyer Challenge First
- MOVIE: 'My little Pony' Anifrom Portland, Ore (Live)
round
nd
homela
l
peacefu
'
mated. The Ponies
her
and
4:30 P.M.
is threatened by an evil witch
- Why Do These Kids Love
MOVIE: 'Lilies of the Field' A en
nasty daughter. 1986. Rated G.
€11- Powerboat Racing: Offshore Pro young man helps five refugee nuns School/ Tom Peters introduces a profile of nine schools in seven states sucbuild a chapel in a barren wasteland
Tour From Sarasota, Fla. (R)
cessfully using alternative teaching ap1963
P.M.
5
12:0
proaches
P.M.
5:00
MOVIE: 'Ator, the Fighting Ea- Crook and Chase
- MOVIE: 'Gold' An Englishman
gle' A prehistoric warrior battles male- L.A. Law
plan
rs
ped
investo
kidnap
tional
a
interna
rescue
to
some
and
forces
volent
- MOVIE: 'Wall Street'
to flood an entire gold mine in Africa,
princess 1983
the gold market for their CD - MOVIE:'L.A. Bounty'
rigging
thus
P.M.
5
12:1
10:00 P.M.
11:35 P.M.
own gain 1974 Rated PG
- Avonlea (R)
0- MOVIE:'Sex and the Single ParCID0CC Oil II)
Late Night With David
CE El ID0
CL
3rd
s
Bunny'
'Bugs
:
MOVIE
ent' Two divorced parents try re- Water Skiing: AWSA Show Ski
(R)
- News
•
(g)
man
2„
Letter
Chuck
Tales'
Rabbit
1001
establishing themselves as unattached, Movie:
Nationals From Janesville, Wis 0
- Nightly Business Report
- Arsenio Hall (R)
Jones' "One Froggy Evening" high- (Taped)
available adults. 1979.
of
Stud
coCD:
11:38 P.M.
lights this Looney Tunes collection
Q)- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
12:30 P.M.
s g at the Improv
Evenin
old and new cartoon shorts 1982
- Steve Isaacs
st
Teleca
t
an
- Americ
- MOVIE: 'Ghoulies' A satanis
0- New Mike Hammer
12:00 A.M.
6:00 P.M.
7:05 P.M.
conjures up a host of assorted little
- Lucy Show
az)
Copy (8)
ED
d
Hard
0
weeken
(I)
his
on
0
3)
prey
O
to
es
CI)00
creatur
- MOVIE: 'The Long Hot Sum- Homeroom
- Matlock
News
guests. 1985.
mer' The arrival of a drifter in a Missis- C)- Crook and Chase (R)
0(2)- Now It Can Be Told
- Cheers
MOVIE: 'Forbidden Island' A
sippi hamlet serves as a catalyst for
- Thirtysomething
0 21 - MacNeil/Lehrer suspicion, violence and murder. 1985.
skin diver is hired to find a lost emerald
O MOVIE: 'No Place to Land' A
- MOVIE: 'Buried Alive' A school woman
decides to spite her noncom19
in a sunken ship. 1959.
Newshour
of
site
the
7:08 P.M.
s
for delinquent girls become
lover by marrying another man
mital
Night Court
1:00 P.M.
di- Duff
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1992
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Generations
- Beverly Hills, 90210 (R)
2:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'High Flight' A World
The
War:
Knfellet
:
Century
Our
▪ Hydroplane Racing: Columbia Untold Story
War II veteran, teaching cadets to fly
Cup From Tr -Cities. Wash. (R)
supersonic jets, meets the son of a
1113 - Murder, She Wrote
man whose death he caused many
- Public Enemy No.2 Crime show
•
F-Troop
years before 1958
spoof about mistaken identity. (R)
- Hard Copy (13)
,
napersonal
Sexes' A •- People Bomb The
the
of
ED - Love Connection
'Battle
- On Stage
MOVIE:
•
▪
Affair
- Current
tional and global problems resulting
U.S. efficiency expert starts modernizO - Green Acres
- Dream On IR/
and efforts
lation,
0- Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
overpopu
world
from
staid offices of an old Scottish
the
ing
- Duff
•
O - Our Voices (R)
s.
solution
Gillis
possible
Dobie
to devise
Ofirm. 1960.
•- MOVIE: 'Cat Chaser'
10:00 P.M.
- New Attitude
•
Eli - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Hired to Kill'
▪ _ Synchronal Research
▪ - MOVIE: 'Only Angels Have 01C2)0(1)00(DOC_C
•- K.I.D.S. (ff)
Wings' A showgirl falls in love with a ft0(2i)- News
Efil - Yo! MTV Raps
11:35 P.M.
P.M.
3:00
pilot in South America. 1939.
The
Circus'
Nightly Business Report
David
Big
With
The
Night
MOVIE:
•00'6; - Late
Angels'
ed
Tarnish
circus
d
'The
(E)- Mark Russell Comedy Spestrappe
MOVIE:
ly
0Honeymooners
owner of a financial
Letterman
cial The satirist takes aim, in song and
faces the grim prospect of turning the O - Arsenio Hall (R)
•- MOVIE: 'I Saw What You Did' monologue, at political office seekers ▪ - Studs
reigns of leadership over to a budgete-Hill
jeoparOver-th
0- Evening at the Improv (R)
- MOVIE: 'The
An innocent telephone prank
including those running for the presiconcious banker 1959
- New Mike Hammer
dizes the lives of two innocent girls. dency.
Gang'
•- MOVIE: The Seven-Ups'
11:38 P.M.
_ Lucy Show
1988
▪
Chase
and
Crook
10:35 P.M.
People Bomb The personal, na- Steve Isaacs
• - MOVIE: 'The Odessa File' •
ID
ent'
• - MOVIE: 'Final Judgem
00 4 - Tonight Show
and global problems resulting
tional
A.M.
12:00
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Witness'
131 - Love Connection
from world overpopulation, and efforts
Date
Perfect
se:
Playhou
0(2D - Hard Copy (R)
Family
€19
to devise possible solutions (R)
ilag 12 - Night Court
ED- MOVIE:'48 HRS.'
(10 - Matlock
Cr) - MOVIE: 'Good Neighbor Sam'
the Light' O - New Attitude
for
g
'Waitin
MOVIE:
€13
1 1:00 P.M.
O Cl) - Now It Can Be Told (R)
4:00 P.M.
- Crook and Chase (R)
2. - M•A•S•H
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- MOVIE: No Place to Land'
- Monster Truck Challenge
- Thirtysomething
ED
ED
- Nightline
Haden
•- Ben
▪ - Psychic Phone Line
(Taped)
- One Night Stand: Command
- Golden Girls
7:08 P.M.
•- Bernstein on Beethoven: A CePerformance: Ellen DeGeneres An
P.M.
4:15
- Arsenio Hall (R)
lebration in Vienna
•- Duff
evening of laughs with Ellen DeGeMOVIE:'Arena' A human gladia▪ - Biography (R)
(El - Boxing: Alex Stewart vs. Mar- •P.M.
7:30
neres. (R)
reptile
evil
the
defeat
to
aspires
tor
QI - Late Mr. Pete Show
shall Tillman
C7i 0 -3;0 - Doogie Howser,
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (13)
1989 Rated PG-13
n
O
champio
Mindy
&
- Mork
- Patty Duke
M.D. (R)
- Batman Part 1 of 2.
P.M.
4:30
O - Midnight Love
O - Screen Scene (R)
Superman
0- MOVIE:'Carnal Crimes' A mys- Running & Racing (R)
Eli - Nashville Now (R)
- Paid Program
terious photographer leads an attor(r) - Video Soul (R)
Fool
a
I'm
_
Eli - Its Garry Shandling's Show •- One Night Stand: Command •
21. - Great Performances: Capric- ney's wife down a path of passion and
ED
5:00 P.M.
Performance: Ellen DeGeneres
• - MOVIE: 'Charro!'
corruption 1991.
cio From Salzburg
Inside the PGA Tour
Home' Three
•
0- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
ED - Major League Baseball: Teams 0- MOVIE: 'Coming of
•- MOVIE: 'Bright Anger
an officer's
Oscars went to this tale
5:25 P.M.
ced (Live)
Be
Announ
to
11:05 P.M.
ao - Lightmusic
g
wife and her relationship with a disa0-30-Minute Movie: The Washin • _ Insight
Nightline
12:05 A.M.
bled Vietnam veteran 1978
Machine Man An elderly woman's
8:0D P.M.
• - Forever Knight (R)
rekin(E) 12, - Perfect Score
to
tries
she
- Rejoice in the Lord
CP
when
s
backfire
plan
el- Home Improve- MOVIE: 'Shocker'
0
the romance in her marriage (R)
dle
12:10
10:30 P.M.
A.M.
:3JR2j,
merit (
O
11:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'The Offence'
5:30 P.M.
Cosby Show
•
O
d
(13)
Seinfel
()
e
Nightlin
a CD- Current Affair
al
el- MOVIE:'Femme Fatale'
- 2000 Malibu Road
ED 0
a - Entertainment Tonight
▪ - First Flights (R)
0- MOVIE:'Anirnalympics'
- MOVIE: 'The Take' A former 0- Koiak
8)- Up Close
Miami detective sets up shop as a pri- ▪ - Love Connection
P.M.
6:00
investigator after serving four ▪ - Green Acres
Ciz - vate
SD
0CIO00 EU 0
behind bars for an indiscretion ▪ - Our Voices (R)
years
(R)
enter
- Sportsc
News
1990.
8/26/92
• - MOVIE: 'Regarding Henry' A
10:00 A.M.
Cheers
O
Get Smart
ruthless attorney undergoes a radical
0-Ups'
5:00 A.M.
▪ - MOVIE:'The Seven
0 CU 0 111 - MacNeil/Lehrer
personality change after an assailant's
- Nashville Now
Newshour
ED - MOVIE:'A Distant Trumpet'
King
bullet destroys his memory 1991
Mrs
10:30 A.M.
and
ow
ED - Scarecr
g
Court
Rated PG-13
- 30-Minute Movie: The Washin
MOVIE:'Miracle of the Heart: A 0- Night
- MOVIE:'Red Heat'
ED
O- Andy Griffith
- Yo! MTV Raps
Machine Man
Boys Town Story'
• - MOVIE: 'Wolfen'
New Wilderness
▪
▪ - Sportscemer
A.M.
5:35
American Telecast
•
10:45 A.M.
- MacGyver
•_ MOVIE:'The Indian Fighter' An
0- MOVIE:'Never Say I A hypo- 61 - MOVIE: 'The Color Purple'
8:30 P.M.
Looney Tunes
111)
Swiss
army scout leads a wagon train bound
chondriac is convalesc
11:00 A.M.
OGDOICIDe- Arresting Behavior for55
Oregonthrough Sioux territory
Sanford
▪
1939
um
sanitari
▪ - MOVIE:'The Miami Story'
00elp - Wings Part 1 of 2. (R)
▪ - China Beach
6:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Weavers:
11:30 A.M.
- Play by Play: A History of Sports 0
10:35 P.M.
el- Family Playhouse: Perfect ate
Wasn't That a Timer The careers of
el - Stories From Growing Up Fa- Television(Game 2)
Tonight Show
traced,
are
s
(R)
Weaver
enter
the
the folk group
- Sportsc
mous people share their childhood exComedy Hour (R)
Hour
ion
1/2
Connect
Love
a
the
during
ing
focusing on their blacklist
- MOVIE: 'Battle of the Sexes' A
periences. Features Jamie Lee Curtis
Sportscenter
their a (lit) - Night Court
by
ted
highligh
and
era
y
McCarth
U.S. efficiency expert starts moderniz(R)
and Hulk Hogan.
a - Waltons
1 1:00 P.M.
reunion concert in Carnegie Hall. 1981
ing the staid offices of an old Scottish a- MOVIE:'Annie Hall'
- MOVIE: 'The Pink Panther'
firm. 1960
Power and the Glory
MASH
P.M.
12:00
- MOVIE: 'Sssesss' A famed ▪ - Dick Van Dyke
6:30 A.M.
O - Nightline
0CID- MOVIE:'On the Old Spanish snake expert sells his experimental fail- People Bomb The personal, naforces
joins
- Sportscenter (R)
Roy
cowboy
Singing
Trail'
ures to a circus freak show 1973
- Golden Girls Part 1 of 2
tional and global problems resulting
with a Mexican Robin Hood to thwart 0- Profiles
7:00 A.M.
lation, and efforts
Hall (R)
overpopu
world
Arsenio
from
- MOVIE: 'Fire Over England' A an oil thief. 1947
to devise possible solutions. (R)
6:05 P.M.
- Our Century: Korean War: The
•
lstone'
volun'Crysta
officer
MOVIE:
British
young
dashing
a - First United Methodist Church Untold Story (R)
- Beverly Hillbillies
teers to infihrate Spain's court and sa- 0- Auto Racing: IndyCar -- Texaco/
- Late Mn, Pete Show
8:35 P.M.
invade
6:30 P.M.
botage King Philip's plans to
Newlin* 200 From Road America in
- Mork & Mindy
World: An
l's
Rockwel
Norman
Feud
Family
England 1937
(R)
CIDWm
0
Lake,
Elkhart
is
c
look
nostalgi
A
- Midnight Love
an
Dream
Their
Americ
With
Died
Tonight
'They
Picinment
in
- MOVIE:
- Enterta
- MOVIE: 'I Ought to Be
taken at the artist's life, work and so - Nashville Now (R)
Boots On'
0CID - News
tures'
hometown of Stockbridge, Mass (R)
- It's Garry Shandling's Show
- Sportscenter (R)
12:05 P.M.
- Cosby Show
•Cip
Years
ver
P.M.
- MOVIE: 'No Safe Haven' A
9:00
Underco
a
in
'My
clerk
41) - MOVIE:
- Andy Griffith
0- MOVIE:'Fast Break' A
s-based spy returns to Amer(R)
of
Hondura
Wars
With the KKK'
us MS CID 0- Civil
delicatessen achieves his ambition
- Married... With Children
avenge the murders of his family
to
ica
ll team
basketba
&
Law
college
Order
(ff)
a
g
)
coachin
50(J
a - Wheel of Fortune
7:30 A.M.
1989 Rated R
1979
•CE)a co)- 48 Hours: Fakes
- In Search Of...
a - Sportscartter (R)
- Best of Abbott and Costello
tone'
'Rhines
MOVIE:
News
- Bulhvinkle
- MOVIE: 'Good Neighbor Sam'
•
- Baseball Tonight
ion
Generat
Next
P.M.
k:
The
starTre
gi
e
12:30
- Screen Scene
9:00 A.M.
- Synchrcxial Research
▪ _ In Search Of... (R)
- MOVIE: 'Oodzille'
- Be a Star
0- MOVIE:'SpaceCamp' Five teen11:05 P.M.
Dragnet
▪
- Sports
agers at summer camp for future as12:35 P.M.
•
Nightline
in
Jail
's
Jennifer
O
n
Four-Ma
'
ll
Woman
Volleyba
tronauts are accidentally launched into
ted
Beach
- MOVIE: 'Convic
e It _ Dangerous Curves (R)
- Tales From the Crypt
space 1986
From Denver. (Taped)
P.M.
1:00
_ MOVIE: 'The Killer'
11:20 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Stanley & Iris'
e - This Is the Ufe
- MOVIE: 'Beat the Devil'.
0
MOVIE. 'Flight Command' A
- Sportscenter (R)
GBMOVIE:'Flying Leatherneck,' A
P.M.
6:35
An
- MOVIE: 'Time After Time'
strict Marine officer is disliked by his cadet "earns his wings•' in a rough- MOVIE: 'Bonnie Scotland' Two •
manages to have the O - Sanford and Son
n, but in wartime he is appre- and-tough Naval flight squadron 1941
squadro
dimwitted Americans are inadvertently eccentric family
rat7:00 P.M.
final word when a vengeful cousin
ciated 1951
recruited by the Scottish army 1935
11:30 P.M.
- Wonder Years
111. op0Gip
tles the family skeletons 1986
_ Unplugged
e
Nightlin
9:05 A.M.
e
(")
Duchin
Unsolved Mysteries (R) •
- MOVIE: 'The Eddy
_ 700 Club
Hard Copy Part 1 of 2 (R)
- MOVIE:'Nobody's Fool'
a
an
Dorm
Freshm
10
Story'
a _ Cope
(I)- Current Affair
9:30 A.M.
•
- Nova
9:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'Sherlock Holmes & the
0-Telling Tales
Joe
of
on
1:30 P.M.
Seducti
'The
- MOVIE:
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Leading Lady'
- MOVIE: 'Indiana Jones and the e - MOVIE 'Regarding Henry'
Tynan'
Temple of Doom'
-

•
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1992
2:00 P.M.
- Doris Day: A Sentimental
Journey The actress recalls her life and
career Additional interviewees include
Betty White and Rosemary Clooney

WEDNESDAYcoNt

_ High School Football Special (RI
O - Andy Griffith

- Invitation to Life
8:30 P.M.
001 16J - Wings Part 2 of 2 (RI
0- Dick Van Dyke

CI - Married... With Children
O 12, - Wheel of Fortune
- In Search Of...
.
me
00_Pp.riM
0
9:
Lt0,13
ger struggles to survive in the harsh
▪ - Ray Bradbury Theater RI
- Bullwinkle
0
time Live
PGA Tour
Senior
the
Inside
1979
music
C)
rock
of
world
Dobie Gillis
CI - Screen Scene
- L.A. Law (R)
2:30 P.M.
- Patty Duke
_ National Geographic Explorer ift)
- Be a Star
Evidence
cks Ba a
eionfbe
CD- Little League World Series: For€0 - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd C)- Screen Scene (RI
- Big Picture
Williams
From
ip
eign Championsh
- Paid Program
13)- Pro Beach Volleyball Four Man
- Homeland Harmony
Eighteen adventurers retrace John
• - Spencer Tracy Legacy A Tri- 'port Pa (Taped)
•om Denver (Ft)
Steinbeck's 1941 adventure down the
P.M.
6:35
bute by Katharine Hepburn Elizabeth
3:00 P.M.
CD - In Search of the Lords Way
Pacific Baja coast to the Sea of Cortez
MonBaseball:
League
Major
▪
Rooney.
Mickey
Reynolds.
Burt
Taylor.
▪ - PGA Golf: World Series First
News
11:35 P.M.
treal Expos at Atlanta Braves From
Lee Marvin and Angela LansburyNaze
6 - Late Night With David among the stars reminiscing about round from Firestone Country Club in Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium (Live) • - Star Trek: The Next Generation
Ohio
Akron.
(Live(
(R)
Letterman •
Spencer Tracy Host Katharine Hep- ▪ - MOVIE: 'The Water Engine' A •- Preview Show
▪ - Brute Force: The History of
- Arsenio Hall Ira
trum_
es
6:45 P.M.
genius whose latest invention is revoluWeapons at War (R)
11:38 P.M.
LIRig htmusic
- NFL Tonight
tionizing technology gets an unwel- Dragnet
O
of
- Steve Isaacs
side
dark
the
A.M.
to
12:05
come introduction
7:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dr. Strangelove or:
American business 1992
11 .40 P.M.
C) 12 - Perfect Score
2 el 3 GB - Who's the Bossy How I Learned to Stop Worrying and
O
- MOVIE 'Norman Rockwell's Part 1 of 3 (R)
- Championship Boxing Report
12:10 A.M.
Love the Bomb' Stanley Kubrick's
Special Edition Julio Cesar Chavez vs CD- MOVIE 'Another You A con ar "Breaking Home Ties" Rockwell's a a 6 - Different World
classic Cold War satire, with psychotic
young
a
story
of
painting inspired this
•-,• Machr, Carnachr, (RI
initiating a nuclear
,_
5 ID 12 - Top Cops
Jack
Gen21.1
en
list makes profitable use of the pathoi
man's adiustment to college life in the
strike against Russia 1964
12:00 A.M.
ogical liar in his care by passing him off
Crossroads
8
Tennessee
(;)
1950s 1987
as a missing billionaire 1991
2
Hard Copy Part 1 of 2 MI
op- MOVIE: 'Copacabana' A seedy
- MOVIE 'The Princess Bride'
- MOVIE:'Last Call' A real-estate
13 3 Matlock
talent agent manages to get his client
12:20 A.M.
- MOVIE •Lolita' A middle-aged two different jobs at the famous night- developer is unwittingly roped into a
5 - Now It Can Be Told IR(
GC) - MOVIE 'GoodFellas' Martin •
professor becomes infatuated with the club 1947
business deal with dangerous conse- Psychic Phone Line
Scorsese s intense account of a Brook
12-year-old daughter of a New Hampquences 1990 Rated R
underworld
▪ - Simpsons
lyn hoodlum's tenure in an
- First Flights f'3,
shire widow 1962
R
Rated
- MOVIE: 'National Lampoon's
1990
family
_
Kingdom
Nature's
C)
crime
sin
young
The
A
Rose
C3 - MOVIE
3:30 P.M.
European Vacation' The Griswold fa- Murder, She Wrote
mily takes Europe by storm when they
- Big Apple Circus Highlights from C)- F - Troop
win an all-expenses-paid trip on a game
e 1990 show recapture the thrill and
• - Desmonds
show 1985 Rated PG-13
romance of the classic one-ring circus
- Centennial
(RI
- Real World
Afield
An Australian fami- C) 21 - Kentucky
Edmund
Mr.
0€1 - 700 Club
CD - MOVIE 'Sssssss' A famed
- Crook and Chase
ly's dreams are reawakened by an enig- Cope
Srcike expert sells his experimental fail
- L.A. Law
boarder (R)
matic
9:30 P.M.
ures to a circus freak show 1973
heir
ruthless
A
- MOVIE:'Millions'
5:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M.
Hitchcock Presents
Alfred
CD
11:30 A.M.
uses all means at his disposal to gain
- Mr Edmund An Australian lam,
0- Little League World Series: U.S.
Generations
•
1991
A
fortune
family
the
Animated
of
Sister
control
and
Brother
enig
CIan
by
are
reawakened
iv s dreams
Championship From Williamsport. Pa
- On Stage
Rated R
sister and brother must outwit their evil
matic boarder
(Live)
- Duff
stepmother who has cursed the boy
- MOVIE:'Bedknobs and Broom5:30 A.M.
4:20 P.M.
iR
sticks' An amateur witch helps the Bri9:35 P.M.
FID- MOVIE 'Gay Purr ee•
tish cause in World War II 1971 Rated OD- MOVIE
ED - Buy Me That Too! A Kid's Survi- • _ 17 Going on Nowhere
.11 Moment'
000 paDu
1:'7ever
- MOVIE 'The Rains Came' A de val Guide to TV Advertising Examin
4:30 P.M.
P.M.
dicated physician in India becomes un. iny advertising targeted to children (RI • - MOVIE: 'Violets Are Blue'
- NFL Preseason Football: Miami
willingly involved with an English lady
vs. New Orleans Saints IBMOCIDOSICE0RD00.
Dolphins
- MOVIE: 'The Prince and the
4:50 P.M.
1939
(Live)
From
Baltimore
Showgirl' An American showgirl is in- MOVIE: 'Rookies' A Canadian
Nightly Business Report
41Ne
€1 C4 1)
1:11
vited to a private dinner by the Prince of 1DD
_
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
•
6:00 A.M.
his
during
age
of
comes
teen-ager
- Honeymooners
Carpathia 1957
Truth
Living
_ Sportscenter (Ri
C)
national
the
on
quest to win a spot
- Studs
12:00 P.M.
(M)- MOVIE 'Take a Letter. Darling'
7:08 P.M.
hockey team 1988
611 - Evening at the Improv
- MOVIE 'Night Time in NevDuff
- MOVIE 'Lolita' A middle aged
5:00 P.M.
•- PGA Golf: World Series First
professor becomes infatuated with the ada' Roy brings to justice a murderer
7:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Don't Tell Her It's Me'
round from Firestone Country Club in
s
girl
trust
a
manipulating
been
who
has
Hamp
New
a
of
12 year old daughter
r. 3j u - Growing Pains Part Akron, Ohio. (R)
Alabama
1950s
'Polly'
1948
fund
MOVIE:
shire widow 1962
Lucy Show
▪ _ MOVIE 'Just One of the Guys' is the setting of this tuneful adaptation 2 of 2 (R)
6:30 A.M.
Different World (R)
"
1989
film.
"Pollyanna
1960
110
Desmonds
the
of
Woodtawn'
'Caddie
MOVIE
▪
- Sportscenter
CL - Tennessee Outdoorsmen •
- Crook and Chase (R)
5:30 P.M.
- Road Race of the Month From
7:00 A.M.
- Martin Series Premiere
•
- Thirtysomething
•
Falmouth Mass (RI
• - Up Close
C)- MOVIE Time After Time An
- Superman
0- First Look: Single White Female
P.M.
P.M.
12:05
6:00
the
have
eccentric family manages to
O - Video Soul (R)
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
•
si iit - 0
_ MOVIE 'The Wackiest Ship in 0 2.003)0 c
final word when a vengeful cousin rat
21)- Wild America
officer
▪ Sportscenter
the Army' A World War II Naval
News
ties the family skeletons 1986
- Joy of Music
is sent on a top secret mission with a
- Batman Part 2 of 2
•
- Cheers
_ Sportscenter (R)
8:00 P.M.
crew of misfits 1961
rer
MacNeil/Leh
- Red Shoe Diaries (R)
•
21
(..)
A.M.
7:30
- Hornefront (R)
0CL•
CL
0
Newshour
MOVIE:'Arthur' A drunken, heO
P.M.
12:30
SI - MOVIE 'Test Pilot'
31) - Cheers (R)
donistic young millionaire falls in love
- Night Court
MOVIE: 'Sahara' A young
_
- Sportscenter
with a middle-class waitress. 1981
•ryt - Street Stories
woman promises her dying father that III- Andy Griffith
as go
7:35 A.M.
Come Alive
she II drive his last creation in the first •
Wilderness
New
0CU - Mystery!: The Casebook of
Girl' Sahara International Rally 1983
Sherlock Holmes
10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'Go West, Young
- MacGyver
•
•
- Heights Series Premiere
- Horse Show Jumping: Grand •
•
•
- Looney Tunes
cu - Cosby Show
ea
8:00 A.M.
Ipnrix
d m)
of Indianapolis From Zionsville.
- World at War
•
- Current Affair
- Sanford
- MOVIE: 'Big Top Pee-wee'
•
- MOVIE: 'The Border' A Texas•
- Entertainment Tonight
aD
- China Beach
9:00 A.M.
border guard's values conflict with
12:35 P.M.
Kojak
Drank
Who
solitary
A
Boy
and
The
0- MOVIE:'Home Alone'
- MOVIE.
those of his corrupt co-workers
•
'Avalon'
•- MOVIE
- Love Connection
•
youngster defends his home against materialistic wife 1982.
Too Much' Friendship and loyalty are
P.M.
1:00
- Green Acres
two inept burglars after his parents for •
pitted against the stark reality of teen2.
of
1
Part
Smart
Get
- MOVIE:'The Little Princess' A gel to take him on their overseas yule
- Our Voices (R)
age alcoholism 1980
- Centennial
child s life at an English boarding tide holiday 1990 Rated PG
al- MOVIE:'Citizen Cohn' Based on
- Sportsconter (R)
Joseph
•
Geographic
National
021,
her
school changes dramatically when
career of Roy Cohn, Sen. Joseph
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
•- MOVIE: 'Law's Run'
Campanella narrates a look at domestic the
father is declared missing in South Afri- •
ruthless attorney dunng
McCarthy's
A
.
Hef0011
r
parallels
Sportscente
'Ordinary
behavior
their
- MOVIE:
cats and how
ca s Boer Wars 1939
witch-hunts of the
the
Communist
reto
forced
is
- Wattons
•
that of wild felines.
blinded Vietnam veteran
newly
A
Grace'
'Saving
MOVIE:
01992.
1950s.
girlfevaluate his relationship with his
- MOVIE: 'Take a Nerd Ride' A •
- Nashville Now
appointed pope makes a secret pilgri- •
al- MOVIE:'Neon City' A renegade
riend 1986
tral boss, on a mission of gratitude, is•- MOVIE: 'Shame' A stranded
mage to an impoverished Italian village
bounty hunter rides shotgun on a trans1975
cutthroats
of
gang
pursued by a
woman inmates a small-town controv- port through the post-nuclear waste9:05 A.M.
1986
ersy when she urges a young rape vic- lands. 1991. Rated R.
- Christopher Cioseup
- MOVIE::Don't Glire Up the
1:05 P.M.
tim to press charges. 1992.
Ship' A dem-witted naval lieutenant is •- MOVIE: 'Homicide A young
6:05 P.M.
- Vol MW Reps
C)- MOVIE:'Night of the Wwrior' •-MOVIE:'The Raiders'A group of
accused of stealing a destroyer 1959 woman indulges her violent impulses at •- Bovelty
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
•
9:30 A.M.
Texans get Wild Bill Hickock, Buffalo
a gloomy old mansion 1961
6:25 P.M.
MOVIE:'Total Read' An earthl- Bill Cody and Calamity Jane to aid them
alAlone'
'Horne
MOVIE:
TV
alall- MOVIE:'LA. Story' A bored
1:30 P.M.
his
and
ing begins to doubt his sanity
extending the railroad to Texas.
- MOVIE: 'The Orypenization' A •
- MOVIE:'The Princess and the weatherman finds new sunshine in his identity after a series of disturbing in
detective joins forces with a vigilante Cabbie'
Me when a charming Bntish journalist nightmares leads him on a journey to 1964.
al - MOVIE: 'Harley Davidson and
group in an attempt to bust a San Franbreezes into town 1991
the planet Mars 1990.
the Marlboro Men'Two drifters resort
cisco drug ring. 1971. Rated PG
P.M.
6:30
Marvin
- Thoroughbred Digest
•
- MOVIE: 'The King of
•
to illegal means to sew a buddy's busi•- Sportecenter IR)
(1)- Family Feud
•
Gardens' Dreams of retiring to•tmpi- ness in 1996 California. 1991.
1:45 P.M.
11:00 A.m.
•
co- Entertainment Tonight
cal paradise dominos the thoughts of a
0- MOVIE:'Men at Work' Two funP.M.
0- MOVIE:'Underworld U.S.A.'
radio personality and his mobster 00 -10:35
loving garbegemen sniff out a toxic •CL- News
Show
Tonight
CL
brother 1972.
waste cover-up 1990 Rated PG-13 •(r - Cosby Show
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ED- MOVIE:'The Cover Girl and the 0- Bible and Life
12:05 P.M.
6:05 P.M.
cp- MOVIE:'The Spirit Is Willing' A Cop'
Hillbillies
Beverly
ed
fact-bas
A
an'
'Matew
MOVIE:
couple rents a seaside house and dis- a)of the conflicts between a
P.M.
account
6:30
ghosts
three
by
haunted
is
it
covers

growing coal miners' union and the
Family Feud
1967
▪ - Love Connection
stubborn bosses in 1920 West Virgi- Do- Entertainment Tonight
Y
N
onal,
From Watkins Glen Internati
P.M.
12:30
nia 1987
O /4_ Night Court
(Taped)
o(I)- News
ED- MOVIE: 'Dragonslayer' A naive
• - Preview Show (RI
h
3:30 P.M.
Researc
nal
Cosby Show
• Synchro
sorcerer's apprentice is called upon to
'Tail of the Tiger'
1 1:00 P.M.
11:35 P.M.
o - Andy Griffith
slay a fearsome, fire-breathing dragon (1) - MOVIE.
0C23- MASH
4:00 P.M.
O - College Football Preview An inCD - Late Night With David 1981 Rated PG
Nightline
- Words to Live By Two students depth look at the upcoming college
an
- Water Skiing: AWSA Show Ski •
Letterm
O
- Golden Girls Part 2 of 2
are suspended from school when they football season, including highlights of
Nationals From Janesville, Wm (R)
O - Arsenio Hall (R)
publish an underground newspaper,(R) the nation's leading players, teams and
111D - Arsenio Hall (R)
12:35 P.M.
12:00 A.M.
Pro Beach Volleyball: Four-Man coaches
0O _ Nature's Kingdom (R)
ers'
Encount
e
(R)
'Intimat
ED - MOVIE:
CD - Herd Copy Pan 2 of 2.
0/4_ Wheel of Fortune
Denver (R)
From
CD - Mork & Mindy
12:45 P.M.
O CI) - Matlock
- In Search Of...
0
P.M.
4:45
12) - Midnight Love
susmurder
A
l'
'Nightfal
(R)
0-MOVIE:
am- Now It Can Be Told
- Bullwinkle
0
'Ghost'
CD - MOVIE: 'The Mouse That
the
MOVIE:
both
by
EDpect finds himself pursued
Miller (R)
Q)
- Major League Baseball: Atlanta
Roared' The Grand Duchy of Fenwick, CD - Dennis
1956
police and the real killers
5:00 P.M.
World at War
Braves at Philadelphia Phillies From
facing bankruptcy, declares war on the 0_
A
Tracks'
the
1:00 P.M.
ED- MOVIE: 'Across
- MOVIE:'The Video Dead' InterVeterans Stadium (Live)
•
United States 1959.
MOVIE:'Father's Little Divi- high-school track star's scholarship
active television takes on a new twist o
- Sanford
Ea - Nashville Now (R)
delinwhen viewers are slaughtered by zom- dend' A man's expectations of a life of dream is threatened when his
- Be a Star
1313)
Ea - It's Garry Shandling's Show
compete
to
decides
marriage
1987
brother
quent
's
movie.
ease following his daughter
bies from an on-screen
- Real World
ED
ED - MOVIE: 'Stagecoach John
PG-13
Rated
1991
him
woman
against
are shattered when the young
- Patty Duke
- Major League Baseball: Teams
Ford's classic account of stagecoach O
Your
ED
Thought
You
1951
'And
pregnant
is
MOVIE:
she
EDes
announc
(R)
Scene
to Be Announced (Live)
passengers caught in the middle of an 113 - Screen
Weird'
r'
Were
Parents
Murdere
Movie
'The
CO - MOVIE:
Ea 0_ Paid Program
Apache uprising 1939
Senior PGA Tour (R) ED- MOVIE:'Sweet Talker'
a) - MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia' ED - MOVIE: 'Along the Great Div- (1)- Inside the
• - Baseball Tonight
r Woman' A 50- •
and
'Anothe
caught
is
-winning
MOVIE;
- Day of Discovery
EDcriminal
Oscar
ide' An escaped
David Lean's multiple
•- Catch the Spirit
year-old philosophy professor strug6:35 P.M.
account of British adventurer T E returned to face Justice 1951
11:05 P.M.
gles to come to terms with a lifetime of
Lawrence's role in uniting the Arab naFor Better or for Worse: The
1:30 P.M.
•
Rated
Nightline
emotional inadequacies 1988
tions against the Turks_ 1962.
Last Camping Trip Animated The faO - Inside the PGA Tour (R)
PG
elif12) - Silk Stalkings (R)
(1) - Lightmusic
mily encounters many unexpected ob2:00 P.M.
P.M.
5:30
during their summer camping
11:30 P.M.
stacles
A.M.
12:05
0 - Major League Baseball: San
Close
Up
trip
Nightline
ED
0 12. - Perfect Score
Cubs
Chicago
at
Francisco Giants
O - MOVIE: 'The Way We Were'
7:00 P.M.
O (I)- Hard Copy Part 2 of 2 (R)
12:15 A.M.
From Wrigley Field (Live)
6:00 P.M.
Affair
- Family Matters (R)
- Current
ncca
swa
Champio
.
r
Monica..
Amateu
No,
U.S.
Golf:
Piper:
0
ED - Monica
10- MOVIE:'Sherlock Holmes & the Just You Comic Monica Piper enter- ship Quarterfinal round from Dublin, 0m0000w00 12 0_ 00 - NFL Preseason Football:
News
Leading Lady' Holmes' investigation tains during "Singles Weekend" at up- Ohio (Live)
--Buffalo Sins at Atlanta Falcons From
- Cheers
321
O
of a Viennese mystery leads him into state New York's Concorde Hotel. (R)
the Georgia Dome (Live)
P.M.
2:30
/Lehrer
MacNeil
11)
the arms of his long-lost love. 1991.
ED
CD
0
X - Evening Shade
0
12:20 A.M.
ED- MOVIE:'Won Ton Ton, the Dog Newshour
Part 2 of 2.
-Washington Week in Review
rIT
The
od'
VI:
Hollywo
Howling
Saved
'The
Who
O - MOVIE:
- Night Court
413 - Dobie Gillis
o
Show
Dugout
to
s
attempt
Glory'
owner
A carnival
(I) - MOVIE: 'Bound for
- Andy Griffith
▪ - MOVIE: 'Paint Your Wagon' Freaks'
12 - NFL Preseason Football Chid wereto
disturbe
lly
emotiona
P.M.
an
bend
3:00
Two prospectors during the California
O - New Wilderness
cago Bears at Dallas Cowboys (Live)
wolf to his evil will. 1991. Rated R
0- PGA Golf: World Series Second 1[13 - MacGyver
Gold Rush share a wife in this adaptaCD - Time Machine: Spoils of War
in
Club
12:25 A.M.
round from Firestone Country
tion of the Lerner-Loewe Broadway
Tunes
Looney
O
- Murder, She Wrote
•
play 1969
ED- MOVIE:'Too Much Sun' A stipu- Akron, Ohio. (Live)
China Beach
preA
leaves
Verdict'
will
re's
'Final
millionai
0- MOVIE:
0- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd lation in a dying
ED - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
Homeroom
C3:FTp
O
two gay offspring racing to produce a World War I California attorney is
• - Steve Isaacs
he
when
ED - Sportscenter
ideals
his
MOVIE - 'The Man From Colorne
R.
re-exami
Rated
to
1991.
forced
child.
m
• - Auto Racing: SCCA Trans-A
and the ado'
takes the defense of a man accused of ED - MOVIE: 'Rin Tin Tin
Paris Conspiracy'
murder. 1991.
fl

0

-

X

-

CI

0

o

(1)-

CC -

-

o
o

•

•

8/28/92

am- MOVIE: The Fortune Cookie'
so- MOVIE:'Arthur' A drunken, he-

5:00 A.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'Police Story: Burnout'
6:00 A.M.
ED- MOVIE:'Across the Wide Missouri' A group of men travels into the
uncharted territory of the Blackfoot
Indians in search of precious beaver
pelts. 1951.

donistic young millionaire falls in love
with a middle-class waitress. 1981
9:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Ghost and Mr.
Chicken' A newspaper typesetter
braves the horrors of a haunted house
in the hopes of becoming a full-fledged
reporter. 1966.
9:30 A.M.
ea - MOVIE:'The Thirty-Nine Steps'
ED - Sportscenter (R)
10:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lisa' A teen-ager's
prank phone call draws the unwanted
attention of a serial killer 1990 Rated
PG-13.
11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Over-Exposed'
- MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia'
•

•

• Sportscenter (R)
6:15 A.M.
0- Words to Live By Two students
are suspended from school when they
publish an underground newspaper (R)
6:30 A.M.
- Sportscenter (R)
7:00 A.M.
s- MOVIE:'The Little Princess' A
child's life at an English boarding
school changes dramatically when her
father is declared missing in South Africa's Boer Wars. 1939.
- Sportscenter (R)
• - MOVIE: 'A Summer Story'
- MOVIE: 'Take a Hard Ride' A
trail boss, on a mission of gratitude, is
pursued by a gang of cutthroats 1975

•

•

•

11:05 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Sweet Talker'
11:15 A.M.

O _ MOVIE: 'Ensign Pulver'

•

11:30 A.M.

O _ Six Who Went Far in the World
Animated A greedy king and his
daughter hold a race to determine who
will win her hand in marriage (R)

7:30 A.M.
ED ED -

MOVIE: 'Eminent Domain'
Sportscentor (R)

8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'Ghost' A murder victim
crosses death's door to save his beloved fiancee from the thug who killed
him 1990 Rated PG-13
9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Terror at London
Bridge' A present-day detective be

•

heves a series of Arizona murders is
linked to the spirit of Jack the Ripper
1985
ED Sportscenter IR

Betty J. McKinney Has Shown
Excellence in Service & Performance

12:00 P.M.
(BM- MOVIE:'Grand Canyon Trait'
A cowboy's mend invests his horse
money in a wildcat mine 1948
- Hot Shots: The Making of an

tative for
Betty J. McKinney, customer service represen
award.
"ESP'
the
d
receive
recently
ion,
Murray Cablevis
emThe award is given each quarter recognizing the
to
ance
perform
and
service
in
ployee displaying excellence
manager.
system
n,
Ferguso
e
Burnett
stated
rs,"
our custome
starting
McKinney, a graduate of Murray High School, is
"ESP'
an
As
ion.
Cablevis
Murray
her fourteenth year with
a gift
received
y
McKinne
quarter,
second
the
for
winner
a
and
office,
rters
certificate, a gift from the headqua
personalized plaque.
es
Selection of the"ESP'award is made by fellow employe
the
is
y
McKinne
office.
and management of the Murray
of
mother of Tim McKinney, of Murray, and Tina Gryder
Arlington, Texas. A member of the Westside Baptist Church,
Gryder
she also has three granddaughters, Nellie and Haille
years.
2
y,
age
McKinne
n
Brookly
age 6, and

Ani
mated Goofy explores the lob market
with Paddy O'Riley as his guide In
dudes clips of Lonesome Ghost and
'Ono Watch (RI
ED Thoroughbred Digest IP`
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7:30 A.M.
11:55 P.M.
- Oct Comedy Jam
O (.1)0CI) ED - Land of the Lost
Maniac'
Invisible
'The
MOVIE:
_
•
O - AudioVision
(R)
students faN prey to O Cip - Wide World of Kids
•- Jim Carrey's Unnatural Act The Nubile high-school
II
Science
in
Reading
GED:
CC
0
invisibility
professor's
star of In Living Color.' brings his their homicidal
0- Minority Business Report
R
Rated
1990
experiments
the
to
stand up comedy routine
- Bobby's World
_ MOVIE. 'Killing Streets' An Theatre Passe Muraille in Toronto (R)
12:00 A.M.
O 21 - Comment on Kentucky
- Mother Goose and Grimm
DE
American uncovers a conspiracy when
(R)
Copy
Hard
Telecast
012,
American
- Crook and Chase
he journeys to the Middle East in search
Wilderness
New
Q)
0(3, - In Concert
11:05 P.M.
- I A Law
of his supposedly dead twin brother
0 €19 - Paid Program
Five-0
Hawaii
15
twoA
2'
Hard
'Die
O
• _ MOVIE
O - Nightline
1991 Rated R
boo
athcliff
Hiem
K
Los Angeles cop races against (1) - MOVIE: 'The Pope Must Diet' 419 12 - Dark Justice (R)
O - MOVIE:'Women of Valor' During World War II. a group of American
time to thwart a terrorist plot aimed at The portly new pontiff becomes a mob
11:30 P.M.
Army nurses faces three years of in 021) - American Interests
Washington D C s Dulles Airport target when he cleanses the Vatican of
0 2 - Nightline
at the hands of Japanese cap ED - Pinocchio
ternment
R
Rated
1990
criminal influence 1991 Rated R
a 3, - Hard Copy (R)
tors 1986
- New Kids on the Block
- MOVIE 'Warlock' A 17th ED - 700 Club
5. - Current Affair
CI - Rachel Gunn, R N. (R)
century satanist is propelled 300 years a)- Cope
- Ultimate Outdoors
CD - Sightings (R)
into the future to commence Armaged
▪ _ Investigative Reports: Ivan the
- Augie Doggie
9:30 P.M.
RItead
vIEp
1989
cion_ 000
on
O Dobie Gills
Terrible (R)
- Cluigley's Village
Pt (R)
121 - Tales From the
Parent Trap' Twin girls • - Ray Bradbury Theater (RI
0- MOVIE:'Help!' Religious fanatics
8:00 A.M.
separated at birth plan to reunite their 0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
138 - Frank Sinatra in Concert: 01' chase the Beatles around Europe in an
GU
CE
U - Darkwing Duck
0
Rinin
ring
sacred
joins
a
Kelly
Gene
recover
Back
Is
to
Eyes
divorced parents 1961
effort
Blue
▪ - MOVIE' 'There Was a Crooked
CU 1119 r it - Garfield and Friends
O
1965
concert
this
1973
in
go's possession
- Witi4k in Rock
Man' A convict's escape plan is inad- Frank Sinatra
CE - Lilies!
- Patty Duke
• _ Backstage With Gary McSpad- vertently aided by the new, reform - Songs include "I Get a Kick Out of
den
minded warden's plan to improve pri- You- and -New York, New York "(A) O - MOVIE. 'Gargoyles' An anthro- 0- News
- Bobby's World
- Steve Isaacs
pologist and his daughter are menaced
son conditions 1970
7:30 P.M.
- Nature's Kingdom (F)l
the by gargoyle-like creatures while vaca
of
the
Cold
'In
MOVIE:
•
s
Generation
of
1
Part
O
- Dinosaurs
3,
O T2,
1972
photograMexico
in
- Paid Program
fashion
honing
A
Night'
troubled
0
Round
Final
The
Encore!:
ID 21 2' (RI
el - Dangermouse
es From the Eighth Van phers dreams of murder become a 0- Rap City
Performanc
Dad
Major
OS
International Piano Competi- frightening reality 1990
▪ - Video Soul (R)
ED - Paid Program
•
Wall Street Week Value In- Cliburn
ED- Williams TV
tion
- MOVIE: 'Deadly Innocents' An 0- Hondo
•
vesting With Gabel!'
escaped psychotic instructs a young 0 21 - TechnoPolitics
- On Stage
11:35 P.M.
0- Maio. League Baseball Chicago
woman in the fine art of murder 1988 ED - Backyard America
Show
Preview
David
With
Night
Late
From
00
White Sox at Texas Rangers
NR
Teams
Rated
Baseball
League
Major
Letterman
• - What Every Baby Knows: An
•
Arlington Stadium (Livei
▪ Lightmusic
to Be Announced 1Live
(RI
American Family Album
Hall
Arsenio
a
AnLOS
Baseball
League
Major
O
619 - MOVIE: 'Just One of the Guys'
10:00 P.M.
geles Dodgers at St Louis Cardinals
A high-school student disguises herself
F
Busch Stadium (Live)
61100 5 0 6 00
a boy so that she can re-enter a jouras
Superman
News
O
it se (31)
contest 1985 Rated PG-13
nalism
vs
Blocker
Nightly Business Report
O - Boxing Maurice
Rattle and Roll
Jump,
IBF
Luis Garcia Scheduled 12-round
Evening at the Improv
Sports
A.M.
6:05
Welterweight championship bout from
,
ond
Si'
Series
- PGA Golf World
Trump Plaza Hotel in Atlantic City. N J round from Firestone Country Club in
0 FIFishing Video Magazine
0- Gunsmoke
(Livel
0- Flintstone Kids
Akron. Ohio (13)
6:30 A.M.
5:00 A.M.
- McLaughlin Group
0-Gospel According to St.Bernard
Show
- K-TV
a
0- Lucy
0 5 - Overnight Report
a - Lip Service
2
of
8:05 A.M.
2
Part
17) - Homeroom
Webster
Grant
CID
Lou
O
0
- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
- Crook and Chase (R)
- Sportsman's Friend/Harold En- 0- World Championship Wrestling
O - Fugitive
8:00 P.M.
Power Hour
slay
- Martin & Lewis: Their Golden
g) Paid Program
0(I)- Scratch
8:15 A.M.
SIMS 3. U - Dinosaurs Part 2 of Age of Comedy Part II: Kings of Co- O - Kids' Court
medy
2 (R)
- Not Just News
-MOVIE:'Memories of Me' After
O
Pyle. USMC
Gomer
0
- Batman Part 1 of 2
• - MOVIE: Her Alibi' A mystery
0- World Tomorrow
suffering a mild coronary, a young sur- MOVIE: 'Splendor in the Grass' ▪ - MOVIE:'Badman's Country' Pat
novelist suffering from writer s block
- Bucky O'Hare and the Toad geon travels to L.A. to reconcile with
O
A young girl, believing she is in love
becomes involved with a murder sus
Garrett enlists the aid of Wyatt Earp, Wars
his father. 1988. Rated PG-13.
suffers an emotional collapse when the Bat Masterson and Buffalo Bill Cody in a
pact 1989
12) _ U.S. Farm Report
O
showdown 1958
- MOVIE. 'Babette's Feast' A man stops seeing her 1961
0
a a - Paid Program
8:30 A ejuice
•
tiers ED GD0-B:ti
O(I3
French housekeeper prepares an ela- a - Ed Young
ID- MOVIE:'Target Zero' A lieuten- Lassie
•
O - Captain Planet and the Plane
ant attempts to lead his men during the
borate feast for her Danish employers
10:15 P.M.
0-MOVIE:'Desert Pursuit' An outin this Best Foreign Film Oscar winner •
- Fifth Quarter High School footbaH Korean War 1955
law gang follows a prospector and a
CID - Sewing With Nancy' Sew an
1987
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
•
review
lady-of-fortune in hopes of finding gold Heirloom Part 2 of 3
s_ Investigative Reports Ivan the
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R) hidden in the California desert 1952
10:30 P.M.
O
Terrible
- Bible and Life
•
Show
- MOVIE:'Islands in the Stream' a TaiOM- Cosby
nia Insider
Hollywood
- Beyond Reality (R)
A.M.
his
reveal
5:05
An isolated artist is forced to
0(I)- Current Affair
- Yogi Bear
a - Get Smart Part 2 of 2
hidden emotions when his three es00(S)- NBC News Nightside
CL - Entertainment Tonight
•113 _ Adam Smith
ED 21 - Washington Week in Review •
tranged sons visit him 1977 Rated
5:10 A.M.
News
ED- Joy of Gardening
- Nashville Now
PG
- America's Most Wanted
11) - MOVIE: 'Don't Tel Mom the
- Growing Up Together
- MOVIE. 'The Mosquito Coast'•
d
- Adventures in Wonderlan
Babysitter's Dead' A teen-ager and
Acres
Green
al- Kids Incorporated
ecan
life,
ry
contempora
Fed up with
her siblings are happily left without su_ News (R)
- Vol MTV Raps Countdown
c.erenc inventor and his family attempt
caretaker s
e
O:ttY
e P
ckmprs
- Girls Night Out Richard Jeni pervision when their summer
- Fishin' Hole (R)
to create a Utopia in the jungles of Cen1991 Rated PG- Davey & Goliath
Stand-up comedy from the Park West unexpectedly expires
tral America 1986
- New Archies
13
7:00 A.M.
in
Chicago
(R)
Club
_ Kid Time
- Weekend Blastoff
5:25 A.M.
EDCIDED(I)0- New Adventures of
ED - MOVIE:'2069: A Sex Odyssey'
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
0 _A.M.
9:00
ID 0 cu
0
on
land
jealous
A
Pooh
women
the
Stinks'
Winni•
Venusian
- MOVIE: 'Life
•
_ MOVIE: 'Terminator 2: Judg- Amorous
Slimed And the
in search of virile men 1978 tycoon dares a nvel businessman to O - Saturday Morning
ment Day' Two unstoppable cyborgs Earth
Real Ghostbusters
d
m
the
impovenshe
month
R
one
for
Rated
live
wage war over the fate of a youth des- MuPPet Babaes
ID CD0
0- Saved by the Bell
neighborhood he intends to develop.
- Vol MTV Raps
tined to preserve the future A Best •
- Saturday Today
0
001004- Teenage Mutant Ninja
1991
- Bordertown (R)
•
Special Effects Oscar winner 1991
O(1)- GED: Reading In Science 1 Turtles
A.M.
5:30
Orme
A
Sups.
(P)
Heroes'
•
ID - MOVIE: 'Ordinary
O - U.S. Farm Report
- Res. Estate Connection
▪
(1)-141-Dey
blinded Vietnam veteran is forced to re 10:35 P.M.
- Tom and Jerry Kids
- Embroidery Studio
Program
Paid
evaluate his relationship with his girlfED•0
(U - Tonight Show
- New Wilderness
ED- Paid Program
riend 1986
- Littl' Bits
•
- Love Connection
•
- Paid Program
- Bill & Ted's Excellent Adven•
ED - Missions '92
Lines
the
Between
111
Court
Night
0(ft - Count Duckula
tUree
Tree
Umbrella
P.M.
8:30
- Under the
•
11:00 P.M.
ID - Video LP
- Time Machine: Spoils of War(R)
•
- Perfect Strangers
- Inside the PGA Tour (T)
0CU0CE
•
• - Sit and Be Fit
- MASH
- WBF Bodystars
•
Part 1 of 2 (R)
- Good News
•
Nightline
0-Superman
cip
•
Swamp Thing
▪
6:00 A.M.
Donald
liw Duck Presents
- Golden Girls
ID Bab
°
- How the West Was Won
•
Dick Van Dyke
▪
P.J. Sparkles
- Outdoor Adventure Magazine
Kojak
111inValue
Week
Street
- WaM
la
111- Time Machine' Spoils of War lf11 as - u.s. Farm Report
Crafts
:.`uwa
- Alien.'.
•1D2
•
vesting With °obeli ma
cp - Mornings on Five
UI 4:'The Apartment' An in- ED- Your Baby and Child
0MOVIE
•
0
- Most & Mindy
VAN
the
on
Window
•
gratiating office worker comes up with
a CD - Who's the Boss?
ED - Midnight Love
9:00 P.M.
a novel scheme to climb the corporate
i Wus.
lyidi
Host John
the World
C
rhing
Fis
- MOVIE: 'Al Capone' A vicious 0- Lorry Jones
.
0:FPA
ladder in this Oscar-winning Belly go
IICESCIDED - 20/20
)
Le end
tt
:
- Ultraman
Chicago hoodlurtrilloves up the ranks•
Bar7
Wilder classic 1960
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
•
of the criminal underworld to become a (it - Perspective
of Prince Valiant
111 - MOVIE: 'Ordinary Heroes' A
op - Hitchhiker
the most infamous racketeer m Ameri- a _ Avengers
- MOVIE: 'Splendor in the Grass'
reto
forced
is
veteran
Vietnam
blinded
MOVIE. 'The Front Page' A star
can history 1959
- Dragnet
•
0- Paid Program
•
•
evaluate his relationship with his girlf- reporter is caught up in a condemned
- Nashville Now (R)
- MOVIE_ 'The Water Engine' A
ED - Eunseka's Castle
riend 1986
anarchist's escape attempt on his last
genius whose latest invention is revolu- •
- Girls Night Out: The Young Co- •
- Mother Goose Stories
- Sunshine Factory
day on the job 1931
Dennis Miller introduces
tionizing technology gets an unwel_ Sportscenter
A.M.
7:05
come introduction to the dark side of stand-up comics including Drake
Exploref (Ft)
.
Aap
r
0_
ED- Backstage it the Zoo
American business 1992
Sather, Rob Schneider, Dowd Spade,
Bonanza
_
Geographic
National
- Just Kids
Fred Stoller and Warren Thomas (H)
1111 2f - Legislative Weekly
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Series: International Championship
5:00 P.M.
go- Shop 'Til You Drop
From Williamsport, Pa (Live)
News
- MOVIE: 'The Color Purple' 0(A)- Hometime: Window Treat41 U - ABC World News SaturO
Steven Spielberg's adaptation of Alice
ments Part 1 of 2
day
Walker's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel
(2f, - Effective Teacher
- Roggin's Heroes (R)
detailing 40 years in the life of a rural
Southern black woman. 1985. Rated (fa - Inside Winston Cup Racing
0CC - Who's the Boss?
- Virginian
0- MOVIE:'Irma La Douce' A stree•- Super Handyman
PG-13.
Cabin Country Bill and an outtwalker falls for a naive policeman who
_ Teens Talk
Wagon Train
3:00 P.M.
ED
door photographer travel to Kansas to
loses his Job after he arrests all the
A.M.
11:05
call coyote and bobcat.
prostitutes 1963
- Victory Garden
a_ MOVIE:'The Adventures of the CD - American Telecast
Charles in Charge
W/5
News:
Nick
▪
9:30 A.M.
1:00
P.M.
Wilderness Family' The Robinsons
- Hoe Haw (8)
- Paid Program
a _ Pirates of Dark face a rocky road to survival when they OM- Runaway With the Rich and
O CE U
▪ (TZ - Freedom From Pain
41.1- GED: Writing VII (R)
Water
abandon the urban rat race for a life in Famous (RI
- Rain Forest Imperative The
O W - Personal Power
the Colorado wilderness 1975
- Performance Showcase: IndiWishkid
- NFL Milestone Men A look at anapolis Drag races, a manufacturer's economic and cultural conditions be0 GC) - Quilting for the '90s
11:30 A.M.
some of the greatest players and midway and a swap meet at the Super hind the destruction of South and CenCI- Paid Program
- Dudley Do-Right
tral America's rain forests Host Bill
coaches in NFL history.
Chevy Show in Indianapolis.
0- Little Shop
0(1)0- little League World Ser- 0 W - To Be Announced.
Kurt's (RI
China Beach
from
around
teams
- U.S. Open Golf Preview
League
Little
ies
Counterstrike (R)
Cooking
Heartland
Gunsmoke
0
the world prepare for the world series
O - Superman
▪ - Salute Your Shorts
'Lassie: The New BeMOVIE:
Telecast
American
O
- To Be Announced.
(9 21J - Strip Quilting
(21) - Tony Brown's Journal (8)
ginning' Lassie comes to the rescue
•
3:05 P.M.
- Country Kitchen (R)
- Riders in the Sky
0C5)
when two orphaned grandchildren are
- MOVIE: 'Body of Evidence' A
hired
▪ - MOVIE:'The Mechanic A
- Wide World of Kids (R)
0
ED - Duet
behavior
stranded on a long trip 1978
to elimi- police pathologist's strange
ways
100
devises
assassin
My
to
Lose
Draw
Studio
or
Win,
Welcome
Teen
•
O
leads his wife to suspect his involve0- Video Soul (R)
1972
victims
his
nate
- Dennis the Menace
ED - Jimmy Houston Outdoors (R)
ment in a series of murders. 1988
- Western Tradition
a- MOVIE:'The Palomino' A cattle
- Earth Explored: The Life and
- That's My Dog
0
- MOVIE: 'Don't Tell Mom the
Firehawk/Supercar Leguna Seca buyer helps find the stolen stallion that
Work of James Hutton
Babysitter's Dead' A teen-ager and
10:00 A.M.
Supercar in Monterey, Calif
will assure the success of the ranch
her siblings are happily left without suclo 0 cc a - Bugs Bunny & 0- Great American Outdoors Using DI - Hotel
1951.
pervision when their summer caretaker
Tweety
Life
and
Bible
catfish.
catch
•
a remote boat to
3:15 P.M.
unexpectedly expires 1991 Rated PGa0 - Saved by the Bell
- Tracey Ullman
1:05 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Sex and the Single Par- 13,
spapact- Back to the Future
- Tournament of Stars
ED - MOVIE: 'The Man Inside' A
ent' Two divorced parents try re- GB - Week in Rock
- Collectors
West German reporter infiltrates the
establishing themselves as unattached,
P.M.
1:30
- Checkered Flag: IndyCar From
- WCW Pro Wrestling
staff of a corrupt newspaper to expose
available adults, 1979
Elkhart Lake. Wis.
Kate & Allie
0
CL
- Captain Planet and the Plane- its legacy of lies. Based on a true story
3:30 P.M.
- Bordertown (R)
- Kathy Smith's Fat Burning
O
1990
teers
OCIDGICit- PGA Golf: World Ser- •
System
- Over the Hill Gang
MOVIE: 'Falling in Love Again'
_ Biography (R)
ies Third round from Firestone Country
- Family Ties
5:05 P.M.
a_ MOVIE:'Greased Lightning' Af- A discontented middle-aged man tries
Club in Akron, Ohio (Live)
0(I)- New Yankee Workshop
Gj - WCW Saturday Night
ter World War II, a black taxi driver is to recapture his lost youth, 1980.
Joy of Painting
a-MOVIE:'A Face in the Crowd' A
- Williams TV
steered into stock-car racing 1977.
5:25 P.M.
- Get the Picture
fact-based account of the rise and fall
- F-Troop
12:00 P.M.
€1;) - MOVIE: 'life Stinks' A jealous
of Lonesome Rhodes, a homespun ▪ - Rap City (R)
tycoon dares a rival businessman to
• - Rap City (R)
- little League World Series Southern philosopher who became an •
- GED: Writing VIII (R)
for one month in the impoverished
live
▪ - MOVIE: 'Apache Uprising' A Little League teams from around the overnight media sensation 1957.
- MOVIE:'The Accidental Tour- neighborhood he intends to develop
group of stagecoach passengers at a world prepare for the world series
1_1) - Western Tradition
ist' An emotionally withdrawn writer 1991
ED
relay station are harassed by Apaches
O()7) - Flying Lure
ED - Remodeling & Decorating To- finds his routine lifestyle disrupted by a
1966
5:30 P.M.
Love Boat
quirky dog trainer. 1988. Rated PG.
day (R)
0'21 - Joy of Painting
- ABC World News Saturday
- Major League Base
Oo
- PBA Bowling: Ebonite Senior
- MOVIE:'Seems Like Old Times'
ED- Exploring America: Side by Side ball: Regional Coverage: Cincinnati A lawyer Jeopardizes her new hus- Championship From Conboy's Thru- Entertainment Tonight
at New York Mets; San Francisco at band's political career by helping her way Lanes in Cheektowaga, N.Y.(Live)
ED - Attitudes
NBC Nightly News
- Family Playhouse: Perfect Date Chicago Cubs; Kansas City at Detroit ex-husband escape the police 1980 a-MOVIE:'Arachnophobia' A doc- O m- American Gladiators
•
A lucky shot in basketball wins Steve a (Live)
Rated PG
tors fear of spiders takes on a frighten- a - Emergency Call
Paid Program
date with the homecoming queen, but
- McLaughlin Group
ED - Golf: U.S. Amateur Champion- ing reality when an army of lethal
his luck runs dry on the dream date (R)
- Williams TV
ship Semifinal round from Dublin, Ohio. arachnids descends on his community.
- Lifestyles of the Rich and FaTwo
Town'
- MOVIE: 'Boom
- Gourmet Cooking
a
1990.
(Live)
mous
rough-and-ready wildcatters attempt 0-MOVIE:'Any Wednesday' Every • - MOVIE: 'Gator' Federal agents a) - MOVIE: 'Ordinary Heroes' A
(12) - World Tomorrow
•
to create an empire in the Texas oil in- Wednesday, an otherwise model hus
force an ex-con to help nab a corrupt blinded Vietnam veteran is forced to re- Welcome Freshmen (R)
dustry 1940
girlfhis
tax-exempt
a
in
with
mistress
relationship
his
1976
visits
band
politician
evaluate his
- Paid Program
•
suite 1966
- Sidekicks
C) - MOVIE: 'The Way We Were' riend. 1986
0 21) - European Journal
- Music Videos
- MOVIE:'Phar Lap' Based on the Strong political differences threaten to
- Plant Groom
•
- MOVIE:'Martians Go Home!'
a- Great Outdoors Host Steve Burt• brilliant career and mysterious death of destroy the romance between a radical
3:35 P.M.
boyracehorse
Australian
affluent
her
- Big Picture
legendary
the
kowski (R)
college student and
- Rocketeer: Excitement in the
1983,
friend 1973
Speedweek
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
ED
•
behinda
gives
Campbell
Air Host Bill
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Phantom of the •- Good News
- Zorro (R)
the-scenes look at the special effects
10:30 A.M.
Opera' A mad composer haunts the
C)- MOVIE: 'The Dresser' Despite
used in The flocketeer "(R)
1:35 P.M.
- Saved by the Bell
00
sewers beneath the Paris Opera House
his eccentricities, a senile English actor
'Wyoming Renegades'
MOVIE:
GIP.M.
4:00
O ma (12j - Where's Waldo?
and tries to help a young soprano
tries to clear his name and 00 ct) - Pro Beach Volleyball: is coerced by his dedicated valet into
ex-con
An
C_C - Computer Chronicles
achieve stardom 1962
giving another performance 1983
straight. 1955
AVP U.S. Championships From HerC)- Not Just News
▪ _ MOVIE: 'Lies of the Twins' A go
6:00 P.M.
mosa Beach, Calif (Live)
2:00 P.M.
O - F-Troop
model discovers a horrifying secret
Hoe Haw (R)
Warren
Robert
of
Art
(1;
O
World
Different
CID
0
an
twin
out- about her lover and his identical
0It -Cabin Country Boll and
- News
0
CD
0
O
1991
0- Street Justice
door photographer travel to Kansas to
O - To Be Announced.
0 CID - Rod and Reel Cook Inlet in
call coyote and bobcat
- Tennis: Mazda Classic
- Star Search (R)
00
0- Flipper
Alaska is the scene for halibut and salFrom La Costa, Calif,(Same-day Tape)
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
- Going Our Way
0- Video LP
mon fishing
- Family Ties
- My Two Dads
- Danger Bay
a - MOVIE: 'Reprisal!' A man is
- Golden Girls
- Sportscenter
• - Family Double Dare
blamed for the death of a rancher 0 CID - MotorWeek
- Head of the Class
▪
corA
1956.
town.
Long'
the
whose family controls
- Firing Line: The Premier of
- Quantum Marketing
6)
- MOVIE: 'All Night
•- House of Eliott Part 8 of 12 (RI
falling the Republic of China Speaks Out
life
his
finds
executive
Law
the
and
porate
Business
in•
11:00 A.M.
- MacGyver
so -Championship Rodeo From Mes- apart after he is demoted to manager of ▪ Truckin' USA A collection of miliO GD- Underdog
- Doug
an all-night drugstore 1981,
in Memphis, Tenn (R)
vehicles
tary
Texas
quite,
OD
Hammerman
I
•
O
- Major League Baseball: Atlanta
MOVIE:'Paternity' A middle-age GI - L.A. Law
IDSweep
Supermarket
00 - Saturday Morning Videos
Braves at Philadelphia Phillies From
a search for a sur- MOVIE: 'The Horn Blows at bachelor undertakes
'Planet of the Apes'
.11 - Inspector Gadget
•ma(
bear him an O - MOVIE:
Veterans Stadium (Live(
Midnight' A second-rate trumpet rogate mother who will
futuristic
a
on
crash
astronauts
Four
- Volunteer Gardener
Moyers: The Power of the
player dreams that he is an angel on a heir 1981
where intelligent apes rule over
planet
0- Soul Train
mission to signal Armageddon 1945 5-MOVIE: ladykiller' A female for- their subservient human cousins Word Part 5 of 6
dangerous
- MOVIE: 'Tron' Computer imaO - YVVVF Superstars of Wrestling
- MOVIE:'Anne of Green Gables' ensics expert enters into a
1968 Rated G
gery enhances this story about a video_ Investigative Reports: Ivan the An elderly farm couple decide to adopt affair with a married mart 1992
- Up Service
game programmer who becomes a priTerrible (R)
a boy but mistakenly receive a mischie- GI It - Effective Teacher
- Bonanza: The lost Episodes
soner in a computenzed world 1982
- Dennis the Menace
- NHRA Today Champion Auto
vous little girl 1985 Part 1 of 2
a_ Williams TV
Rated PG
Minn
Brainerd,
in
Nationals
Stores
GI - Teen summit
Grand
NASCAR
Racing:
- Auto
•
4:30 P.M.
- Music Videos
GI
- Kentucky Afield (R)
National -. Food City 250 From Bristol GI - Thirtysomething
- This Old House
0- Sportsconter
- Remodeling & Decorating To- International Raceway, Tenn (Taped) O - MOVIE:'The Strongest Man in
- Bosom Buddies
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
the World' Two college students acci•
- Dr. Jim's Animal Clinic
day
- Arcade
dentally pour an untested vitamin fora- Gospel Celebration Fit for a King
a_ Frugal Gourmet
12:30 P.M.
mula into a box of cereal 1974 Rated
- Teen Summit (R)
0- MOVIE: 'Hot Shots,' Adventure •
6:30
3D P.M.
(12).1
Paid Program
- To the Contrary
(21)
•
films suffer a satiric, direct hit in this ▪
- Making a Differ- Miracle Blade II
- Top 20 Video Countdown
_ Country Beat
•
fighter-pilot spoof from Jim Abrahams
ence Nashville-area residents who
- To Be Announced
1991 Rated PG-13
- Real World
have benefited from United Way pro
- Big Valley
•
- wcw Pro Wrestling
- Shelley Duvall's Tall Tales and 0 - Frugal Gourmet Part 2 of 2 a _ Williams TV
grams Hosts Bud Hedinger, Bill Hall
O - Synchronal Research
Legends
and Anne Holt
4:35 P.M.
- Flipper
2:30 P.M.
IHRA Mid
cap - Defalaa
•- Drag Racing
_ Bugs Bunny & Pals
Law
the
League
World
and
Little
Business
*11
IIICEGICEGIID
America Nationals
13(I) 113
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THE MURRAY LEDGER &

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1992

CI - Lassie
• - Sportscenter
- American Music Shop
61- Welcome to Pooh Corner
Dixon
Jessy
ex- Jennifer's in Jail Susan Day
•- Bodyshaping
10:45 P.M.
plores the topics of female delin6:35 A.M.
quency, visiting offenders, examining
MOVIE: 'The Night the World
es
Flintston
reg
O
discussin
and
system
the justice
Exploded'
- Grand Ole Opry Live
A.M.
forms (R)
6:50
• - Accent
y
Assembl
Some
Cesario:
- Jeff
7:35 P.M.
- Boxing: Mike McCallum vs. Required Armed with his razor-sharp
- Auto Racing: FIA Formula One
0 $ - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
Preview Show (R)
James Toney IBF middleweight title observations, Jeff Cesario returns for -- Belgian Grand Prix From Spa Fran- $100,000 Fortune Hunt
bout scheduled for 12 rounds,from the his second stand-up special (R)
corchamps, Belgium (Live)
With Children
8:00 P.M.
Married
rks Convention Center in
Reno-Spa
7:00 A.M.
Target
Human
2 0.3;
12 - Wheel of Fortune
a.)
0
Reno, Nev (Live)
Old-Fashioned Gospel Hou
00 6, - Empty Nest IRI
▪ - Rt.jrats
Vo! MTV Raps
- To Be Announced.
.$ - Lawrence Welk Show Tri
▪ - Lead Story
Current Affair Extra
MOVIE: 'The Fear Inside'
ty Worship
Communi
0
bute to Glenn Miller
Commann
- Texas Connection
,
'America
MOVIE:
O - Act It Out
ace- Oral Roberts
- Code 3
Auto Racing. NASCAR Winston
dos'
9:30 P.M.
Cup - - Bud 500 From Bristol Interna- ▪ Hen & Stimpy
0(I)- Coral Ridge Ministry
Comic Strip Live
tional Raceway Tenn (Live)
a- In Touch
al 21 - Mystery!: Campion Part 1 of
Comedy on the Road
MOVIE:'The Heiress' An unatSesame Street (R)
Adventures of the Black Stallion 2
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
tractive wealthy girl is pursued by a for- 0(I)0(2t ;Ri
- Statier Bros_
o
Charland
O
1949
- Sports Report
hunter
O
tune
- MOVIE: The Black Hole' The
C)- Homeland Harmony
O - Behold the Lamb
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
10:00 P.M.
dis
tic
spaceship
an
intergalac
of
crew
Paid Program
7:00 P.M.
(R)
Bros.
Stetter
2.. E1E0111M01E0Vit'
on the edge of 0
- All Creatures Great and Small
113 2 0 3 0-The Boys Pilot Four covers a vessel perched
Law
L.A.
▪
News
on
phenomen
-like space
teen age boys are sent to live in separ- a whirlpool
Jam
a- New WKRP in Cincinnati (R)
C)- Larry Sanders
ate homes after their parents are lulled 1979 Rated PG
O - Count Duckula
Headbanger's Ball
- Austin City Limits (R)
0
tary
Rockumen
in an automobile accident Stars R&B
Chicks in filf-edA)uto Racing: IMSA Saab Pro O - Popeye
• - MOVIE: 'The Dirty Dozen The ▪ - MOVIE: 'Chopper
artists the Boys
Bober
Series From Elkhart Lake, Wit
Zombietown'
pri
of
military
group
A
Mission'
Fatal
IR)
1
2
of
Part
Girls
00 • - Golden
CI - Mother Goose Stories
(Taped)
the
Naprevent
to
d
Ed
assemble
is
Mister
soners
0
12 - NFL Preseason Foot05
- Swiss Family Robinson
ng a Fourth Reich in C)-MOVIE:'Dressed to Kill' When a
ball Minnesota Vikings at Washing- zis from establishi
can Telecast
W
- Henry's Cat (R)
suburban housewife is brutally murton Redskins From R F K Stadium the Middle East 1988
psychoa
111
for
- There's Hope
Policebegins
Laughing
'The
search
P.M.
MOVIE:
the
5
1
1
1
dered.
:
ACCmMer-i
w i•
seeks the mass pathic killer 1980
m.... Only'
N.ight
7:05 A.M.
11:0
'One P
• MOVIE:
13 8 - Lawrence Welk Show. Show man' A policeman
murderer who killed his partner along 0 21 - Club Date
Flintstones
Stoppers
with a busload of civilians 1973
- Opry Backstage (R)
- Dugout Show
a CL - Beauty and the Beast
7:30 A.M.
- Rediscovery
- China Beach
C) - Cops
- Amazing Grace
8:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'Cocoon'
lillk
ty
K°
es of the Rich and Fa6)- MOVIE. 'The Heiress An unat
a -CE)Lifes
e
(I)- Day of Discovery
tractive wealthy girl is pursued by a for 00 1, - Nurses (R)
(R)
mous
Ball
the
to
0- Nashville Gospel
wn
Countdo
- America's Most Wanted From
tune hunter 1949
r▪ tz - Voyage to the Bottom of the
(1)- World Tomorrow
- Baseball Tonight
MOVIE:— The In-Laws' A mild the National Law Enforcement Officers'
Episodes
Lost
The
Bonanza:
0(11- Young at Heart
•C
profiles
D
on.
in
Washingt
an
Memorial
becomes
dentist
mannered
Sea Donna Reed
'Raging Bull' Martin O0- People to People
unwilling cohort in espionage with his of-fugitives wanted for murdering law (I) - MOVIE:
▪ - Midnight Love
n
adaptatio
-winning
Oscar
s
Gamer Ted Armstrong
Scorsese'
(R)
men Host John Walsh
soon to tor C law 1979
- MOVIE: 'The Perfect Weapon'
of former middleweight boxing champ
Guns of Will Sonnett
O - Are You Afraid of the Dark?
O - Clarissa Explains It All 4R)
Checkered Flag: Formula One -Jake LaMotta's violent life story 1980
Express
Cartoon
Two
Lagoon'
Blue
'The
en- MOVIE:
• - Desmonds
Grand Prix of Hungary (13)
the ffl - Lightmusic
- Heathcliff
O
MOVIE When Worlds Collide' shipwrecked children experience
- Zola Levitt
- Paid Program
CI
first pangs of love while coming of age
21 - Austin City Limits
- Quantum Marketing
10:30 P.M.
on a tropical island 1980 Rated R
elp - Pinocchio
e
- Opry Backstag
12:00 A.M.
- Sports
MOVIE:'Man and Boy' A black
OIL C) - MASH
en - MOVIE.'Wildflower' A man im
cy Call (R)
Emergen
Trainmer
in Cincinnati (R) eCE-uEl
der faces resistance when he
so
WKRP
_
homestea
New
0
P.M.
8:45
prisons his daughter in a backyard shed
tries to carve a niche for his family in the
- Saturday Night Live (R) O
An
0
World'
1L
the
0
in
'Crack
MOVIE'
111)
as
seizures
her
epileptic
mistaking
after
Arizona desert. 1972 Rated G
Gunsmoke
ill conceived plan to develop energy re ▪
the work of the devil 1991
Series
The
R
(
:
- Adventures in Wonderland
planet
(R)
entire
the
imperils
Search
sources
96
Star
•- MOVIE: 'Boy: N the Hood' A
Die'
Must
Nazis
Gerbert
'Surf
61MOVIE:
- News
black youth and his friends come of age
MOVIE: 'Lilies of the Field' A
O - Patty Duke
Improv Tonite
9:00 P.M.
in the crime'infested streets of south'Scalpel'
man helps five refugee nuns
young
MOVIE:
R
Rated
1991
Angeles
- Cornmish
central Los
'2,03
- Dragnet
•
build a chapel in a barren wasteland
C)- MOVIE: 'Committed'
- MOVIE:'Corporate Affairs' Exe6, - Brokaw Report: Ameri- CI - Sports Profiles
1963
Preview Show (R)
cutive romantic shenanigans leave the ca's Schools
Pass or Fail? EducaGrand Ole Opry Live (R)
MOVIE:'Gidget' During summer
s
the
employee
and
us
children
of
Chamunconscio
number
boss
tion in America the
no- Water Skiing: Masters
- Dream On
a girl chases sun, surf and
vacation
body
'lifelesshis
probtrying to hide
who begin school unprepared.
pionships From Callaway Gardens, Ga
a- MOVIE:'L.A. Bounty'
1959
romance.
1990 Rated R
lems of the bureaucracy, preparing stu13) - Ben Haden
dents to compete in the work force
- Amateur Hour (R)
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O_
FB

0-

n
3th
theA111.
Byron
0-cuFri-day
0

-

•

o

•

•

O-

(R)

C)-

so-

- MOVIE 'Delta Force 2' An elite O 1, - Glenn Miller: America's
team of U S Marines invades South Musical Hero This profile of the popuAmerica to bring a drug lord to lustice lar swing-era band leader includes in19
terviews with James Stewart. Henry
Mancini, Tex Beneke and others
- Sing Out America
MOVIE:'Jaguar Lives!' A martial
a7:30 P.M.
5:00 A.M.
artist ferrets out narcotics kingpins in 0014.- NBC News Nightside
In0 - Powers That Be (R)
several world capitals 1979
0- Leave It to Beaver
O - Major League Baseball: Chicago
Silk Stalking* (R)
From
Rangers
White Sox at Texas
- Kids' Court
•
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Arlington Stadium (Live)
World Tomorrow
- U.S. Olympic Gold: Track & ea- Paid Program
- Cops (R)
Field Zurich IAAF (Taped)
- Roundhouse
Panther
t - Mystery!: Campion Part 2 of a- Pink
10
Soul
Video
•
MOVIE: 'He Said, She Said'
al2
Conflicting opinions add spice to the
love affair between rival newspaper
columnists 1991 Rated PG-13
- Mousercise
Speedweek (R)
- NewSight
MOVIE. 'Flight of the Doves'
Two British runaways find unexpected
adventure en route to their grandmother's house in Ireland 1971
- Frank Pollard
•

8/30/92

•

0-

O-

•

•

O

NORTHWOOD STORAGE
HAS EXPANDED

•

•

•

ep -

Now Avaiiable 36 Units)
(
With Electricity and Ventilation
3 Sizes To Choose From:
1(1)(20'
10'x12'
6'x20'

1308 Hillwood Dr.
Ifir•rimd Jor•

rtith ( iipPli

753-2905

5:30 A.M.
- It's Your Business

0

O- NBC News Nightside
0CU - Simon & Simon
O - Leave It to Beaver
New Wilderness
Welcome Back. Kotter
Uttl' Bits
It Is Written
a- Paid Program
•
Dwribo's Circus
▪
Baseball Tonight (R)
0-Jam., Robison

0-

7:35 A.M.
Planet and the Plane-

0- Captain

teens
8:00 A.M.
lution' Dr Watson lures the cocaine- Kenneth Copeland
addicted Sherlock Holmes to Vienna 0
for a meeting with Sigmund Freud, ocu- To Be Announced.
1976
a- John Ankerberg
5:45 A.M.
aoroaft- Sunday Morning
a- MOVIE: 'The Cockleshell Her- O(l)- Sunday Today
oes' A handful of trained volunteers enSearching the Scriptures
gage in a dangerous plan to blow up an O(I)- Wild America
enemy battleship in a French port 111 1956
In Touch
6:00 A.M.
a- MOVIE: 'The Painted Desert'
Wall Street Journal Report Years after he was abandoned in the
desert, a young man returns home to
0CL - Jimmy Swaggart
settle a long-standing feud 1931
Oral Roberts
a- Dangermouse
Faith Crusade Ministries
Bobby Jones Gospel
co- Hanlon
us- Bugs Bunny & Pals
0-Calliope
a(21)- Mister Rogers
Eureeka's Castle
Trucitin' USA Driving through
Tom & Jerry's funhouse
Montana's Glacier National Park (R)
l)- Paid Program
- Living With Diabetes
•
Pink Panther Parade
a - MOVIE:'Horne Alone'
• Frederick K. Price
fraggle Rock
Under the Umbrella Tree
Top 20 Video Countdown
•- Sportscenter (R)
al - Super Mario Brothers 3
- James Kennedy
- Methodist Hour
111 - Jerry Faiwell

a- MOVIE:'The Seven Percent So-

so-

O-

Nem

ep cpp -

al-

on-

soalO0-

ep onso-

•

•

al-

8:05 A.M.

OO-

6:30 A.M.
O MO- Paid Program
OD X so- To Be Announced.

0-

site- Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran

so- Gilligan's Island
8:30 A.M.
so (3) - Kenneth Copeland
a_ It Is Written

op- Weekend Travel Update
al(1)- Who's die Boss?
O - At Love Ministries

- Day of Discovery
- Making a

Weekly
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against
the
Virginian
learn
how
to
cope
with
problems,
aided
ern
woman
turns
imGetaway'
An
'fast
- MOVIE:
prisoned bank robber•is sprung by his by two caring foster parents Kristy for hanging a friend 1946
- Swamp Thing (R)
son to even the score with the former McNichol stars. (R)
- You Can't Do That on Television
partners who turned them in. 1991. ▪ - Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'The Mouse That ▪ - Paid Program
Rated PG-13
Roared' The Grand Duchy of Fenwick, ▪ - MOVIE: 'The Water Engine' A
- Real World
- Catch the Spirit
▪ - Denver, the Last Dinosaur
- Drag Racing: IHRA Mid- facing bankruptcy, declares war on the genius whose latest invention is revolu▪ - Yogi Bear
10:30 A.M.
tionizing technology gets an unwelNationals From Scribner, United States 1959
America
121) - Barney & Friends (R)
W - Woodmont Baptist Church
€1)
- Time to Grow
come introduction to the dark side of
Neb. (Taped)
- Trucks and Tractor Power (R)
ED CD - This Week With David Brink- American Sports Cavalcade The American business 1992
12:00 P.M.
- IM Review
ley
NHRA Le Grandnahonal Molson in ell
- Computer Chronicles
OW - Freedom From Pain
a - Real Estate
- Donald Duck Presents
Montreal, Canada
- Inside Winston Cup Racing
Announced.
0
To
Be
0
0
- Larry Jones
- Captain N
(3- Radiology Update
- Infectious Disease
C.)- Baywatch Part 1 of 2. (8)
Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Fast Forward' A teen8:35 A.M.
- Hot Shots: The Making of an
Review
Weekend
- Jane Fonda
age dance group from a small town in Important Movie On the set of "Hot
(3- Happy Days
es - MOVIE: 'Bon Voyage Charlie Ohio goes to New York in search of
• ciz - Growing Pains
Shots," starring Charlie Sheen and
A.M.
Brown' Snoopy and Woodstock fol- fame. 1985 Rated PG.
- Salute Your Shorts (R)
Lloyd Bridges. (R)
Larry Jones
(2Jo
low Charlie Brown, Peppermint Patty,
- MOVIE:'The Lively Set' An arro• - Lead Story
- MOVIE: 'Willy Wonka and the
- Robert Schuller
Linus and Marcie on an adventure-filled gant student quits school to build race
Chocolate Factory' A world-famous
- Newton's Apple
(3(21'
1979.
France.
England
and
tour of
O - Gerald and Brenda Duncan
cars. 1964.
confectioner offers a grand prize to the
- Raceday
e - Head of the Class
0
- Mystery!: The Casebook of
(3-MOVIE:
'Canon City' A small Co- five children holding lucky candy bars
Family
Practice
Update
Sherlock Holmes
MacGyver
lorado town is terrorized by a prison 1971 Rated G
- Sports Illustrated Swimsuit
- Star Search
breakout. 1948.
(3- Fifteen
- MOVIE: 'Strange Bedfellows'
Some of the world's greatest models
▪ - Star Trek
- All in the Family
After considering divorce, a corporate
1:30 P.M.
and photographers gather to create
e Voltron
executive attempts a reconciliation
1992's Sports Illustrated swimsuit is- (3- Paid Program
0- New Day
Something Ventured
with his fiery-tempered wife 1964
(3- Doug
sue. (R)
O - Movie
▪ - Video Gospel
- Breath of Life
- Bassmasters Tactics for catching 0
- MOVIE:'Saber: The Movie' Ani- Julia Child and Company
- Jonny Quest
mated. The elephant king attempts to pre-spawn bass.
3:30 P.M.
▪ - To Be Announced.
(21) - Long Ago & Far Away: Frog save his land from rampaging rhinos in EID - Internal Medicine Update (R) • - Paid Program
▪ Cli - To Be Announced.
and Toad Together Part 2 of 2,,
- MOVIE:'Anne of Green Gables'
this adaptation of the popular child(21) - Time to Grow
O - Williams TV
Anne's life on the farm continues as
- Winners NHRA top fuel driver Ed ren's book. 1989. Rated G.
Just the Ten of Us
(3Part
2
(R)
Cardiology
Update
McCulloch
she learns about love and loss. 1985.
€11 - Sportscenter
▪ - Get the Picture
Central
High'
MOVIE:
'Crisis
at
Part
2
of
2.
- MOVIE: 'Vacationing With
Big Brother Jake
- Happy Days
Based on the controversy surrounding
Mickey and Friends' Animated. The
- MOVIE:'Gidget' During summer €111 - Week in Rock
integration of Little Rock, Arkan- (3- Paid Program
vacation escapades of Mickey and Min- vacation a girl chases sun, surf and
- Auto Racing: Oldsmobile Series the
sas' Central High in 1957 1981
MotorWeek
(21,'
nie Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy and romance. 1959.
From Des Moines, Iowa. (Taped)
- Golf: U.S. Amateur Champion- €19 - Winners NHRA top fuel driver Ed
Jimmy Cricket. 1984 Rated NR.
- MOVIE: 'The Dresser' Despite
- Day of Discovery
ship Final round from Dublin, Ohio McCulloch (R)
- SportsWeekly
his eccentricities, a senile English actor
11:00 A.M.
(Live)
- Clinical Advances in Endocrinolinto
dedicated
valet
his
coerced
by
Popeye
is
(30- Personal Power
ogy, Metabolism and Hypertension
2:00 P.M.
giving another performance. 1983.
- Come Alive
(1)- To Be Announced.
- MOVIE: 'He Said, She Said'
- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
ID (I)- Star Search (R)
9:05 A.M.
0Ci)0- First Baptist Church
Conflicting opinions add spice to the
Tennis:
Mazda
Classic
C)
12:05 P.M.
(3- Happy Days
- MOVIE: 'Saddle Tramp' An irFrom La Costa. Calif. (Same-day Tape) love affair between rival newspaper
- MOVIE:'Repossessed' A retired responsible hobo, trapped into caring el - Super Dave (R)
columnists 1991 Rated PG-13
0- Castle Advertising
IS
exorcist tries to prevent the devil from for four orphans, hides out as a ranch
12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Buddy Holly Story'
Julia
Child
and
More
Combecoming reacquainted with a former hand. 1950.
Based on the life of Buddy Holly, the
(I)(3- Paid Program
pany
possession. 1990.
rock 'n' roll pioneer who skyrocketed
(3- American Gladiators
0
- Freedom From Pain
(3- MOVIE: 'Gotcha!' A young col- to fame in the '50s 1978. Rated PG
9:30 A.M.
en- Voyage to the Bottom of the
espionage
student's
make-believe
lege
O - Hooked on Phonics
IndyCar Molson
- Two Rivers
Sea
game turns real when he meets a fem- 111)- Auto Racing:
Vancouver Indy From Pacific Place in
- Bernstein on Beethoven: A Ce- 0- This Week in Baseball
(I)- Robert Schuller
spy.
1985.
- Tennis: Arthur Ashe AIDS ale - Pssst! Hammerman's After You Vancouver, British Columbia (Live)
lebration in Vienna From Vienna, ex- e
o - In Touch
Challenge From the USTA National
- Missions '92
cerpts
from
Leonard
Bernstein's
pero e ot - Paid Program
When a boy antagonizes the class
formance of Beethoven's Piano Tennis Center in Flushing Meadow, bully, he must face the consequences.
4:00 P.M.
- Gamer Ted Armstrong
Concerto No. 1 and a rehearsal of the N.Y. (Live)
(R)
BoomsHorse Racing: Pa(3- New Wilderness
- World of Theodore Wores (R)
opera ''Fidelio." (R)
cific Classic From Del Mar, Calif (Live)
- Paid Program
(3- Cartoon Express
- Nick News: W/5
- All-American Wrestling
(r)- Heart in the Land: Women in CiCiM- Pro Beach Volleyball:
- Rugrats
e- Major League Baseball: Atlanta es
- Welcome Freshmen (R)
Agriculture Profiles South Dakota AVP U.S. Championships From Her- Personal Diary
Braves at Philadelphia Phillies From women farmers and ranchers.
0- Paid Program
mosa Beach, Calif (Live)
• - Reading Rainbow (R)
- MOVIE: 'Dr. Strangelove or: Veterans Stadium. (Live)
1:11 CU - Desserts: A Great Chefs
- Dentistry Update
•
(3- NHRA Today Champion Auto How I Learned to Stop Worrying and epv)- Something Ventured
Special
e - Preview Show (R)
Stores Nationals in Brainerd, Minn. (R)
Love the Bomb' Stanley Kubrick's e - Buckmasters: Whitetail Maga- e- MOVIE:'The Seven Percent So-.
- Beverly Hillbillies
- Internal Medicine Update
classic Cold War satire, with psychotic zine
- My Two Dads
lutitxV Dr. Watson lures the cocaine- MOVIE:'The Seven-Ups' A spe- Gen. Jack D. Ripper initiating a nuclear sip - Pediatrics Update
addicted Sherlock Holmes to Vienna
- Family Double Dare
cial squad pursues criminals whose of- strike against Russia. 1964.
- Music Videos
for a meeting with Sigmund Freud.
- Tom a Jerry's Funhouse
fenses call for seven years or more in
- Auto Racing: Great American 1976.
- Paid Program
prison. 1974. Rated PG.
el di)- Earthship Dennis Weaver disFrom Charleston, S.C. to CaliforRace
made
up
of
plays his "recycled house,"
2:05 P.M.
(E)
- This Old House
•
- Legend of Prince Valiant
nia. (Taped)
- MOVIE: 'A World Apart' A •
- Performance Showcase: Indi- MOVIE: 'Home From the Hill' old tires and aluminum cans.
'n' Roll High
MOVIE:
'Rock
- Celebrity Outdoors Tanya School Forever' A student and his young girl in 1963 South Africa feels anapolis Drag races, a manufacturer's
Infidelity and illegitimacy haunt a Texas
family's relationships with one another. Tucker, Paul Overstreet and Bill Dance rock band set out to eradicate the un- the effects of apartheid when her politi- midway and a swap meet at the Super
fish and golf at the Jimmie Rodgers
cal mother is jailed. 1988.
Chevy Show in Indianapolis. (R)
1960.
cool staffers and students from Ronald
Classic.
- Medical Programming
2:30 P.M.
Reagan High. 1990.
9:35 A.M.
- Physicians' Journal Update
MOVIE:'Fast Getaway' An imnoe
e
(o)
PGA
Golf:
World
SerOr.
Jim's
Animal
Clinic
'Conagher'
Based
on
MOVIE:
•- Up Service
prisoned bank robber is sprung by his
ies Final round from Firestone Country
Louis L'Amour's novel. An itinerant
1:00
P.M.
- MOVIE:'For Love or Money' A
son to even the score with the former
Club in Akron, Ohio. (Live)
cowboy drifts into the life of a lonely
- Lifestyles of the Rich and ▪
wealthy woman hires a lawyer to play so
partners who turned them in. 1991.
- Julia Child and Company
prairie widow. 1991.
matchmaker for her three daughters. Famous (A)
- MOVIE:'13idget' During summer
ePaid Program
• - MOVIE: 'Superdome' The
10:00 A.M.
1983.
vacation a girl chases. sun, surf and
(2l)
sustaining
America's
Agri•
Super Bowl game is threatened by a
- Ed Young
Sap CI)- Paid Program
culture: High-Tech and Horse Sense romance. 1959.
silent killer. 1978.
- Voice of Peachtree
e - IlluBlocker Sunglasses
11:15 A.M.
Farmers who are concentrating on agri- •
(I)- Koji*
co - Waters of Life
cultral approaches and methods that
e- MOVIE: The DiwIl's Brigade' A •
4:30 P.M.
1110D - To Be Announced.
(])- Nova
are both economically and environmen- el- Twilight Zone
World War II Army officer organizes a
CoPrime
Preview
Time
Sneak
tally sound.
0- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- commando unit composed of outcast
- Taman (A)
Americans and highly disciplined Can- hosts Merit Curry and Delta Burke in- NHRA Today Champion Auto
mous
Bosom Buddies
troduce
ABC's
new
fall
series.
adians. 1968. Rated NR.
Stores Nationals in Brainerd, Minn. (R)
111 - 1NWF Wrestling Challenge
Arcade
Julia talks
Julia
Child
at
80
(I)
MI
- Family Practice Update
ID CM- This Is the NFL Features the
11:30 A.M.
ePaid Program
about her life and career as she celeWhite Beer's Secret White
(A)- Bear • - New Yankee Workshop
defending Super Bowl Champion - eau-This Week With David Brinkbrates her 80th birthday.
Washington Redskins, along with run- ley
an Brown Bear,the newlyweds, settle
or- Medical Programming
- Major League Baseball: Chicago down in their log cabin home.(R)
ning backs Thurman Thomas and Barry •
(j)- Hooked on Phonics
Cubs at San Francisco Giants From
,S - PNmptoons Animation
Sanders.
Teens
Talk
e
ap(I)- BiuBlocker Sunglasses
Candlestick Park. (Live)
Good Minutes
•
Revise
3:00 P.M.
go -st...t Smarts: How to Avoid
- MOVIE:'Harbour Beet' A rough4:35 P.M.
e - Nen & Stimpy
Being a Victim Veteran policeman J.J. and-tumble Scotsman is paired with a e
- College Football Preview An
Captain
Planet and the Planee
O- on Jazz (R)
Bittenbinder offers tips on identifying mellow-tempered
Australian after in-depth look at the upcoming college
gl(21)- 3-2-1 Contact (R)
and avoiding potentially dangerous si- being transferred to Sydney's police footbaN season, including highlights of
5:00 P.M.
O- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R) tuations.
the nation's leading players, teams and
force. 1990.
- WNd Side
- Cardiology Update Part 2.
115 (2)111111(4)- News
e - MOVIE: 'The Border' A Texas coaches.
0())a- ABC World News Sunday
To Be Announced.
Paid Program
•
- Adventures of Tintin
border guard's values conflict with
(it - CBS Evening News
those of his corrupt co-workers and e cu - Julia Child and More Corn- ▪ aD
ge (21)- Comment on Kentucky IR)
- Fade to Black
materialistic wife. 1982.
pony
MOVIE:'The Return of PAegwell
so- BM Dance Outdoors
- Sports Reporters
- Obeteuice/Ovneosiogy Update go- Plribells Three parentless children es- MOVIE:'The Virginian' An East- Smart'Secret agent Maxwell Smart at- Maniac Mansion (R)
•
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- Emmy Awards

SUNDAYcoNT.
•.---,ots to stop K AOS from launching a
- Simpsons (R,
• —b tritAO'ifSrObe the entire human
▪ _ Road to War IR
'980
- MacGyver
- Salute to Television s Best
- Looney Tunes
ID Paid Program
•- Mary Tyler Moore
(D - Bugs Bunny & Pals
0- Paid Program
ED 21 - Victory Garden
'nate ai 21 - National Audubon Society
DE) Truckin USA
- Journal Watch The Television
(ED Medical Programming
Series
63 A voniea oj - MOVIE Wild Hearts Can't Be
Broken'
5•05 P M.
• - Lip Service
• WCW Main Event Wrestling
Q)- Baseball Tonight
5:30 P.M.
Q)- That's My Dog
2 - ABC World News Sunday
a) - MOVIE 'Where the Boys Are'
0 3 - Wild Kingdom
Four young women Join the hordes of
Florida bound collegians during Easter
O - NBC News
vacation 1960
5 - News
CD - Jerry Falwell
6 - NBC Nightly News
6:05 P.M.
- New WKRP in Cincinnati IR
0 • - Evening at Pops
oj- American Sports Cavalcade The
(19 12 - Outdoorsman With Buck K nox v 'Ile Nationals in Knoxville Iowa
McNeely
6:30 P.M.
•_ Hitchhiker
CI - Simpsons
O - Wild Side
- Looney Tunes
0-MOVIE 'Police Academy 5 As ▪ - Mary Tyler Moore
signment Miami Beach'
▪ - Paid Program
- MOVIE 'Mad About You
•- Milestones in Medicine
- Flashback
Week in'Rock
▪ - Amateur Hour
€11) - Sportscenter
•_ Maniac Mansion 181
7:00 P.M.
•- MOVIE "Repossessed'
America's Funni'2,
•
est Horne Videos (R)
CB - Word for Today
00 6, - I Witness Video (R)
6:00 P.M.
- Murder,She Wrote (RI
orr5,
Goes On
Life
3
2
0
0
O
Life Miracles
Marine
(Pi
Mysteries
Unsolved
6
.0 - MOVIE: 'Ivory Hunter'
s go 12 _ 60 Minutes IA)

o

15)

o
O

o

o

jp

-

0

(R)

0
0

O

a, - MOVIE: •Summertime A
middle-aged spinster finds romance
with a married man during a vacation in
Venice 1955
Q) - MOVIE: The Take'
O - Hi Honey, I'm Home (R)
ID - Mary Tyler Moore
Q) - Paid Program
AnFiC
ng Parte;
-21 N_FECve
s
view
Pops
Medicine Update IRI
- MOVIE_ 'Home Alone'
ej - MOVIE - 'Bright Angel'
- Major League Baseball. Cincinnati Reds at New York Mets From
Shea Stadium (Live)
0-MOVIE:'RoboCop 2'
- First Baptist Church of Dallas

gj - Internal

7:30 P.M.

o

2,
3, IS - America's Funniest People (RI
O - Get Smart
O - Mary Tyler Moore
0- Paid Program
• - Raceday
• - Family Practice Update (R)
• - Preview Show (R)
•- Real World
(B- Adventures of the Black Stallion
(R)
I)

8:00 P.M.
:2_ 0 1-, ID - MOVIE: •Reds'
Warren Beatty•s Oscar-winning account of the life of radical Journalist
John Reed and his stormy relationship
with writer Louise Bryant 1981 Part 1
of 2
- MOVIE: The Return of
00
Eliot Ness' Incorrigible lawman Ness
returns to the streets of 1947 Chicago
to smash illegal gambling 1991

SO la -MOVIE:'Jack the Ripper' An alcoholic Scotland Yard detective launches an investigation into the
grisly murders of three prostitutes in
1888 London 1988 Part 1 of 2
- Mork & Mindy
_ National Geographic Explorer
Season Premiere
O - Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
at 21 - Masterpiece Theatre: Sum
mer's Lease Part 4 of 4 (R)
- Exciting World of Speed and
Beauty Off-road champion 'Iron Man
Stewart. Bonneville side-car racing
8E1 - Cardiology Update Part 2 (8)
- Kenny Loggins: Going Home

- MOVIE:'Chuck Berry Hail! Hail!
Rock 'n' Roll'
gg - Plimptoons Animation
Q)- John Ankerberg
a)- MOVIE: 'The Golden Seal' The
legendary golden seal that once protected the Aleutian Islands surfaces to
befriend a young boy 1983
cD - It Is Written

10:48 P.M.
2 - Missing/Reward RI
0 3 - Cheers
- Campaign America
13

1 1:00 P.M.
- Coach Bill Curry Kentucky
Football
- Big Picture
_ Arsenio Hall (RI
Bp- Family Edition
0-12.- M•A•S•H
- MOVIE: 'Shoot the Moon'
ID - MOVIE: 'Summertime' A
dB- Methodist Hour
middle-aged spinster finds romance
with a married man during a vacation in
8:30 P.M.
Venice 1955
o - Viewer's Choice
Hollywood Insider (R)
0- Dick Van Dyke
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
(fa - Bill Dance Outdoors
O Beauty Breakthrough III
Internal Medicine Update (RI
▪ - Paid Program
0- MOVIE: 'Lethal Woman'
- MOVIE: 'The Water Engine'
- Sports
ED - Exciting World of Speed and
9:00 P.M.
Beauty Off-road champion "Iron Man"
- News
Stewart. Bonneville side-car racing (8)
ID - House of Ellett Part 9 of 12
•- Prescribing Information
O - Counterstrike (9)
- 120 Minutes
O - Lucy Show
ID - Baseball Tonight (R)
(R)
Diary
0- Personal
- John Osteen
O - MOVIE: 'The Big Land' Texas (1)- Montreal Comedy Festival Lily
cattlemen attempt to reroute a railroad Tomlin hosts the 10th annual celebrafor their own benefit. 1957
tion on stage of Montreal's St. Denis
in 71) - Doris Day: A Sentimental Theater (R)
Journey
41)- Quantum Marketing
Bassmasters Tactics for catching
11:18 P.M.
(R)
pre-spawn bass
On Scene: Emergency Res- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
ponse (R)
(R)
MOVIE:'Bombardier' AmeriMTV
Shore
Pauly
0- Comedy Hour:
personality Pauly Shore presents unu- can flyers learn the hard realities of war
at a bomber training school. Colorized
sual stand-up comedy and vignettes
version. 1943.
(R)
Unplugged
- 7 Magazine
Is_ In Touch
11:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Color of Money'
- Weekend With Crook and
- Rejoice in the Lord
Chase
9:30 P.M.
as - Face the Nation
0- Instant Replay
0CC - Cal Luther
0- Green Acres
0 - Supennodel of the World
- Lead Story (R)
(.12) - CBS Sunday Night News
Tanya
Outdoors
es - Celebrity
Tucker, Paul Overstreet and Bill Dance 0S- Paid Program
- Donna Reed
fish and golf at the Jimmie Rodgers
- Road Test Magazine (R)
Classic. (R)
- Family Practice Update (R)
al- Larry Jones
O - Aretha Franklin: Queen of Soul 0- Don Lewis
01 - Rockumentary
1 1:35 P.M.
0- World Tomorrow
10:00 P.M.
OE0CC0(it - News
0
11:38 P.M.
(T)- Listening to America
- MOVIE: 'Used Cars' A fasttalking used-car salesman goes to outO - Monsters
landish lengths to prevent his late
- Roggin's Heroes (R)
boss's car lot from falling into evil
- FuN Wax
•
hands. 1980.
- Silk.Stalkings (R)
•
11:45 P.M.
- Hi Honey. I'm Home (R)
om- Perspective
0- Network Earth
•
s- Paid Program
0- Real Sex 4 A continuing profile of
•- Truckin' USA Driving through sex in the '90s,featuring racy European
TV shows and the Miss Nude World
Montana's Glacier National Park. (R)
International contest. (R)
- Physicians' Journal Update
O- MOVIE:'Night of the Warrior' O - MOVIE:'Angel Town'
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11:48 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Mortal Thoughts'
is CID- Siskei & Ebert
DI- Week in Rock
- Sportscenter
12:00 A.M.
- Memories... Then and Now (R)
ID- Ben Haden
- Day of Discovery
(1)- Mercury Media
•
0c.J - Simon la Simon
10:18 P.M.
salso- Paid Program
Pisws
- Patty Duke •
P.M.
10:30
- Is 'There Love After Marriage?
- Rockford Files
Winners NHRA top fuel driver Ed
Mason
Pony
aim McCulloch. (R)
Cl)• - Coach Mike Mahoney: Mur- Women's Tennis: Federation
ray State Football
From Nottingham, England.
Cup
Justice
- Street
(Taped)
- Siskil & Ebert
•
- MOVIE: 'Hostile Takeover'
O (te - M•A*S•H
Moody Science
▪ - Dragnet
12:15 A.M.
•- Focus on Beauty
0 - Face the Nation
- Paid Program
12:18 A.M.
- Trucks and Tractor Power (R)
s- Family Practice Update (R)
s CZ; - First Look (R)
•
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Viewers Choice I & II & Request

,11' The

Viewers
Choice I

ducky

le'

A

44

:S

in&
•cl and
Men
fly (Ft)

/al Lily
elaira
Dems

y Res

AUGUST 24, 1992
MORNING
2 "Stop! Or My
/
7:30 0 Movie **1
Mom Will Shoot" (1992. Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone. Estelle Getty A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'PG-13'
9:000 Movie ** "Private Lessons"
(1981, Comedy) Sylvia Kristel, Howard Hesseman. A shy teen-ager is
dumbfounded when his father's new
maid offers to lead him through his
first sexual experience. (In Stereo)
'R'
930 Bo Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Annabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Mornay. A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband's suicide.(In Stereo)'R'

Amen
of wdr
)10010(1

k and

World
aws

fast
to out
is late
Ito evil

'ofde of
ropean
World

ow (R)

riflgo?
lye, Ed
station
ngland
VO1'

45

Request

MONDAY

'lid rii

Ition ir

Viewers
Choice II

2 "The Bikini Car
1
10:00 0 Movie */
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
11:000 Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R' q
11:300 movie ** "Shining Through"
(1992, Drama) Michael Douglas, Melanie Griffith. Dunng World War II, a
New York secretary convinces her
lover to allow her to spy for the Allies
behind enemy lines. Based on Susan
Isaac's best seller. (In Stereo) 'R' q
AFTERNOON
12:000 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance. The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case. (In
Stereo)'R'
1:30 0 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991. Comedy)Steve Martin.
Diane Keaton. A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter's upcoming nuptials. A remake of the
1950 classic. (In Stereo)'PG q
2 "The Bikini Car
1
2:000 Movie */
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition (In
Stereo)'R' q
el Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
Drama) Warren Beatty. Annette Bening Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Bantam!)"Bugsy"
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'FI q
2 "JFK" (1991.
1
3:300 Movie ***/
Drama) Kevin Costner, Sissy Spa-

cek. New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison investigates the suspicious events surrounding President
Kennedy s assassination in this
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone. (In
Stereo) 'A' q
4:00 0 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance. The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
2 "Stop! Or My
1
4:30 0 Movie **/
Mom Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'PG-13' ci
EVENING

Q

Listings for August 24 thru August 30, 1992

New York secretary convinces her
lover to allow her to spy for the Allies
behind enemy lines. Based on Susan
Isaac's best seller. (In Stereo)'R'
1:00 CD Movie ** "Private Lessons"
(1981, Comedy) Sylvia Kristel, Howard Hesseman. A shy teen-ager is
dumbfounded when his father's new
maid offers to lead him through his
first sexual experience. (In Stereo)
'R'
2 "The Bikini Car
1
2:00 49 Movie */
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Stereo)'R'
3:00 49 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton. A harried San Marino

patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter's upcoming nuptials. A remake of the
1950 classic. (In Stereo)'PG'
Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel.
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R' q
4:00 ea Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance. The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case. (In
Stereo)'A' p

TUESDAY

Kennedy's assassination in this
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone. (In
Stereo)'R' q
2 "The Bikini Car
1
8:000 Movie */
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition.(In
Stereo)'R' q
BD Movie *** "Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country" (1991, Science Fiction) William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy. A blossoming peace between the Federation and Klingon
Empire threatens to erupt into fullscale war when Kirk and McCoy are
implicated in the Klingon chancellor's
murder.(In Stereo)'PG' p
10:000 Movie ** "Private Lessons"
(1981, Comedy) Sylvia Kristel, Howard Hesseman. A shy teen-ager is
dumbfounded when his father's new
maid offers to lead him through his
first sexual experience. (In Stereo)

0 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
2:000 Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991.
Severance. The wife of a suspended
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
cop weaves a web of seduction and
MORNING
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case. (In
the glamorous gangster who hob8:00(0 What's on Request? Previews
Stereo) 'R' q
nobbed with Hollywood's finest and
of upcoming movies and special evbuilt a gambling oasis in the Las ye•Movie *** "The Hand That
ents.
Rocks the Cradle"(1991. Suspense)
as desert. (In Stereo) 'R' q
2"The Addams Fa/
8:30(0 Movie **1
Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
Annabelle Sciorra. Rebecca De Mormily" (1991, Comedy) Anjelica Husnay. A woman posing as the ideal
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
ton, Raul Julia. Long-lost Uncle
nanny embarks on a campaign of terSeverance. The wife of a suspended
Fester returns to the Addams houseror against the family she blames for
cop weaves a web of seduction and
hold under suspicious circumstances
her husband's suicide.(In Stereo)'R •
betrayal around her husband and the
in this big-screen adaptation of the
Internal Affairs agent on his case.(In
cult TV series. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
E.)
2 "JFK" (1991,
1
Stereo) 'R' q
12:00 49 Movie ***/
9:30 49 Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
Drama) Kevin Costner, Sissy SpaDrama) Warren Beatty, Annette Ben- 2:300 Movie ** "Shining Through"
cek. New Orleans District Attorney
(1992, Drama) Michael Douglas, Meing. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
lanie Griffith. During World War II, a
Jim Garrison investigates the suspiaccount of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
New York secretary convinces her
cious events surrounding President
the glamorous gangster who hoblover to allow her to spy for the Allies
Kennedy's assassination in this
nobbed with Hollywood's finest and
behind enemy lines. Based on Susan
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone. (In
built a gambling oasis in the Las VeStereo)'R'
Isaac's best seller. (In Stereo)'R' q
gas desert. (In Stereo) 'R'
2 "The Bikini Car
1
0Movie *V2 "The Bikini Car Wash
moo 01 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior" 4:00 0 Movie */
Company" (1992, Comedy) Joe
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikini-clad
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. BikiniSeverance. The wife of a suspended
give a
attendants
wash
wash attendants give a sudsy Los
car
car
clad
and
seduction
of
cop weaves a web
Angeles establishment a slippery
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
betrayal around her husband and the
edge on the competition. (In Stereo)
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Internal Affairs agent on his case.(In
'R'
Stereo)'R' q
Stereo) 'R' q
0Rock Video Girls 3 A look at Eu4:30 BD Movie *** "Father of the
2 "Stop! Or My
1
10:30 0 Movie **/
Martin,
Steve
Comedy)
rope's sultry stars of rock video (In
(1991,
Bride"
Comedy)
(1992,
Mom Will Shoot"
Diane Keaton. A harried San Marino
Stereo)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
1:000 Movie **"2"The Addams Fabrief visit by a policeman's meddlemily" (1991, Comedy) Antelica Husexorbitant catering costs and more
some mother turns into a prolonged
ton, Raul Julia. Long-lost Uncle Fesas he prepares for his daughter's upadventure in aggravation after she
coming nuptials. A remake of the
ter returns to the Addams household
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
1950 classic. (In Stereo)'PG'
under suspicious circumstances in
Stereo)'PG-13' q
this big-screen adaptation of the cult
5:000 What's on Request? Previews
TV series. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
of upcoming movies and special evAFTERNOON
ents.
2:00 0 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
"Bogey" (1991,
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
12:000Movie ** "Private Lessons" 5:300 Movie ***
Annette BenBeatty,
Warren
Drama)
Severance. The wife of a suspended
Ho(1981. Comedy) Sylvia Knstel,
ing. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
cop weaves a web of seduction and
ward kiesseman. A shy teen-ager is
account of Benjamin ''Bugsy" Siegel,
betrayal around her husband and the
dumbfounded when his father's new
the glamorous gangster who hobInternal Affairs agent on his case (In
maid offers to lead him through his
nobbed with Hollywood's finest and
Stereo) 'R' q
first sexual experience (In Stereo)
built a gambling oasis in the Las Ve0 movie *** "The Hand That
3:00
gas desert (In Stereo) 'IT q
419 Movie *1/2 "The Bikini Car Wash
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Company" (1992, Comedy) Joe
Annabelle Sciorra. Rebecca De MorEVENING
Dow, Suzanne Browne. Bikini-clad
nay. A woman posing as the ideal
6:00 0 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
car wash attendants give a sudsy Los
nanny embarks on a campaign of ter(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Angeles establishment a slippery
ror against the family she blames for
Severance The wife of a suspended
edge on the competition (In Stereo)
her husband's suicide. (In Stereo)
and
cop weaves a web of seduction
'R' q
betrayal around her husband and the 4:00 0 Movie *1
12:300 Movie *** "The Hand That
2 "The Bikini Car
/
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
Rocks the Cradle"(1991. Suspense)
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Stereo)'R'
Annabelle Sciorra. Rebecca De MorJoe Dusic, Suzanne Browne Bikini
2 "JFK" (1991,
1
8:300 Movie ***/
nay A woman posing as the ideal
clad car wash attendants give a
SpaDrama) Kevin Costner, Sissy
nanny embarks on a campaign of tersudsy Los Angeles establishment a
cek. New Orleans District Attorney
ror against the family she blames for
slippery edge on the competition (In
Jim Garrison investigates the suspiher husband s suicide (In Stereo) R
Stereo) •R' q
cious events surrounding President
AUGUST 25, 1992

6:00 0 Movie *1/2 "The Bikini Car
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Stereo)'R' q
0 Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Annabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Mornay. A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband's suicide.(In Stereo)'R'
q
7:00 0 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"
8:000 Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance. The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case.(In
Stereo) 'R'
0 Movie *1012 "Stop! Or My Mom
WM Shoot"(1992, Comedy) Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A brief visit
by a policeman's meddlesome
mother turns into a prolonged adventure in aggravation after she witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'PG-13' q
9:00 49 Movie ** "Private Lessons"
2 "The Bikini Car
1
10:00 0 Movie */
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Stereo)'R'
0 Movie *** "Bogey" (1991,
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R' q
11:00 0 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton. A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter's upcoming nuptials. A remake of the
1950 classic (In Stereo)'PG' q
12:00
Movie •* -Mien Behavior"
** -Shining Through"
Movie
12:30w
(1992, Drama) Michael Douglas. Melanie Griffith During worm War II. a
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WEDNESDAY

a)

12:30 0 Movie *** "Father of the
Bnde"(1991 Comedy)Steve Martin.
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
MORNING
patriarch faces separation anxiety.
catering costs and more
exorbitant
f1991
"Bugsy"
***
.4erine
4
800 0
as he prepares for his daughter s upDrama, Warren Beatty Annette Ben coming nuptials A remake of the
rig Barry Levinson s Oscar-winning
1950 classic (In Stereo) PG :;
account of Benjamin Bugsy Siegel
Movie *10,2 "The Addams Fathe glamorous gangster who hob(1991. Comedy) Antelica Husmily"
and
finest
s
Hollywood
with
nobbed
ton. Raul Julia Long-lost Uncle Fesbuilt a gambling oasis in the Las yeter returns to the Addams household
gas desert In Stereo) R :;
under suspicious circumstances in
Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
9:00
this big-screen adaptation of the cult
Europe s sultry stars of rock video
TV series (In Stereo) PG-13 L;
in Stereoi
2:00 CD Movie 1,1 2 "The Bikini Car
Movie ••• "Bugsy" 0991
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Drama) Warren Beatty Annette BenJoe Dusic, Suzanne Browne Bikinirig Barry Levinson s Oscar-winning
clad car wash attendants give a
account of Benjamin Bugsy Siegel
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
the glamorous gangster who hobslippery edge on the competition (In
nobbed with Hollywood s finest and
Stereo) R
built a gambling oasis in the Las Ve2:30 (33 Movie ***'7 "JFK" (1991
gas desert In Stereo) Ft
Drama) Kevin Costner. Sissy Spa0Movie a' -The Bikini Car Wash
cek New Orleans District Attorney
Company" 11992 Comedy) Joe
Jim Garrison investigates the suspiDusic Suzanne Browne Bikini-clad
cious events surrounding President
zar wash attendants give a sudsy Los
Kteenrn
s
o)yRs ,4assassination in this
eed
A-geies establishment a slippery
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone (In
edge -)n the competition (In Stereo)
AUGUST 26 1992

a•

a)

goo a)

al

NI4:,•••'.•• ••* -Star Trek VI: The
10:30
Undiscovered Country' 11991 Science c ,ctioni William Shatner Leonard Nimoy A blossoming peace be:weer the Federation and Klingon
Empire threatens to erupt into fullscale war when Kirk and McCoy are
implicated in the Klingon chancellor S
murder In Stereo) PG c
AFTERNOON

•

12:00 0 Movie it* "Illicit Behavior"

this big-screen adaptation of the cult
TV series (In Stereo)'PG-13

Internal Affairs agent on his case (In 10:30 Cal Movie ace "Star Trek VI: The
Stereo) R
Undiscovered Country" (1991, SciMovie *** "Star Trek VI: The
4:30
ence Fiction) William Shatner, LeonUndiscovered Country" 11991, Sciard Nimoy A blossoming peace beence Fiction) William Shatner. Leontween the Federation and Klingon
ard Nimoy A blossoming peace beEmpire threatens to erupt into fulltween the Federation and Klingon
scale war when Kirk and McCoy are
Empire threatens to erupt into fullimplicated in the Klingon chancellor s
scale war when Kirk and McCoy are
murder (In Stereo) PG
implicated in the Klingon chancellor s 11:30
Movie rice "Father of the
murder (In Stereo) 'PG' C
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
EVENING
patriarch faces separation anxiety.
exorbitant catering costs and more
6:00
Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
as he prepares for his daughter s upEurope s sultry stars of rock video
coming nuptials A remake of the
(In Stereo)
1950 classic (In Stereo) 'PG'
Movie */
2"The Bikini Car Wash 12:00 GO Movie a* "Illicit Behavior"
1
Company" (1992 Comedy) Joe
(1991. Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Dusic, Suzanne Browne Bikini-clad
Severance The wife of a suspended
car wash attendants give a sudsy Los
cop weaves a web of seduction and
Angeles establishment a slippery
betrayal around her husband and the
edge on the competition (In Stereo)
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
R
Stereo) • R
Movie 1,1'2 "Stop! Or My 12:30 en Movie *** "The Hand That
6:30
Mom Will Shoot" (1992 Comedy)
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Sylvester Stallone. Estelle Getty A
Annabella Sciorra. Rebecca De Morbrief visit by a policeman s meddlenay A woman posing as the ideal
some mother turns into a prolonged
nanny embarks on a campaign of teradventure in aggravation after she
ror against the family she blames for
witnesses a drive-by shooting (In
her husband s suicide (In Stereo)'R'
Stereo) PG-13 c
Movie cc* "Father of the
7.00
1:30 CD Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Drama) Warren Beatty. Annette BenDiane Keaton A harried San Marino
ing Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
patriarch faces separation anxiety.
account of Benjamin ''Bugsy ' Siegel.
exorbitant catering costs and more
the glamorous gangster who hobas he prepares for his daughter's upnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
coming nuptials A remake of the
built a gambling oasis in the Las Ve1950 classic (In Stereo) PG
gas desert (In Stereo) R
8:00 SO Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
2:00 CP Movie *1 2 "The Bikini Car
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Movie ** "Shining Through"
Joe Dusic. Suzanne Browne Bikini(1992 Drama) Michael Douglas. Meclad car wash attendants give a
lanie Griffith During World War (I. a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
New York secretary convinces her
slippery edge on the competition (In
lover to allow her to spy for the Allies
Stereo) R'
behind enemy lines Based on Susan
2:30 Cal Movie *** "Star Trek VI: The
Isaac s best seller (In Stereo) R
Undiscovered Country" (1991. Sci9:00 (1:1 Movie a** "Bugsy" (1991
ence Fiction) William Shatner. LeonDrama) Warren Beatty. Annette Benard Nimoy A blossoming peace being Barry Levinson s Oscar-winning
tween the Federation and Klingon
account of Benjamin "Bugsy Siegel,
Empire threatens to erupt into fullthe glamorous gangster who hobscale war when Kirk and McCoy are
nobbed with Hollywood's finest and
implicated in the Klingon chancellor s
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vemurder (In Stereo) -PG c
gas desert (In Stereo) R
Movie cc "Illicit Behavior"
4:00
Car
Bikini
"The
2
/
C1
Movie
10:00
Drama)
(1991,
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)

CP Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle" 11991, Suspense)
Annabeiia Sciorra. Rebecca De Mornay A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband S suicide (In Stereo) •R
400 CB Movie tic "Illicit Behavior"
1991, Drama) Robert Davi Joan
Severance The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
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Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
1:00
Europe's sultry stars of rock video
MORNING
(In Stereo)
1:30
Movie *** "Bugsy"
Movie *•* "Father of the 2:00
9:00
Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991 Comedy)Steve Martin,
Bride"(1991. Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety.
patriarch faces separation anxiety.
exorbitant catering costs and more
exorbitant catering costs and more
ups
as he prepares for his daughter
as he prepares for his daughter s upcoming nuptials A remake of the
coming nuptials A remake of the
1950 classic (In Stereo) PG
1950 classic (In Stereo)'PG
Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
0 Movie ** "Shining Through"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
10:00 e Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
Severance The wife of a suspended
(1991. Drama) Robert Davi Joan
cop weaves a web of seduction and
Severance The wife of a suspended
betrayal around her husband and the
cop weaves a web of seduction and
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
betrayal around her husband and the
Stereo) R L.]
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
"Bugsy" (1991,
4:00
R
Stereo)
Drama) Warren Beatty. Annette Benmoo.Movie cc "Private Lessons"
ing Barry Levinson s Oscar-winning
11:300 Movie ••* "The Hand That
account of Benjamin Bugsy Siegel.
Rocks the Cradle"(1991. Suspense)
the glamorous gangster who hobAnnabelle Scoorra. Rebecca De Mornobbed with Hollywood s finest and
nay A woman posing as the ideal
built a gambling oasis in the Las Veter
of
campaign
nanny embarks on a
gas desert (In Stereo) 'Ft'
ror against the family she blames for
2"The Bikini C. Wash
/
Movie *1
her husband s suicide (In Stereo) R
Company" (1992. Comedy) Joe
Dusic Suzanne Browne Bikini-clad
car wash attendants give a sudsy Los
AFTERNOON
Angeles establishment a slippery
edge on the competition (In Stereo)
1200 111 Movie 16'1'2 "The Bikini Car
R :,;
Wash Company" 11992 Comedy)
gi Movie ik*V7 "The Addams FaBikini
Browne
Suzanne
Joe Dusic
mily" 11991 Comedy) Anielsca Husclad car wash attendants give a
ton. Raul Julia Long-lost Uncle Fessudsy Los Angeles establishment a
ter returns to the Addams household
slippery edge on the competition
under suspicious circumstances or
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6:00 W Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi. Joan
Severance The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
Stereo) -Ft c
CID Movie *** "Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country" (1991, Science Fiction) William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy A blossoming peace between the Federation and Klingon
Empire threatens to erupt into fullscale war when Kirk and McCoy are
implicated in the Klingon chancellor's
murder (In Stereo) -PG.
6:30 CB Movie ***V2 "JFK" (1991,
Drama) Kevin Costner. Sissy Spacek. New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison investigates the suspicious events surrounding President
Kennedy's assassination in this
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone (In
Stereo) R
11:00 CD Movie *1/2 "The Bikini Car
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition (In
Stereo) •R'
Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991.
Drama) Warren Beatty. Annette Bening Barry Levinson s Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin -Bugsy
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert (In Stereo) 'R
moo 123 Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
Europe s sultry stars of rock video_
(In Stereo)
Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
(1991. Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case (In
Stereo) R'
2 "Stop! Or My
/
10:30 CD Movie **1
Mom Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting (In
Stereo)'PG-13' C)
"JFK" (1991.
11:00 CD Movie
Drama) Kevin Costner, Sissy Spacek. New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison investigates the suspicious events surrounding President
Kennedy s assassination in this
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone (In
Stereo) R L„)
12:00 (10 Movie *i/2 "The Bikini Car
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne_ Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition (In
Stereo) 'R' (,)
ea Movie ** "Shining Through"
11992, Drama) Michael Douglas, Melanie Griffith During World War II, a
New York secretary convinces her
lover to allow her to spy for the Allies
behind enemy lines Based on Susan
Isaac s best seller (In Stereo) 'R
Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
2:00
2:30 0 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter s upcoming nuptials A remake of the
1950 classic (In Stereo)'PG c-,7
0 Rock Video Girls 3 A look at Europe s sultry stars of rock video (In
Stereo)
"The Bikini Car
4:000
Wash Company" (1992, Comedy)
Joe Dusic. Suzanne Browne Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition (In
:tereoi R
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slippery edge on the competition.(In
Stereo)'R' q
•Movie *It* "Bugsy"
2 "JFK" (1991,
1
Movie ***/
9:00
Drama) Kevin Costner, Sissy Spacek. New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison investigates the suspicious events surrounding President
Kennedy's assassination in this
Oscar-winner from Oliver Stone. (In
Stereo) TV q
10:00 iso Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
10:30 5 Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Annabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Mornay. A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband's suicide.(In Stereo)'R'
GB

AUGUST 28, 1992
MORNING

EVENING
2 "The Bikini Car
1
Movie */
6:00
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne. Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition. (In
Stereo) 'Ft' q
co Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle"
6:30 ag Movie *** "Bogey" (1991.
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R'
Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
8:00
(1991, Drama) Robert Davi, Joan
Severance. The wife of a suspended
cop weaves a web of seduction and
betrayal around her husband and the
Internal Affairs agent on his case. (In
Stereo) 'R' q
to Movie **1/2 "The Addams Family" (1991, Comedy) Anjelica Huston. Raul Julia. Long-lost Uncle Fester returns to the Addams household
under suspicious circumstances in
this big-screen adaptation of the cult
TV series. (In Stereo)'PG-13' q
9:00 ES Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton. A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter's upcoming nuptials. A remake of the
1950 classic (In Stereo) 'PG' q
al

9:00 al Movie ** "Private Lessons"
(1981, Comedy) Sylvia Knstel, Howard Hesseman. A shy teen-ager is
dumbfounded when his father's new
maid offers to lead him through his
first sexual experience. (In Stereo)
'R
What's on Request? Previews of
upcoming movies and special events.
2 "Stop! Or My
1
9:30 En Movie **/
Mom Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone. EsteHe Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting (In
Stereo)'PG-13 q
10:00 5 Movie *1/2 "The Bikini Car
Wash Company" (1992. Comedy)
Joe Dusic, Suzanne Browne Bikiniclad car wash attendants give a
sudsy Los Angeles establishment a
slippery edge on the competition (In
Stereo) 'R' q
11:00 5 Movie *** "Father of the
Bride"(1991, Comedy)Steve Martin,
Diane Keaton A harried San Marino
patriarch faces separation anxiety,
exorbitant catering costs and more
as he prepares for his daughter's upcoming nuptials A remake of the
1950 classic (In Stereo)'PG' q
11:305 Movie **V2"The Addams Family" (1991 Comedy) Anjelica Huston, Raul Julia Long-lost Uncle Fester returns to the Addams household
under suspicious circumstances in
this big-screen adaptation of the cult
TV series (In Stereo) PG-13 q

GO

2:30 ea Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
AUGUST 29, 1992
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette BenBarry Levinson's Oscar-winning
ing.
MORNING
account of Benjamin "Bugsy' Siegel,
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Wash Company"
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ail Movie *** "Star Trek VI: The
'R'
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tween the Federation and Klingon
cop weaves a web of seduction and
Empire threatens to erupt into full2 "The Bikini Car
1
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betrayal around her husband and the
scale war when Kirk and McCoy are 12:00 ap Movie
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Internal Affairs agent on his case.(In
implicated in the Klingon chancellor's
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murder. (In Stereo)'PG • q
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Movie *** "Father of the
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San
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A
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Diane
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10:00 CD Movie ** "Illicit Behavior"
11:30 CD Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991,
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